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I. ARGUMENT

The fact that there is a high bar for plaintiffs to meet in order to be ultimately

successful in a bad faith claim should not be used a sword against plaintiffs, preventing

them from pursuing their claims when allegations support the same and questions remain

to be answered in discovery. In the present action, Appellants were foreclosed from the

ability to even get off the ground by the premature granting of the Appellees' dispositive

motions.

A. Appellants' Amended Complaint satisfied the Wittmer elements.

Appellees are under the mistaken belief that the Appellants must have a judgment

against Appellees' insureds to satisfy the first prong of Wittmer v. Jones, 864 S.W.2d 885

(Ky. 1993), in order for the Appellees to be obligated to pay under the terms of its insurance

policy.' Obviously, if the insurance company denies coverage, there could never be an

obligation to pay the claim. However, the Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act clearly

states that it is unlawful for an insurance company to deny a claim beyond a reasonable

time period. Thus, it is clear that there need not be an obligation to pay for there to be a

violation of the UCSPA.

Appellees' definition of "obligated to pay" is likewise misplaced. Contrary to their

contention, "obligated to pay" corresponds to KRS 304.12-230(6), which clearly interprets

the obligation to pay when "liability has become reasonably clear." Wittmer makes clear

that an offer from an insurance company that is arbitrary, unreasonable or for ulterior

1 Under the holding of Wittmer, the Appellants are entitled to recover against Appellees National

and Arch. However, it should be noted that the 1984 and 1988 legislative history of the UCSPA,

each of which predates the 1993 holding in Wittmer, contains subsection 5 that provides for a

violation of the Act if an insurance company fails to "affirm or deny coverage of claims within a

reasonable time after proof of loss statements have been completed."
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motives can be "proof of bad faith." See Wittmer, 864 S.W.2d at 892. If an offer or lack of

an offer from an insurance company can be evidence of bad faith, it is axiomatic that there

need not be a final judgment as a prerequisite for a bad faith claim. The Appellees' reliance

upon Wittmer is misplaced because Wittmer holds the exact opposite, as the Court stated:

Wittmer sued Jones in tort, alleging property damage to her automobile and, in the

same Complaint, sued State Farm charging violation of the UCSPA, demanding

damages sustained by reason of such violation, plus prejudgment interest,

attorney's fees and court costs. (emphasis added).

Wittmer, 864 S.W.2d at 887. (emphasis added)

The Wittmer Court also found that the liability issue was hotly contested,

specifically noting that there was ". . . sufficient evidence of negligence to apportion fault

against Wi ner." Id. at 888. Therefore, Wittmer itself specifically recognizes that the

obligation to pay can arise before any judgment is entered and notwithstanding the fact that

the parties to the litigation contest liability. United States District Judge Gregory Van

Tatenhove, in a recent opinion denying an insurer's motion for summary judgment,

reinforced that Kentucky's courts have recognized that bad faith can occur in the settlement

of a disputed claim:

While the Wittmer standard does speak specifically to an insurer's basis for

"denying the claim," see 864 S.W.2d at 890, American Fire's argument is at odds

with the way the Wittmer test is now applied. Bad faith litigation often occurs even

after an insurance company ultimately settles a disputed claim. See, e.g., Phelps,

736 F.3d at 704 ("The appropriate inquiry is whether there is sufficient evidence

from which reasonable jurors could conclude that in the investigation, evaluation,

and processing of the claim, the insurer acted unreasonably and either knew or was

conscious of the fact that its conduct was unreasonable.") (emphasis added); Adkins

v. Shelter Mutual Ins. Co., No. 5:12-173—KKC, 2015 WL 1393583, at *5-6 (E.D.

Ky. Mar. 25, 2015) (noting the Sixth Circuit's Phelps decision indicates an actual

denial is not an absolute prerequisite to pleading damages); Smith v. Liberty Mutual

Ins. Co., No. 3:15—cv-00034—TBR, 2015 WL 7458641, at *1 (W.D. Ky. Nov. 23,

2015) (explaining that the insurer paid the full policy limits and settled the plaintiff s

breach of contract claim before the Court considered the insurer's alleged bad faith

in "investigating and settling Smith's claim").

Foster v. American Fire and Casualty Company, 219 F. Supp. 3d 590,595 (E.D. Ky. 2016).
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Therefore, Appellees' argument that, because liability was contested and coverage

was in question, they cannot be liable for bad faith rings hollow as it is a direct contradiction

to the holding of Wittmer.

B. The settlement conduct of the Appellees can serve as a basis for

Appellants' bad faith claim.

Insurers have a quasi-fiduciary duty of good faith and fair dealing. State Auto

Property and Cas. Ins. Co. V. Hargis, 785 F.3d 189, 197, 198 (6th Cir. 2015) (citing Curry

v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co., 784 S.W.2d 176, 178 (Ky.1989)). That duty extends to conduct

that occurs both before and after the commencement of litigation. Knotts v. Zurich Ins. Co.,

197 S.W.3d 512, 517 (Ky. 2006) ("If KRS 304.12-230 were not applicable once litigation

commenced, insurance companies would have the perverse incentive to spur injured parties

toward litigation, whereupon the insurance company would be shielded from any claim of

bad faith"), reasoning followed by appellate courts across the nation:

Implicit in an insurance company's [handling] of [a] claims in litigation or the threat

of litigation that involves the advice of counsel. To peitnit a blanket privilege in

insurance bad faith claims because of the participation of lawyers hired or

employed by insurers would unreasonably obstruct discovery of meritorious claims

and conceal unwarranted practices.

Cedell v. Farmers Inc. Co of Wash., 295 P.3d 239, 245 (Wash. 2013).

Kentucky's state and district courts have repeatedly recognized that the settlement

conduct of an insurer can serve as a basis for a bad faith action, as recognized by United

States District Judge Amul R. Thapar:

The Sixth Circuit has already held that, under Kentucky law, the UCSPA applies to

all three phases of insurance claim resolution—"negotiation, settlement and

payment of claims." See Cobb King v. Liberty Mut. Inc. Co., 54 F. App'x 833, 836

(6th Cir.2003) (quoting Davidson v. Am. Freightways, Inc., 25 S.W.3d 94, 98

(Ky.2000)). In so holding, the Sixth Circuit rejected the argument that one phase

might escape the UCSPA's requirements based on its position in the sequence. See

id. ("[We decline] to adopt the position that once a settlement agreement is reached,
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the insurance company's actions are outside the purview of KUCSPA."). Instead,

the UCSPA applies "[u]ntil the claim is finally settled and paid in

full." Id. Certainly, in most cases, settlement precedes payment. But, in either order,

the UCSPA applies to both payment and settlement. See Guar. Nat. Ins. Co. v.

George, 953 S.W.2d 946, 949 (Ky.1997) ("Clearly, one can envision factual

situations where an insurer could abuse its legal prerogative in requesting a court

to deteunine coverage issues [after fully paying the claim]. Those may well be

addressed through ... an action for bad faith.").

Ellis v. Arrowood Indem. Co., CIV. 12-140-ART, 2015 WL 2061936, at *6 (E.D. Ky. Apr.

30, 2015).

Appellees' position that they can mandate global settlement offers and refrain from

making offers on behalf of individual defendants is contrary to Kentucky law. Subsection

13 of the UCSPA specifically precludes insurance companies from settling claims "where

liability has become reasonably clear under one portion of the insurance policy coverage

in order to influence settlements under other portions of the insurance policy coverage."

See KRS § 304.12-230(13). This prohibition against leveraging claims is a cornerstone of

good faith practices for insurance companies. If an insurance company cannot leverage

claims under its own policies, it is axiomatic that it cannot leverage claims among separate

insurance companies and separate defendants to deprive a plaintiff of any recovery unless

that plaintiff settles all claims against all defendants. In the present matter, Appellees acting

in concert with each other to deny any payment to a widow unless she settles all other

contingent claims is conduct that is certainly in violation of the pervasive and broad nature

of the protection afforded by the UCSPA.

Clearly, the settlement conduct complained of by Appellants in their Amended

Complaint was sufficient to withstand Appellees' premature dispositive motions, as the

conduct complained of is admissible as proof of bad faith and is recognized as bad faith by

Kentucky's courts.
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C. Appellants pled a cognizable claim of bad faith against Arch under

Kentucky law.

Appellee Arch in its responsive Brief conflates its Motion for Judgment on the

Pleadings with that of a Motion for Summary Judgment. In a motion for judgment on the

pleadings, the party opposing does not have to specify what discovery may be needed for

his or her claim claim; it is merely whether the plaintiff pled a recognizable cause of action

in his or her complaint:

A motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted

"admits as true the material facts of the complaint." So a court should not grant

such a motion "unless it appears the pleading party would not be entitled to relief

under any set of facts which could be proved...." Accordingly,

"the pleadings should be liberally construed in the light most favorable to the

plaintiff, all allegations being taken as true." This exacting standard of review

eliminates any need by the trial court to make findings of fact; "rather, the question

is purely a matter of law. Stated another way, the court must ask if the facts alleged

in the complaint can be proved, would the plaintiff be entitled to relief?" Since

a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted is

a pure question of law, a reviewing court owes no deference to a trial court's

determination; instead, an appellate court reviews the issue de novo.

Fox v. Grayson, 317 S.W.3d 1, 7 (Ky. 2010) (footnotes omitted).

In the case of Appellee Arch, Appellants sufficiently pled a cognizable claim of

bad faith if all of the allegations within their Complaint are taken as true based on the

preceding arguments of this Reply.

D. Appellants were denied the opportunity to conduct discovery of

relevant documents prior to summary judgment being granted in favor

of National Union.

Appellants in this matter sought discovery concerning the very claims asserted

against National Union in their Complaint. It is well recognized that parties may obtain

discovery regarding subject matter which is relevant to the insurance bad faith claims

involved in the pending action. See Grange Mut. Ins. Co. v. Trude, 151 S.W.3d 803, 811-

816 (Ky. 2004). The trial court, in summarily dismissing the Appellants' claims, accepted
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at face value without further examination that the materials National Union sought to

protect were subject to privilege. Kentucky's appellate courts have repeatedly recognized

the discoverability of the materials sought by Appellants in bad faith litigation, even in the

face of Appellee's asserted privileges. The Kentucky Supreme Court has recognized that

the work product doctrine is not absolute in a bad faith lawsuit:

We find persuasive the language set forth in The Attorney—Client Privilege and the

Work—Product Doctrine, published by the American Bar Association's Section of

Litigation:

Generally speaking, when a lawyer's activities are instrumental in proving

an issue in dispute, discovery of opinion work product is accorded.
* * * * * *

A plaintiff has a good chance of obtaining opinion work product from a

defendant's counsel when the claim is that an insurance company

wrongfully refused to settle an insurance claim, or that an action was

prosecuted maliciously. In each such instance, the crucial issues that form

the proof for the claim are likely to include what the lawyer knew, when the

lawyer knew it, and how the lawyer knew it. Thus, the nature of the claim

itself often necessarily puts work product into play.

Edna Selan Epstein, The Attorney—Client Privilege and the Work—Product

Doctrine, American Bar Association Section of Litigation (3d ed.1997).

We find this situation analogous to an action against an insurer for bad faith.

The processing of a claim by an insurer is almost an entirely internal

operation and its file reflects a contemporaneous record of the handling of

the claim. The need for such information is not only substantial, but

overwhelming. See Brown v. Superior Court, supra 670 P.2d at 734.

Morrow v. Brown, Todd & Heyburn, 957 S.W.2d 722, 726 (Ky. 1997).

Furthermore, the mediation conduct of Appellee constitutes discoverable

information under Kentucky precedent:

Finally, Hamilton Mutual challenges the nature of the evidence that the trial court

allowed Buttery to introduce. It contends that much of the evidence dealing with

the post-complaint issues pertained to how Hamilton Mutual practiced its case in

court (i. e., its trial tactics and strategies) as distinguished from settlement behavior.



( In Knotts, the Court allowed evidence of an insurer's settlement behavior during

litigation to be used to demonstrate bad faith. However, it clearly distinguished

that settlement conduct from an insurer's litigation tactics in general, holding that:

[w]e are confident that the remedies provided by the Rules of Civil

Procedure for any wrongdoing that may occur within the context of the

litigation itself render unnecessary the introduction of evidence of litigation

conduct. Id. at 522.

Consequently, evidence of an insurer's general litigation tactics (distinguished

from evidence of its settlement behavior during the course of litigation) is

generally not admissible on the issue of bad faith.

Hamilton Mut. Ins. Co. of Cincinnati v. Buttery, 220 S.W.3d 287, 295 (Ky. App. 2007)

(emphasis added).

The importance of claims materials in the prosecution of a bad faith claim is

highlighted in United States District Judge Amul Thapar's opinion in Ellis v. Arrowood

Indem. Co., CIV. 12-140-ART, 2015 WL 2061936, (E.D. Ky. Apr. 30, 2015). In Ellis,

Judge Thapar denied an insurer's motion for summary judgment, finding that a jury could

conclude that the insurer acted outrageously based on statements made within a claims file

concerning settlement negotiations:

In a 2012 email to an Arrowood adjustor, one of Arrowood's attorneys wrote, "The

money is slowly coming back in." See R. 122-37. The Arrowood adjustor replied,

"Progress, ever so slowly." Id Why did Arrowood want the money back? To gain

leverage in settlement negotiations. Arrowood's claims adjuster, Pamela Savage,

admitted as much in a 2006 email, writing "[i]n order to give us some strength in

our [settlement] negotiations, we will be filing a motion for disgorgement of all

settlement money." R. 122-11. And for what purpose did Arrowood need leverage?

To get a lower settlement. After all, Arrowood refused to resettle for the same

amount as the 2005 settlement. See R. 86-14 at 7 (Arrowood's attorney refusing to

settle for the 2005 settlement amount plus one dollar).

Though Arrowood did not file the motion to disgorge the settlement payment until

November 2010, it is hard to imagine a purpose the repayment demand might

have served other than seeking "a more favorable settlement." See Glass, 996

S.W.2d at 452-53. Arrowood's own expert, Mark Arnzen, admited that such

conduct would meet the UCSPA standard: "[I]t would be outrageous for an

insurance company to use plaintiffs financial condition as leverage to extract a

more favorable settlement." See R. 136-2 at 52. A reasonable jury could certainly

agree.



Ellis v. Arrowood Indem. Co., CIV. 12-140-ART, 2015 WL 2061936, at *8 (E.D. Ky. Apr.

30, 2015).

Granting Appellee's Motion for Summary Judgment without addressing

Appellants' discovery Motions deprived Appellants of the opportunity to fully address the

merits of Appellee's arguments. Appellants asserted multiple claims against Appellee

based on conduct that occurred for over a three and a half year period. Contrary to

statements made by Appellee and the trial court's Order, Appellants did not have six years

to develop discovery, as discovery relating to the bad faith case was stayed while the

underlying claim was pending. Upon the final resolution of the underlying tort claim,

Appellants were immediately faced with Motions to Dismiss from both Appellees, which

further delayed the discovery process as in addition to trying to schedule a hearing date

amongst counsel, a new judge had to be appointed to hear the Motions, the fourth judge to

preside over this matter. After this, Appellee's Motion to Dismiss was overruled and

Appellants began for the first time the discovery process. Appellants' underlying tort

counsel appeared for deposition. Appellants also sought to subpoena records from Appellee

National Union, but was met with a Motion from Appellee National Union. Appellants

sought to compel the production of the privileged documents, and that Motion was still

pending before the trial court when Appellee National Union filed its Motion for Summary

Judgment:

In the absence of a pretrial discovery order, there are no time limitations within

which a party is required to commence or complete discovery. As a practical matter,

complex factual cases necessarily require more discovery than those where the

facts are straightforward and readily accessible to all parties. In this case, the facts

involve the parties' dealings with the assets of a multi-million dollar corporation

over a period of more than ten years and are factually complex.

Suter v. Mazyck, 226 S.W.3d 837, 842 (Ky. App. 2007), as modified (July 13, 2007).
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E. Appellee National Union used a withdrawn Opinion for an

impermissible purpose.

Appellee National Union argues that its inclusion of an "unpublished" Court of

Appeals Opinion in its Reply was an "innocent mistake." However, the excuse and

evidence in support of the same rings false. In its Reply filed with the trial court, Appellee

attached the withdrawn version of the Hofmeister Opinion, which is not available on

Westlaw.2 In fact, Westlaw does not allow access to the text of either the withdrawn

Opinion or the depublished Opinion of the Court of Appeals.3 Lexis — Nexis, not the

preferred resource of this Court, allows access to the withdrawn Opinion, but not in the

format presented by Appellee to the trial court.4 The Opinion presented to the trial court

was the original Rendered Opinion of the Court of Appeals, which indicates it is to be

published and does not reflect its withdrawn status. This version is not even available on

the Court of Appeals website.5 Clearly, the actions of counsel in tracking down this specific

version of the Opinion is more than a mere "Westlaw oversight."

Furtheimore, the Appellee readily admits that its reasoning for the use of this

withdrawn, depublished Opinion is not for any legal argument but, instead, to "instruct this

court how this case will be litigated by Plaintiffs' counsel," a reasoning in and of itself

impermissible and outside the bounds of civil litigation practice. Appellee's citation to this

action extended beyond its use in its Reply Memorandum but was also raised during oral

arguments on the Motions as well. The actions cited to by Appellee in support of its use of

the Opinion are in no way similar to the actions in the underlying action. Hofmeister was a

2 See ROA at 7429-7500, the first page being attached hereto at Appendix 3.

3 See Appendix 4.
4 See Appendix 5.
5 The first page is attached as Appendix 6.
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suit arising from a motor vehicle accident between an individual and a commercial vehicle

on a public roadway, with the bad faith allegations arising from the misrepresentation of

the amount of policy coverages by defense counsel for the commercial vehicle. There is

nothing instructive in the Court's analysis that can be reasonably and permissibly cited by

Appellee in support of the legal argument at issue in the present matter. The inclusion and

reference to the Opinion were calculated to inflame the passions and incite prejudices. See

Louisville & N.R. Co. v. Smith, 84 S.W. 755, 758 (Ky. 1905). The prejudicial effect of the

inclusion of the withdrawn Hofmeister opinion in both oral arguments and briefing at the

trial court level merit reversal of the summary judgment granted to Appellee National

Union.

II. CONCLUSION

Although the bar for a bad faith case may be high, in the present action, Appellants

were prevented from getting their case off the ground by the trial court's premature granting

of the diapositive motions of the Appellees. Appellants clearly plead a cognizable bad faith

action with admissible settlement conduct supporting their claims. Therefore, Appellants'

respectfully request this Honorable Court to reverse the grant of judgment on the pleadings

for Appellee Arch and summary judgment for Appellee National Union and to remand this

action back to the trial court to allow Appellants to begin their discovery.

J. Dale Golden
Kellie M. Collins
Golden Law Office, PLLC
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APPENDIX

Order Granting Arch Specialty Insurance Company's Motion for
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Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Hofmeister, 2004-CA-002296-MR,
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Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Hofmeister, 2004-CA-2296-MR,

2008 WL 4367827 Apx. 4
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SUMMARY jtibiaMENIC

This xriattet caine before the .Couttontheftefendant';§.41itil 20thi Nfotion

-Suxntaary Jukiphetit,in tegards to the Plaintiffe ltdrparty bad fAith. elainagriri

T.psponsp; VabIlLiff requested tbeeQOurttp defer miing on the m
atter until there s an

Oppo:V oy.xii0e q.o.frtplete- afgiii-Aetits of'oppOel op..jung

10 OI.7, rov,id .t*relovaat-motions..didw000tatiaa, and ben otberVisagafficiently

advised the the.Defendanfs MotioAfox ,ig,p3.114ry Judgment is WA1IIT.P0The-

Defendaht1 National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pitts:NM% A
 (herein

NatioxiaUjnipn"), isentitled to Su turtiaildtdgiumbas a matter of law..

Bickgrouhti

Pkilitiffs do 1,10t deny the s'9240513f1,1110j4.1.1ig4 faotP PrctifOXPO- by Nationol
 IThion

to its Uottog fox xtnmary aixilgrdmitxBy Wj of

)* additidii fol.efamiibinA sth paok..44 loonoratittethem• by refemgee','-fliis COarc also tOfes :op on_ pleatlkgs- and

factual evidence e'obtaindcl its record of thb. 41146)13413g case, qi]t is a well established principle that a trial tollift_.  .

May take judicial mitie-d- of its own iecoids anIxulmgh cml oafllnattera patent on the face otsuditreoords, including

dittylotpto.oecifilgs hi the .aartio, case 'MA RT. flitIlPtity,q;c171h,cil.biiiq1Arj16-alih (n ciFim* gervics-, 4568. W;34

407 412: (Icy: App. 2015) (ditino-Aaicid4v. A4/fn$4574 .S.2d '898
) 899 g)r., App. 1978).. To flip exteardlig4 upon

1Sr



faith elain. against National Union atis'e 'cad tbrkatha 4:01-11Wpdey
.o,NOV.Qn*or

mosioy was- leille4 .ad,040.3:It while (31fsfing Ma i . the scope d hi

.omploynlett ;4-t a 0.1ria00 ntat ffarlan,• Xentucky.. In 401.1.,, Plaintiffs Med

ragainst National Trii gagolot' owfiaa tbe '4134 that Mr, MoPlOY. NAP

:operating, :01:4-fth the mow of the Opel 4aintiOs also sued several otheis wIio were

t1(  insured by ilatiotial (4) A' O 1 al0).-b IJLC*Mat erVtod the

m ine-where the accident toOltplagdy(bj Rosionaltontractingi Mr. MoSley!s
'ennilpy013 (0).

-Terx.y.Loling, the sole managing memberaaan Coal and Regio
nal &ntractim *la(d.

_anTqi,44j Mming LW 'Both Rex and Dixie .defended .against Plaintiffs' underlying

egatios for more:than fi;ior years, .valdng yariongTeagOna.1
4 argpmpAs: throughout

tat period.

-P141:itiffs. received .-a $1. million policyllmiL settlement from the insurer of jean

'Coal and Terry *Loving in 2014, and 0.11,so Oc.eiv0(1. large compensation

Aottlenient 'fpcgn '114100 :colyttacto§? inantancff..POrlOr ftm an n
 eløsed:47.4911:t

Plaintiff counsel, Jeffrey Morgeli, aeknowledgedthat becanse
 of tiaoso $000)1%1%10,

Moslgywas not ppdpy fin:mold pressure to resolve her case when latel!Ae
gifitiating•With

.o.oups0 for Itex 044 Drixio. fol•P_ex and Dixie continual fo defend fhe.tme.alfd

assert jggitirgo'tp, defenses related 45 :410ihTead.11 4114 damges Co
unsel and Notional

Union also rea.sonabirrefusedtd:80-ttio.tialvis.8opatatolytpinA Dixie a
nd Rex to pl erit

oad), foin being tatgOted fOt an excess 3alpidift. 'Oh .Aril L5 "0:01$ '016060K orderd

the p.A1'11041:9 mediation Pursuant to this QrdeT, t?PeOeo 
mediated on June 19, 2013,

Wad gqt.Onil:012 O1$ but did not settle,

hor•On, tho facts pqratiftle:ct -in the ,q  of this Cbtkt gra sflppoitc(T -by dOcisitickti:togiinsoiy eothQr NcloitosibTe

Ovicidn4



For years, %eluding thronghout DOtb. 'mediations, 1?lai» 
eonnpi repeatedly

and persistently demanded policy limits of $'6 millio
n to -settle their tcirt clalffis against

Rex-RTEd In the meantime, the parties prepared the c ae for trial and
 engaged in an

rnteilocutory appea1 Prnally,initily:2015Plainfift? 'defnr* 
began to *9 In August-

2o15, the parties settled Plaintiffs' clams against Rex and .Di
xie for 82 inThitti, a third of

the amount they bard previbiisly demanded, ith'exe lack
s any credible evidence that

National 'Union 'ever denied coveråge todts ibsureds, artr
API:elpreperited. it avAllable

ovrage.

Stunraary Jndgrnent Standard

'§MximaryllYagraent procedure is,eniployed to avoid unneeessMy 
tijala

Treinsportaffon j(ktbingt, Nrggit ofjfzghways v L9ITtAl
e, .751 N6;.$8 (Ry.,,Avp,

198_8). 0...564g3 anthorizpa summary judgment if the pleadings, de:Posit:Ions,: .,11Wel'S 
to

.in-WrQgatpAe,k; Stfpulations, and artnissions on file, tog
ethr with the Ent]Avits, if Any,

. •

show 'Hid there is .no gentilhe IsAle as to .any-InAteria). fadt.ana that the moVing pawls<

1:1:411Q-13 to4,,51.1. grgenI as aniater of laws All doubts of an issue cdifW'f'-lettc114 sunimaiy

judgitiia åt.to be t0.0».0a:33:1, f4A7.0.r oth rly opp9sitig the Xriotlon Steelvest, Inc, ?,;.

iscantedserv. cp,„ inc., 8o SNIT121147:6* 480 agi- i95 (61-t6.10.8 ittdL .1iA the

meVing .partylias inetthe Itiltisi 'harden ofehowing thåt ttO g
enuine iSsue of a inatdial

fact X:i8'ES the other parLymust yefiate; file contentions of the mo
ving: pa with at least

-s-ttae.  -1-.ViRtiVA-«112b,npboikiRg--rivt there r*ls R gennine issne of material fact for trial.

,Ddbis »b04§, ,61/ 8...,W, C1 $61 r (Xy, App,1,98.1),, tatixig RQ.b«rts...3_/«...4tIAPA

0 (KY! ÅPP •j44.3j,

applying this tandard„'the Cot-at inn st view allnlaterials offe
redin snoport of

a motion for sumniaryjndgment in the light most favoralie t
o the non-Moving party



8/.-1L p56B.,1M-$4.432, 436 •g. Svelves4 807 ..$.W.2()

at 48 0-4g4Th.mov ngpax1ty beup the initiåibRkaon: of (.1.6raontrat
ing -that no

g nuinø issue. ofmatetW fact -.existwan,dtberi-g-AbiUden shifts t
o tho pa-Mr. opr!i)ing

.åurninaryindgynant to Iliod:04:6 atleast ,O)..xl.g.gfkitnativa•pyikkilo
ø....$1)Lpwigg that

genni-n issue of matoT.ja:lf.aot•pqn;Wng zt; a1.,1-hib ble v Johnson, 341 6.41/VS'.2t1. 169 ,(1,(y,

Gigaljo&iz "undcitik". bQ, v ut &11710141riP', ns.„:e.q) -1 14

S."0.:2d 73 Ny,.1994 greQrvø$,f,, 8.07 8.W.2ij 476; .Pgitdoilie 1-1,p$pfttS cP4 v;Rose, 
68,8

$-„W,2(.1 255 (1(y, conrfsfanalOn In considering a motion for ~aary 

j:g4gt.owlt is to determine whatlae:t there: are issues fact to botriW.,.M.:itch.4 v. Jones,

19$5). TIT -41.41.41.T.3/ 1?-9.111d13..e--yvbøfax.J.f.rQm#?:q:Q121-1e11. of r ,doka

facts ikè ltpSibieforthiu5n-nhaving party to p.o.Vail, Pu tilff

-analytia, the-fous 4:11:Oulliii»..on what is ofxeaoril ft'ail-mr than what b.O presented at

till. p „Am: Pubeg Co. pf:Ketztueky, .W .3s1 7242 Imo My. 1999): I-kr,.the'faots

nmptbe vieVMd: 11.-th-Q. light xnostfavorah1Qtp riatatiffs.b:gisting-thon the enfit of all

that mia3rbe reasonably &awn • .t.tun 'Eh» ident nd resolving.4R

doubts  pMy. Kineg Skating auk 04

)5N.2d (Ky 1961 Th Coiirt hatiring czarninad the ovidenoo.ln:Rght of that

th?R'Q ame- n0 ..g&11:Xltalq01»$ of 14atPxj-Q act:

Arialysis•

t ait -1.afni, that islatl,mal :Won wa:$1n. $~«fashtØn xek).'on4h1..ø 
a.sg

agajnpt it§. jinglro4 notbeing settled fga-enougi4 xle§Dite-

Wbik øf l'X). 1-ft..ødw.y the overall omploty of the undorlying dispute
, X31q,InilW

piVvions:-$1-ti:mixtwitliFt.thezpak,tiQs,fpr a soyen,-;fignwø.§3.0; Ntxonal Vfil`on'` Oblig
ation.

to 2-,ixoteof and defend its not to itle•cj a$6.

4



their &gland 'below -,$'6millioii notil .611pritt bOOte-Ihp elafitO
 4g4in•st Oelc ;04 Plitle

settled; the h4 that seven :Mout Court Judges have 
presided over lthiS ease .aatIsinig:

n, navoldahje diflayskand sigriffleapt. issues rogataigg .40601011 Offolttp varions,entities

ud indtatials, including 1YEr,*MOley,:h4:q.self. Fiirthe-r  Plaintif
fs claim National WO

aeteil 4).150.4 Tail): bgtalso it foattilta h  the  140pfj;t t ire as be

released as a .eoriditlon of setdeinerit. It aid b3- dtM!..6.0131
n al<01043.71074 jdto

guard against the possibility of Plattitif& settling 'With one insur
ed then seelrng an excess

:t.oraiat against the other kith diminished policy limiia Un
der Icentuelw law, 1'4-atonal

Unioii i . .-elautted, to 5plAmmr jitdgmottt begatio lighillty w
as not reasonably ow,

-teoa-op. PlaintiffS' had faith ..dai s a ptethiked çiri lltigathin -podtiot) bogosp-

P).04-WhoyogiA:prodgegd-oyiklenee of a material issue of faet tteSiiit
ehavingemnpie time

condnet nisoVery,

Yss one Of the tinbrstateS that permits a-private 'CauseQfAtion for third-parkyhad

'Kentiielcy.iMposea a very high tire:4-1191d for. had faith claim
s to be resented to a

and asics ttial -0014rts to act .as gatekeepers to aispO§e of taimetitalOas cl
aws

Wit/titer v,idf./,:es-„ 864 S W 2d (xy, 19.9A Unto ei vs .4410,../Ig4t Bult2 4.8.3

1,81. 186 acy.. App Olt V (ass, . 596 0.11Vad, .41:37, 454 My,

490), Plaintiffs have noteleated.thatthrepheld hi this

Beloausee Plaintiffs onaript satisfy the elements _ of bad fa
ith .under

1Coitlicky law, their bad. faith dairag ini th dimnatisse.d.-

Wittmeiqi,dohestlioldstha.t laintiffinitt.pteaVlae"evlilebt-e ofthOlcillalAim .1100

elerfien. 10.$1,10te4X1 Nth 0.0.111.; CI) -theinswer mast he obg4t9C1t9 pay the claim

inadep the terms 0f,thepoliz (g) the insurer muL ladlc;a
Teasonahle basis b-Alor or fget

for .denyiggthe claim, and (g) it lturist:he shown that The insurer -either lcaewthote was nO

1 easonable basis far denying the. claim or aOted.WittlIbolcioss. disre
gard for whether snob

5
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.7

:a. basis eidsted..„" ,864S,Vit.2d at 890 kinternal. 03.:nitted):, 'Mho common thread

Tulin* through each of the three WI/l
iner elements ta that the instiret has Vitt liability

:for bad 'faith it rid only if, itg liability fot paying the in question was 'beygnd.

disptte! Absexi.t that au Institet hag. A. tiglif to :defend rtbg 0.4.s.03 
1./Vitont rn çig

settlexpent offer* 4 -until:appellate r,evietntts final." HbIl
aiiiagO.DikaUGUreatalin..,b.i),

JM Yfl .Z114 WL:50 64649, (K?...App., opt. ipt 2Q14) Off din releyantipartby

J-1:0RatbOy.2). Pitvot OM. ca. etimisgV0ppi, 497 ...S.VT„Sd'73:8(Ky, -goi6))..; see aiso

• (S)sorricrv Phelps, Tp S.W.3d089, ,39$ (Ky. goo&
 4{431 elements of the test must. be.

tablished; to prevail on: a ftdrd.pa r claim fox bad.faitli under the TWORRA.:"Rolt;4007

4 t 73$-.

•I(R8:•g04.i*-..Mb (6), theepte..i4sion dt<etittidigeS tinThirCa
lts aettretent.Praotree

A t upon which Plailitift4 base thtir delay Oat-11$; itcip o$0811abillt
yfor, failingtO male good

faith efforts to 'eff.eetuata a fate prompt and equitable :spaletare
ot only in those cases in

whiC11 insures liabiiit. jxas: be wine' 4,reason bly 1t1tS

•2go(js), ttpon. -whia Plaintiffo.base their lev
eragingv 1aim olso applies only "where

liability ba,...% become reasonably cleat?' Kentadv's '
.S.upkeme &Wirt has Ield that •%t

liability to be !'reasonably dear," ifmust be liorend dispute: , 
a-*95

e[thel statuteonly requites thoan.-insprer malce a
;:good faith attenvt-to.settleanyvlainri$.

for v.v4141& liability Is beyond diSPUte, for teaSonable mount) 4 ̀.defendant 144 A

right to litigate ft 0o0 -0 long a labik V18 not 'Illoyota
 diapoir Lee. vottul

vietlitm 0%3 04,A. Supprgd.,§. 48; '656•(E1D-KY:

bgoappb A:gorifir.e dispItO exists xegardins, Rat' g and -0i140.$ 
liability TP1' the dp.atil

of .ghett: 3/.10sley, National Union's ,duty to pay RIgintiffs' clar
nis wap in dispute and

'Plaintiffs tannotsatii eventlie first element of Waal:at. Keh.taolty Supteiroo

6



:Court recently YcitctAted lioikway the 1)-01'.:4 90113t 1.10.1tegs-TO negotiate

•KeasonabYylvith-respe:et ,clOns; it does not require them to. acquieseelo.-a th
ird paitsi's

derdands," attIO, 47 8,W.34 at .789. Simply put) a *"$o
ntino dispute 0-62 TtamlityN

tendels faith e faeto i Zd. 4t-Ya.g.

-tegoomitply f4r#0.01. o5iveil •ha ity to ntiffs beau it

oas eiratled to "up the )(adage?' Worke
rs' CoirrOpeosakion

iblUtilatil

"Up-the-ladder" irfrniuni posed aSignifidantlog batflo toany.reemorragginst

:kex from the _outset of the case because Reg cmoistootly -!4.*
floa: it was 1\abagy).s

staititoryewioyer arid.Wgs entitled to dis.missalas:arnatter 
of law, 14:itspleaetiligs before

thisVop.rti Reg reasonablyTglied ontbeplainlangugge
 of 1(10 .840A.9(2), aswellas oases

sttoh ,a8 Beaver tycikiep, g7p 5g1 (1y. go), Roar Bisj:040 000. tztO,

2001WL22064$34 MY. App. g..ept. 5:, 20-03) 41:1110ettai.ey'V, IlrstHealthectre Corp,,; 2003

WL 4234.93$5, (ICy App Sept 19, 2003), Court denied Reg's Kotiola for

-$01rnor judgment on this point, the XenVoky Couit 
:,Of Appeals recognized that,

becuse cftiotorkti.di voicoa ..00riv:644aflop ijlt.rgliYaity, this was a YA
re ca that fit an

qgegp-Ron to the fmal.judgment role and liaged it to the panel 
-fog an interlocutory ruling

on theniefits.. goes worker compensatton immunityargum
entwass, therefore, reasonably

xnadeinspodfaith; it was not 55:wrongfUl,*

g, Pixie divote_131 That :it owed any duty a the bai
lok of the vehicle

1017-61v6d ofi4dent.

a guethat Digiets omership.pflhetruek,plos.tto fact that the tr
uck had

bMT btaltcs; Yi n pijcWA .41101641lig liability Was. beyond tlispiftbi
 and that National

Union shogld haw settled this :case sooner Rtaip
tittie conclusion is not al-pROlte,a by :the

law or the *as Mfthithis case,

7
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ffiIts•filingoVitiathis courti Rie reasonably arviedit rlOt owe.anydoty to 1V4r,

Mosley .as the bailor ,OfthestrucIt atsue Because:it had potlaqd ofr
odi oert.he'Qu*iij.r

over-Ayearpriort0 thoaccideht, andliec.a.use 'it. had: no right 
or alb/ to exercise control

6-stet the titelk- ffifa..maimalma it was lot topolotip fPr 4.00.1 (the telPe's)

negligent use or maintenance of the trliolk, Dixie also argue
d events °emitting awl' the

truck laft fts. cotrol--pottein fop:in by t oloollani% -D'pygott vpiogj apd. ?A:1w

diVfanals:-.-seVered the ehaiti eausatfon Wa. :respect to Dities :alleged negligence,

relieving Dbue of any 1ia1hty While this Court eventu
ally denied .111$1&5 Motion for

,Oununav Judgments it was clear that Dixie had a good .fait
h -basis to pake those

Ots. $664a10PiPall,M. &  Co..u Ronoykova ga§,.Go, 4.50 y (Ky,

1.§53)-Miltie goiek6.1.1y,egtdbliqhectfhat 6. does*wit rotaiti goarcil of the arthlg

bailed ig ;Tidt esiyohbible 10 others for its, negligebt use by the ballee!), A
lso, an

widerlyirg Jury could have -de-term:bed that Mr. ConThs, and ot
her IndiVidualS--,rather

'flop i weraliaj. .foiMr. •death.A Vox. thoso-i440114, lfil)Wty 4014 Dixie

nevet btrond .divutre wrelevaluttitne 6doit

:8. .APPPritiqyaitykent :a filikbilitty to oth
er • eitititieN . anti lattiviiaitAg wag

1i1501y,
Fyrtjtor,. the undisputedfactuol recOrd shows-that'the llabflhl oRex and

 pixie -was-

never'-"hoyond dfsbutehecause the fury would ha.vebeenableto 
apyi.ortionfanit'to Jean

Coal or Regio461, Contratirvjgbp eldiffes Wlip -were Actually reSponOble 
for inatitalning

the  Mr, Mosley was driving and rho, theniselves,settled,Dide did not h
ave control

Euffhet,.S: .R,v, Co, V. A.'elly:Consti Go:i 466 SV.4-05,$.3.0g 04006'NprO
vides, 4tOls,Eygeneral rulet tube.

absence pf.qatutc, the bailee is not imputed to the bglior does,p_uttive punt

Iliel;i0t:ab.0. duty to. exercise coptrol, otibe.-00duutbf the baileer wit
h.rps15'pctitd tix Oni$00414711,10.114u$V4

the ln3wyto ththrngbeiJeci" '
JAW alloW§-4rguynottfliaf non defendant Ind tylOpais br entities -Vvoreiy04-stiN

itAe tbxj:dapiageg,Boveririg

the chain of catiggico an1 defeating a jAintiffs teglIgdiic
o claima lirgek, Tifqmpson, 131 S*.W.34 ,-/q4, 709 (Ky.

p. 2..Q04),
8



1

over the truck at any time: '-dUring the year p!iciT tife .0„COdent,, ana a Jury _could

re.asopably corielude it was not resTonsible fbr 
131. .aintiffs i dd.

Complaint alleged_ that Regional Contracting and Jean 
Coal were .TAegligent,

A genane ilittvitaalSotegistal-gs to thellahility-ofthird7p4tmephani*whoiwere

Mod to adjnOtbilgOM MCI #tetruok afte
r the ,:Mine Safety and lTeaJth AciluibUtroto 

Caaml lama that. the brakeS -Were .degeotive. the. year before. the a.ccident. At

Improper .or Incomplete rep-airs:by those meOhanigs
 were an Wtervening or su:persedircg

eause=a16.1ahltiffe injuries. Nbneof these par
tfe$.were.insuredbyl\Tatio.n.al Union.

4, A blue:Won ovis.ted as to) whet
her :Re* or Mae mew obpin nf

issues withrtho troneo lvaice42 e.emiti)tig%.410,0flimr ;A.41gor liability

raintiM. were also unable to provide any :evidende
 that jean Coat or Regional

Contradting were awa,re pf the alleged issues with 
the- trubles brakes at the thneof the

mei-dent or, that Dijde. or Iteg-cwho were 1). r-esponsible for the inaintenance of the trnet);

were Pt 11(itice of :such i.ssnes, . 7ifle IVIS: HA had previously identified isstes with t
he

tru.-ele,s trakes,a subsemient.IVISTIA. reinediation. A
siontaent. shon that the batteS--.11a.d.

lbeenxepaired Mr Mosley expressed :11.0 -opno
gypp -about the t o1c1xI the days leadrngup

tcsthe aceident, bildlieslidnotrepOrt any vroblems w
iththe tfaclentakes: The daY-shift

driver, Matthew .131.antoni testified that he -droVe the 
traek on the day of' the aeoldent,

performed.apre,shift- die* and drovethe'sama stretc
h pfroadthat Mi maq t 163,

1)141444 tp.pripb1e.ms witlytiw.ingliae, MIN Blanl
onfurthei tgt-ifiOd:thattlxo: truck's brakes

woo- vioAdwg when be 1-01, hi shift tht day„ These facts Jeud thOtOseives to the

proposition that liability wag-hat:hey-Oa. di4Mte,

Fault -icon)43/ :halm been. apportioned to Mr, Mos
ely in the

nn.4.erbing..cgOe

9



Duririg the under DginWeral conferencen fialwalzy.$. ;201.$:this Colut 4RWI

it felt øonfideut the xecord. wfluid .huppoit a coinpaxative negligen
ee inatruction, which

yyould-allow the jug to congder mortioning fault to. iNikt. Mo'Sley,-Thig 
emit giqo Ailed

Vlajut*S would not he m#tiat(J pgiiiåna-gtiff:66* danlagft.-

laaigitif& allegastticop! :a179 awe on Jittigackipu. conduct and siettilement

* (onnrigintip,afilmriq. duringa confidential mediation 'aii
:01,~1-totfolOtt a basis

foitiltitteir had faith dAnis.

Pla1ntjf.s' bad faith claims also fail as å va.tfet o law because they
 se* rp'eciyery

related to Natlonal tTnipti:s l.itigatimcuuduct, including alleged .c
onduct during eoigt-

:o?:.dered,..onffilential lnediations. The introduction; of evidence.of 
an insurancecompgtifq.

eatduct, Otx'ategiegl and techniques in an 11r.).#4137.1.13.g suit is PX9,11.ibitea.:*

stibRquqg bad faith action Kiibits D. ..4..(Fieh Ins Co 197- 5.W.f$d 51 (giy; 2006) The

:Xentuelty Supreme Courts decision 3.X1 Knott. adopted "an absolu
te pkobibitioh on the

introduaimr of evidence of litigation, conduct as.:proof of an instixers bad 
faith, absolute

prohibition .01I the introddeti:on, 14. 'at 52g,In issuing that prohibitic0, 
urt

explained that the distinguishing fedffil'e.hetskten 'Uj.g."40sn Onatitt" #nol

aglavet" is whether the Rmlm.$ or -Civil Erocediie:pr9vir4e 
a 'retnedy for the ølig*å

inisContita If they do, the conduct Is «htgatioti condifce and i
s not actionable as bad

faith. Be -gotwak, id WtheL ieflnnig thaka.stiRalo.n, the .Cofirt notecltliat. "[W]here

propertigptIon cotidubt ai sue, ,geAerålly1:110::, Rules: of Ciyll NOcedare:.pWvide

adecinate nieansotkedtess, tel as tOtloYiS.t6 stt4lte, C61np.el diS.COVeg,

orders, or unpoae .patiottopo-:1Jd (n,tex)A -Pi*i'Qnp omitted).. fad, ''.given the chilling

dfedt that Old:Mtg. intWductfOn .-0.tdenCe .61 liffgatiOn .0400 would 11.Ø.-Qø -en :the

exercise of an 'insuranee,company'4.10gtritYlOta litigationAgi*, any o
xevtion t1-06atem to

turn ou adyersagg1Ooten3 on its hem) d at 522



theeXtent.Platritiffs belieVed Rex or aide engaged iu.ii
nproper -condtiet at the

.00tut-ordered -mediation or e..aused'uTreeessary delays d
uring‘theundellying igtiör

Plaintiff.81 oould have AdcireBed. th0g0 '180168 througila motion wi
thth.e-COUrt,:butditinot.4

Plaintiffs, hoWeve4 neker,krught ielreffrom tb,0 Court re
lated to,.19-atjonai

mdtp:004. J.andlitigatton. conducti„ Regardless
, a careful exaniihation of then Ufiadtiyirig

tdtbi'd Blad.08.-Aq 40100 Are attributable to WM.611itigaion o ct ii4 also f44

that seven 'Circuit Court Judges have ,presided. over this. ta;:9e, .
e4uSirig delays associated

tkseveral Pgge. transfers,

oyeoverias f.)1:gatteruf law,etioniOys-bired by Nati
onal Union had the right, and

.evetahe.duty, defensithelVelientl: IS.egight(hg.en,P,Progressivg7gri*:-1).1s. .1.14 PIAPP,

.84 4;i4,.• 440 tW D Jy .*O-15) Cir. Dec. 1$, '2010 (ao-a'aing the •problefrW

created insurefo dual, tonflipting .roles inthird.-partyT, eases %Ina 
noting tha:tan

insweef§.p-rinmy obligation is to the defense of itg.bisured), Kentuck
y :8Uprerne Court

..a.lSo explained, 1.'fijn-addifiogto the duties .owed to [the plaintiff], both WU:tors. 
owed.a

duty to their...liability Tnud, toprotect h.im frotA, ilotential meas. juagive.4-4.,i.7z

019A9.,.996 at-454.,

Although Plaintiffs now kliege that National iYthon's 
a tempt to obtain a global

settlement on b obeli of both ot.itsil?.sure Isfioinehow pyidenee of impraper "leveraging,'

in his deposition, Mr. ivitogan•MmittodIewo trying to, force settlement orfbebalf acme

of Nkikilibi. 'institds soth.tJie cotildlifigater-and seek en exces erdiest-ogainet

The t010,giv-o irihetent #tithoiiify to enforce its 'o*n:orttoto and to.'dotroot,counsers PP13444,-Oiete

they tad& those ittleS rather than erege•Oepat:0:te- bad faith lawsuit:. Knolls,

197. SW3d 512
T1he xutiteiMcy-$tipxolio allitilliesTObtlgt*ed:t.bEttsome attg1.10S 

'eAlblt.eperSopf i)i4s:Itg4tostliTstirbtApe,

comp.gaS.And in faysyr:of usbgbacifojth ̀ond:UCERA alleptiofig,,to oxfoktpajoent.ofurldet
lyiiigpliiinis from

irAstAtefs,','Glass, 996 B.:Nvad 0441, itcpullsol. was so4tWeiled about $etfljn
g.fhp ease fbi m. m3-.;:00y, they

shbtild have brought the alleged bad conduct tpaie:#ttplItitiry-pr "t4g charged vVittiovaseeiiig litigation

dolit1i6t, and Who ordered the in.diatwn in-tho.fiifsrt insratidp,

Vf7



the-00a This is_ ineaSely the type ofponduet that ATatiOnall,4
100 haaA dutitipitfteet

both ofits.insuteds.agMnst. Shcillger4114 
t 4.4Di .010$7 0-454fi

Vinthe),; there :is no evidenae tbot the .undeTlying-:eon
fl4entiol niedi'ations that

vcr.OUla.snppoit 15a4faith 4ahau; apeelp.g to keep .611100di.attog goatTetsPRAtigitial,

.A *Id faith 614ini. was #lecl, bsed almost ebtite-ly ob.,6110
0d mediation 4Oxiiis.net. This.

• 031).dua i ilf4.41111.Wibie wider AtIM 4Of Mso POPA$; 1:04UP:01Y lQld.confidential

indiaton wp.41.-30 to be nadimssthle because,. -"Ttfhe irawi
ty of the xiediation process

cloy ends on the oonfi'dent101V of discs  and.offera Inade thereW.Good*ar Dire&

Rubber 07(1474-sphiles: pato& Szipply.,Ina..002.E8d 976, 979(0.th:Oir,:200a)e-711.0mmd0

:strog public interest in favor of seepeoy o± Ing.t
texs di:sougsell by parties cluvbIg

Settleffientnegetiotione ]tit ordet .fo) Settlentent tags ki offeotivp„.iti yintot

feel uninhibited In their eonnpun40;Ations,".14.:At : O,7

.Evenif.medistion concluet werendn*Oble, .p.j4intiffs
 have presented no evidenae

that Notiorol tfnionueteajnbad faith 0.44ingtheunde
tlying InediStionsivinloitlye.cifU$

f.$04:1.2-200(1$)P -There is i ovicimogtivf Nationtill UTiipr failed togett10131?.:tag i der

one portioi. of the .insurance p olitey covetAge in order to Influence s
ettlements tudet abet

portions. of the insurance /Joliey novet4ge4‘ And n.S.,30
4.10-2.060a) applies only "where

lithRity.hmtia-opio reasonably 4.ear." which is 
not the case here

*l1.164 rfuiug 1hsettle YO11014t f9108Y 1bO.It i o lroRe nDixioproeiily explarned They fiats

644) lib% of their clients to not the itl:r411.4b1DJ•covore,0:11faitg by tegalvIng,tiiainis.,apinA..one; insured to

the Sekin:lePt o1 41-b0101',' Their position was more -0114111opiliaiitei;tiawo not taken in bad faith IVIoreocri-thesC

gWbal goOptnepp, eon el c4hig 1 itiatibn awst all tidohdarits,..fite;c6 +:511ptabfilee- and should be encouraged:

7 Mednitton lens  to be a very effective mec1iansrn whereby civil
 in Kentucky ean.resollve eas'es.

Without obstantial Cottrtinvoiven
ient,i3ntlapka oonfidenii Ay. duripgineditationp.9904:pausopaitieglamore

pften forego negotiUtio,r0 for the relativetormality -othiat Then, the entire ilegotNifpnovess,c014pses inpou144

and the Jodi:0g effkiEn,eittfostos.ia loag',Gopipar'Tfivl 32 F 3d: at 980
Two mediations WeIgheld-in -this case one on Joe 19 2013, end the-tithot;on.?$optelnbey 12 2013 The po.tio did

not settle at either inanatiOn, Throughout hoth mediati
ons,.131aintiff neVetz":10Weitil their collective demand to

Nat -Jai Union?' irintecig, Di* and Rex:helowthp T14114110 lImits ot$61hillion
3:even though National

ftvnteds inereased Their 'offers.
12



A good faith dijA,040•05.1t4 §:to the. liaiiliiy f Natiotial. Vi
llotils inwroa5. %tt

sides litigated, llotttsides conducted ihtene.diA009-0.7 and thoroughly briefedrunnookia,

0.01403-x issues rn preparation for trial. The coott conducted a final pretdal 
obnferebee.

.apdp.Aele signifipAnt

C Kaltitiff4:11gireb4d'Ampk. opporttmitylc conduct
 discovery

13oth.parMos agreettat#4 Court has ithe discretion to  they have

had uffioi t tppoirluniiy to conduct diKoyory, 0..5.0.02:provittles,that the defouding.

party .1143r..prove :(4)1 . ithimatyjIlagrilogt at any bme In Garlark, Kw-400 Court .of

Appeal& granted.5uparaary jud&taeitt dt012the.Plainti#,A. hadgOktiy A.Y0aran. hAd not

yekcjipyploppl.amt evidence" to defeat gtirarharyjildgnient,.0arkoiclih Oartailipqa 09qt,,

g.o03:111.1240.45,0:t i (c),-, App 7e1,17i f2043)(0itig.0.11a§tyWagigtard..IcMPICi :620

.S.V.,.:242-5 (9.84) taffirmi4g.sunlvaryjudgraentjust ix goat
s AftorthepornplaintIad

been,filedian'dHili'Varains,,Orp. Citt0ns Mc/. Bank 0-Trust Co.,...s79 8.11.2d 62R? 4o.

!(ICy,. App. 1979) ,affirming summary judgment After a. plis00vely period of

oigbly sr 3:49.ntho,. $ig95..tootly, YPOlir90):Ont that discovery 1)0,

.00inpleted, dilly-thatihpAtviviovhigrtattyhavoltattait.oxforturtitoto .clo..00reokiftv

COiden_aawk,Trangp, 6:fo„,46:8,14t-Ad: $66 -a<y. App. OfilOtIVIlibieokit at 680

Plaintiffs' opportunity .to conduct discovery regarding liability in flue underlyi
ng

case boon on June 7 2011, Nit11K1 ther.fil04 'their initial Colnplaint. In the A
N years tins

case has,. heal. pending, Plaintiffs havg had Ample oppormnity-to.:0ondu
et far-readiing

discovexy, and have, done gb':atensiVely With respect to the key  quatiots t issue

in'National Illn‘ol*: Motion for 61inninary Judgment More than oi.9r4ozon clopolti:op

-iAtexo taken, in:4141.11g x expert 4epopitioPs The parties have wade numerous

encom.pAoingc*afied and tomplec Thibnity ssum Since this Court ruled b
ad faith

t



d:Woovory cotfid e•OininentO On Felgual.7 PlailififfS had over °sixteen Iti onths. to.

ootiduet any additionil discovewthAtIniht be relevantto theirbad 
faith e1aI -Plaintiffs'

argimento that therloadmorotin.3,,eto-porkileto additional elicovaryfall to persuade this

Court :1-t'o the sake of jOioiat efftoienoy7 the time to conduct abovoty 'oo.:iati:ot be,

The okid000 N11.0.0 te.r.d0/00 1.§alieglIgge Ui Cr

Furthez Platritiffs' dttetinits to pierce the .arbrhey-titent 0.14We 4. MatT.1

,
vortioils of National UnioxN dant 'We Anaterial$ develOped duri

ng National union%

fo.poeofit$ inpAreos. does precipde ,saugnary judgment Kexituelcy eonrts :have

refused to create an•gXPePt.f9P- to the44QMP34:611.entPtiieego in the bad faith

.context.. .)See Atitiecti, 2012 WI, 6126684 Oil*. (ivrartip..nelIns,

S-Wi 2d 946, 948 (Et4.1997)). 7.,1 this ,f6474-paily ease,. the. giVilege:at issue belongs not
 to

National tui.cm, 'but to itsjnOutecis, ite)c. and DiXIQ.. Neither of thee 'ffis
treds has Waived

:the priVilege,

D. naii4ift9 have failed tioprodoco'evidwace, as rtgiiirie4 by C
R 56, to show

That 414a-Te.giaiONVIO'Off:400.-07dON.

After: Natiaial tYrrII1VrOvided .6setdoxibothi± to .goiroillio UsU.O. oflnatelial a
t

exists, Plaintiffsfailed toxn:0 their burden under CR,66 to Offer
 evidence of genuine

Us40 of .Material fact, Neal v We/her,. 426 S Wzd 476.;, 479 (EY. 1968) ,Cr
[wIhen; the

inovInoari7.h.aS ja.e001:t0d.ovidenco:sho*ingthatodegp)to flap-008
4ms of.:te,P1.0,4134gs

-thWe 18 no. .gentiihe sAn nf any iiateia1, facts :it becbinOS iftuttiholn 
upon The :40000

14atty-totbtitit0 that 0",t4d0700*41.0Whl$ by $0/110 flum of evidentiny':raatai61 
r,-pfle.etir);$

that tliere is a.pnuine issue per:taining to a material f000,, Instea
d, Plaintiffs rely .011

Argarstantiato4 0. 1.1qgatioug and -ggpcnents that-reveitif they•had.
 begai .8upported+are-

litioiato401 to the fads, sUpporting National Urnorfs Motion .fot Sinui
pmy :.+Tiftlgineot.

Plaintiffs ow not provide any -01.8.6tine to .support ;their claim that liabihilw
as:boyonif

14



clisputearicl that.tileit claims were-baaed.dn:more than, litigation -collatipitA Worporpose's

Qi this Nfotio4, the Cot aceopts the aT.o.utterit that Pix
io owned the truoltatta that the

bakes oapsedtheaceidenf..Thi :dbos.nptme@ii, es Plaintiffs"' argue, that Dille and Rex's,

liability vas beyond disjrn±e, ,preover, Awc legitimately filed. ail appeal, rho-

appiillat6 &art sent to ahe  p:anol-fot fe8.611:1:00111 tg. Atlare.0, VVOlicaV e,(4111e,4140011

iltiirinithy issues.

The factual allegations set forth in .Plaittift
s! response are tot material because

they-do.notirnpaptthe key w.xitialiju'Ogro..eilt iSsuft $pecifiolly.;whether Plakt:ti
ffs' had

faith oiam is based (Al hrigatn coudet arisiiAtb.orboliAbtlityiTabovJdOrtiAg 
case was

hpyoncl. #1Sp4te, fflthough PlafidiffS .allege. certain ufasuppOtted f
aetal doinx.th. taady

NOHOW the fp.artiest ;legitimate dispute regarding unde
rlying liability, -evldeneing

situation lqhere, as in Iro acitticw, Ida). patties Toly on 
their Own accounts of -the sexes of

.everts Isurrotnitlin -theaceidenelkaiwayl 407 s.1117*.34-at.7.31.•

Counsel for Plaintiffs have argUed—and Mr.
 Mogan testiAed t his aqdgitlorfr-

fh:at fheylielieve underlying 'liability was reasonably 
e1eai It comes .as no..siirpitsb that

Plaintiffk.attalieyS, Who are attiri.g.ag,zealotigadvQcates for the dients; opine they are

entitled to prevail .on "ale, nitwiate isst10. At the !
summary judgment gtgge, Yet P141-10

Counsels  opinions does not overeorne: the sUbstantial evidenee that the

undeking IfaMlfty ôfR.e & Dtie.'syas cip.ostioil, for which this court hs begoto

Wilflp gpftpjto . sptt s'prrnafeit i tot preclude surninaty, judwoent, o respondent'S hare-illegations; devoid of

evil  support, re iioten'On-sli to create. aoh s dtsputb, bo Johg V 4gii4lezczppou Pati
k '254 S.W.3d 817

4 App 2007, (rolin$ summery judgment WaSiipeilh
e qourtexplaincd, althOugh-"oie appeilani:$ piaoi stated

potentially Valid causes of action they that} fatted to -product any evidence, .in the record, to support such legal,

theories" . and 'unsupported allegations are insufficient to crea
te a geninm Issue of nitfierial factr.11

15



For gxaurpleo on May 2s,.2014, Plaintiffs fjletian all-dUelggiv,e,AthigoAfot aunPlaaty

Judgnient aslungtlie Court to c'antor.hp4glaeam a /natter of law. ega.r4ing both [R06

and 'DixidlS] culpability forlidOlpot.0" Plaititiffs inthcatd,Witlinately, th
is Motion

aesigndol to b'e h comptohenSiVk,gtatentont O the To$ftioxi, on Op. issupg of

laggput.Vaudli4bijilty.bued upon the present opp§t0114icT of facts 
and )aW:' This Court

dehiod P:jointiffe Motion .fOr StitaMary Joiggient bogglae reasnualio jurt

.0o1.0413.41 fox 1)efenaantS ou lib1iity. In 0.g.Lifilg ita: bad. faith oldras beald go. foyvad,

-Plaintiffs are essentially aigtOug: that. this Court Was incorrect in den
ying ,81).frigyaty:

judgment to 4attfi(s, )314 their remedy was to address these issues it th
e -amieriyitag

Plaintiffs r& hat dbhtisotip 36 .M.8a, 868 :(icy.

. 000) and H4rriaorillIzit. aineihneittlY. BrittO.M 220 8.!;W:Sd 28.74 290 My.

App,, 2007) compels a general AllirOithat'"iyilethKan insurance company
 acts in bad faith

is a ve,stion bf.f ti0r the jur.37" But naintiffs' reo...ctipig.4-f.1heag:.00do. :ovoly broad,

Ken uc1yourts taithrely, andpropely, Oatit urninyjudgxien1±badMtb 0.48M-1101

vvpv aRegation of bad.faitixpxosputs a matglatisq-ge odagt.Hollaw4y. ..Di dt enema

hist. C o:f.Ms sipi,. 497 80. ,3d 733 (kr.; nolO), finked gervices: Auto: Vult,

Ian :pm; isti 18i (K.y. App. gcl OS); Vittir. Nat, Ins., Co v Gaolve; 953 SW 946 (Ky.

t997) Pyorv. Colorig I'm.? 414 ON...VI 4241. MY-APP. 204, moratiVa.,1b.oth.Farrriland

Biittog, Wove.b:XOttratry.aasos..iu Which the diairnailts pte'Selited.Mdeiadelliff.theil'

10.11raitc0- golnpapies sought to 401§wprowut ()r hide opyprage froi thei
r in.Ore044- No

alatt Ovidewa 01.8t$

16



CONCLUSION

In the..pAderlying ease", lIationallibign'S insureds, axle Fuel Co
mpany riiii.1e7)

and Rex Opal Company, Inc, (AW); presented more tha4suffietent.eVideneefthat
 Would

have _permitted a uy attribute liability to. others .: In fad,thej'fatly eontestod.
 all 011.0e

Olercgas ofipgligen.pc. diqty,lgoa:ch.,Atiti consequent damag
 Thus, National Union Ilad.

fo Dbligiticin topayTinintiffs Undo the tInfalt.Clairns.aettlement PFactioes Akot,

it had a duty andx1glit arid& Xentadlcy law to ifiefend its inonteds:ag
ainK excess judgment

until itnttinlately settlod the 4alinpftledngninsttheraTOr 
uncurl:east-16n

vaflAr VlalgtiffFhOlate0.131.1.01.1e4.(1 et* PO.Vj.PW policylinft-demand. 'Because

National 0,iion,4 aboiute. atm. to ;Joy tilaiAtiffsl reatil is not clearly establiched, this

-alone Dal nug deny [Plaintiff bad-faith elainartiiletWittifte.'Holki.thakitflit,set

Gen.. Ins, Co. qfMississtppi, mc, 497 8.W4d 733, 739 (Ky.2016)

'1<eilatucky coum have Tong. repozpized the'kinaportot,publfp p 0114 9f e
ncouraging

$ettl..P1APnV !'-$0.Wehr.QPIIPPTIPt9.1.'4,,rvg. 1).4g4rfiti..Cf 
Co Vil:#14.38.417 P.IC$a 689,

(...zy, 2012.). IA tale ilgdnal:ft athe-U.6Q111$ and .1-70144.s.in, the undetlAng taso, and

after careful consideration of .the ease law cited by both parties, this Coati
 finds there WAS,

.eleaily a 4go.cia-fafth; underlying disputel;egatding whether. Dbile and
 11ex were liable fo

Plaintiff8, Simply put1 liabthty in the nnderlylug c4seN4a$ neV4Xbqpnd clippgto.

Vnip's 149tio.n. 'for Sunimaty Judgment is 11E1a 11( calABITED..; ll

Olairps againAtillati.onal ctraon are.)DISMISSVO .1.0111 PIMIDITXCE: This .fs 
'a final

and appealble Orderi there is nci juSteause for de1O.-ia

1:(11Zialidiff0.aso asstted 4concert ofactiOnioiviltoiisf
ilraq. Q1a1ns.-a0.41st4r6h Nato Howevq 

400.pldinis tire conditioned on 114itifif.P1 property set.t1).ad faith 91.1n1s,.-MildliTip1rItles-coino.t 06. See

joiires Fy 95 g:W.:3(1 (Ky, Ct. App 2002) Further, the 61033s apirigt .Argh lave been

17
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çi ordei,eA t», 07  .day of Jul

rey T. Ourdette, Judge

DJ.fflm:Bmion;..
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Opinion

MEMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER

AMUL R. THAPAR, District judge.

*1 In 1998, plaintiffs James Ellis and his architecture

firm (collectively, "the Ellis Parties") sued two former

law firms, now joined by defendant Arrowood Indemnity

Company (collectively, "Arrowood"), for malpractice.

After seven contentious years, the parties finally reached

a settlement in 2005. But that settlement was set aside

when a Kentucky judicial commission concluded in 2006

that the presiding judge had failed to disclose a conflict of

interest. After six more years of fruitless negotiations, the

Ellis Parties finally reached a new settlement agreement

with Arrowood. Five weeks later, on November 5, 2012,

the Ellis Parties sued Arrowood for statutory bad faith

and deceptive trade practices. At the close of discovery,

Arrowood moved for summary judgment..For the reasons

discussed below, the Court will grant the motion as to

claims that accrued before November 5, 2007, and deny

the motion as to claims that accrued after November 5,

2007.

BACKGROUND

Because the Court previously recounted the facts in this

case, see Ellis v. Arrowood Indem. Co., No. CIV. 12-140—

ART, 2014 WL 2818458, at *1 (E.D. Ky. June 23, 2014),

a brief review suffices here. Seventeen years ago, the Ellis

Parties sued two of their former law firms for malpractice.

Ellis v. Caudill, No.2006—SC-660, 2007 WL 1790397 (Ky.

June 21, 2007). As the result of a trial on damages only,

the jury found that, if liable, Arrowood would owe the

Ellis Parties more than three million dollars. Arrowood

Indem. Co., 2014 WL 2818458, at *1. Soon thereafter,

the parties settled their dispute (the "2005 settlement").

Id. As a result of the 2005 settlement, Arrowood paid

the Ellis Parties $3.965 million. Id. But, when a business

relationship between the presiding judge and the Ellis

Parties' trial consultant emerged, the new judge set aside

the 2005 settlement. Ellis, 2007 WL 1790397, at *2.

Despite court-ordered mediation, the dispute continued

for six years after the set-aside. Arrowood Indem. Co., 2014

WL 2818458, at *1. On November 5, 2012, five weeks

after the parties finally settled the original dispute, the Ellis

Parties filed a different suit against Arrowood—this time

for bad faith and deceptive trade practices in violation

of the Kentucky Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act

("UCSPA"), KRS § 304.12-230. R. 1-1 at 7-9.

DISCUSSION

Summary judgment is only appropriate when the

pleadings and discovery materials "show that there is no

genuine issue as to any material fact and that the movant

is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Sullivan

v. Oregon Ford, Inc., 559 F.3d 594, 594 (6th Cir.2009)

(quoting former Fed.R.Civ.P. 56(c)). When evaluating a

motion for summary judgment, the Court must draw all

inferences and view all facts in the light most favorable

to the nonmoving party. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v.

Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 587 (1986). Once the

moving party meets its initial burden to identify the parts

of the record that "demonstrate[ ] the absence of a genuine

issue of material fact," Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S.

317, 323 (1986), the burden shifts and the non-moving
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party "must set forth specific facts showing that there is

a genuine issue for trial." United States v. Dusenbery, 223

F.3d 422, 424 (6th Cir.2000) (quoting former Fed.R.Civ.P.

56(e)).

*2 Here, Arrowood filed a motion for summary

judgment on three grounds: (1) the applicable statute of

limitations bars the Ellis Parties' claims that accrued more

than five years before this suit, (2) the Ellis Parties failed

to state a claim under the UCSPA, and (3) the Ellis Parties

cannot establish damages. Because the Ellis Parties can

assert a claim and establish damages under the UCSPA,

the Court will grant Arrowood's motion only as to the

time-barred claims that accrued before November 5, 2007.

I. The Ellis Parties' UCSPA claims that accrued before

November 5, 2007 are barred by a Kentucky statute of

limitations.

For statutes like the UCSPA, which create liability but

do not fix a statute of limitations, Kentucky law bars

claims filed more than "five years after the cause of action

accrued." KRS § 413.120(2). The Ellis Parties filed this

suit on November 5, 2012. R. 11 at 2. So the Ellis Parties'

claims for bad faith and deceptive practices that accrued

before November 5, 2007 are time-barred. Though the

Ellis Parties also allege instances of bad faith within the

five years before they filed this suit, R. 86-16 at 2-3,

Arrowood only seeks summary judgment on those that

accrued before November 5, 2007. R. 121-1 at 28-30.

Claims accrue "when the cause or the foundation of the

right [of action] [come] into existence." Caudill v. Arnett,

481 S.W.2d 668, 669 (Ky.1972) (citing Jordan v. Howard,

54 S.W.2d 613, 615 (Ky.1932)). A cause of action does not

come into existence until "the last event necessary to create

the cause of action occurs." See Combs v. Int'l Ins. Co.,

354 F.3d 568, 591 (6th Cir.2004). In Kentucky, that last

event occurs at the "juncture of wrong and damage." See

Dodd v. Pittsburg, C., C. & St. L. R Co., 106 S.W. 787, 794

(Ky.1908).

The Ellis Parties admit they suffered wrongs and damages

before November 5, 2007. In its "Concise Statement of

Material and Indisputable Facts Supporting Summary

Judgment," Arrowood states that "[t]he Ellis Parties'

asserted bad faith and deceptive practice claims against

Arrowood are purely statutory claims pursuant to the

UCSPA" and "began to accrue as early as September

2004." R. 121-1 at 19, vi 19, 20. The Ellis Parties respond

in the same way to both assertions: "Agree." R. 122

at 12, 111 19, 20. Arrowood also states the Ellis Parties

allege " 'instances' [of bad faith] that begin in September

2004, additional 'instances' prior to their acceptance and

retention of the original $3,965,000 payment on June 5,

2005, and then more 'instances' after this payment." R.

121-1 at 19, ¶ 22. Again, the Ellis Parties, "[a]gree[d]." R.

122 at 12, ¶ 22.

Even without these blanket admissions, the Ellis Parties'

specific allegations compel the same conclusion—that

the Ellis Parties suffered "wrong and damage" before

November 5, 2007. During discovery, Arrowood sent the

Ellis Parties the following interrogatory: "Identify the

period of time during which you allege Defendants acted

in bad faith and identify with specificity the actions taken

or not taken by Defendants which you allege were in

bad faith." R. 121-9 at 1. In response, the Ellis Parties'

listed Arrowood's "[s]pecific instances of bad faith" that

occurred "between September 8, 2004 and ... the present

[day]":

*3 (1) The Arrowood Adjuster's "refusal to appear in

person at the first September 8, 2004 Mediation."

(2)Arrowood's "refusal to attend the Court-ordered

January 14, 2005 Mediation."

(3)Arrowood's "refusal to settle the litigation for the

amount of the November 17, 2004 Jury Award."

(4)Arrowood's "refusal to settle after the January 28,

2005 settlement amount that was within policy limits

and later executed by a Settlement and Release on

May 26, 2005, or at any of the multiple mediations

held throughout the course of litigation despite

liability being clear."

(5)Arrowood's "refusal to re-settle at the May 4, 2006

Mediation despite liability being clear."

R. 121-9 at 1-2. The Ellis Parties' reiterated these

instances of bad faith in their response to Arrowood's

motion for summary judgement: Until May 6, 2005,

they argue, Arrowood repeatedly refused to settle despite

"multiple demands by the insureds for the case to settle

within policy limits" in order "to not risk an excess liability

verdict." R. 122 at 13; see also R. 122-2 (explaining that

the insured law firms had both demanded that Arrowood

settle with the Ellis Parties within the policy limit). The

Ellis parties also claim that after the set-aside of the 2005
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settlement, and throughout 2006 and 2007, Arrowood

"repeatedly refused to simply resettle the case on the terms

it had always considered not only fair, but below the

authority granted to its adjustors." R. 122 at 3-5. Because

these wrongs occurred before November 5, 2007, they

predate the Ellis Parties' filing date by more than five

years.

The Ellis Parties also claim damages that predate

November 5, 2007. See Dodd, 106 S.W. at 794 ("It is a

juncture of wrong and damage that gives rise to a cause

of action."). During his deposition, Ellis agreed that he

was "seeking bad faith damages" for the period of time

"[g]oing back to [the 2004] mediation [that Arrowood]

boycotted." Id. at 220. Ellis said that he started suffering

mental and emotional symptoms "related to this claim" in

the fall of 2005. See R. 121-10 at 256. The Ellis Parties'

list of "compensable damages resulting from defendants'

violations of Kentucky's UCSPA statutes" includes more

than 150 individual expenses incurred between September

27, 2005, and November 1, 2007—five years and four

days before the Ellis Parties filed this action. See R. 121-

12 at 3, 6-13. So, even based on the Ellis Parties' own,

specific allegations, they reached the "juncture of wrong

and damage" more than five years before the date of filing.

See Dodd, 106 S.W. at 794.

The Ellis Parties also agree that the "five-year limitation

period applies." R. 122 at 25. But, predictably, they do not

concede that the statute of limitations bars their pre-2007

claims. Instead, the Ellis Parties argue that "the broad

public policy underlying the [UCSPA] ... allows for claims

against an insurer for the entire course of an insurer's bad

faith claims handling." R. 122 at 25. In support, the Ellis

Parties cite Knotts v. Zurich Ins. Co., 197 S.W.3d 512, 517

(Ky.2006)). But Knotts has nothing to do with any statute

of limitations and so cannot even arguably support the

Ellis Parties' position.

*4 The Ellis Parties also claim that their pre-2007 claims

are not time-barred because Arrowood's alleged bad-faith

conduct "constituted a continuing violation ... under the

[UCSPA]." R. 122 at 26. As a result, the Ellis Parties

argue, they only needed to file their claims within five

years of the insurance claim's resolution. Id. at 25 ("Ellis

brought his claim five weeks after the conclusion of the

underlying litigation, well within the five-year limitation

period."). But Kentucky has never applied the continuing

violation doctrine to claims under the UCSPA, and the

Ellis Parties do not cite a single case in support of their

novel theory. Indeed, they do not develop any argument

for why the doctrine should apply in this case—except

to incorrectly warn that "[t]his is exactly the kind of

conduct the Knotts Court feared would happen if the

[UCSPA] was limited." Id. at 26. Such "perfunctory"

treatment of an issue, "unaccompanied by some effort at

developed argumentation," necessarily waives the issue.

See McPherson v. Kelsey, 125 F.3d 989, 995 (6th Cir.1997).

It is not the Court's job—nor, arguably, prerogative—to

put flesh on the bones of so skeletal an argument. See id.

at 995-96.

Regardless, the Ellis Parties are wrong; the continuing

violation doctrine does not apply here, and it is worth

noting why. Kentucky courts and the Sixth Circuit are

only willing to apply the continuing violation doctrine to

certain employment discrimination claims and common

law property claims with well-established continuing

violation exceptions—unless, of course, the Kentucky

legislature explicitly directs otherwise. See LRL Props.

v. Portage Metro Hous. Auth., 55 F.3d 1097, 1105 n. 3

(6th Cir.1995) ("Courts have been extremely reluctant

to apply this doctrine outside of the context of Title

VII."); Phat's Bar & Grill, Inc. v. Louisville—Jefferson Cnty.

Metro Gov't, No. 3:10—CV-00491—H, 2013 WL 124063,

at *4 (W.D.Ky. Jan. 9, 2013) ("Kentucky courts have

traditionally only applied the doctrine in employment

discrimination contexts."); Corn., Natural Res. & Envtl.

Prot. Cabinet v. Kentucky Ins. Guar. Ass'n, 972 S.W.2d

276, 285 (Ky.Ct.App.1997) ("[T]he legislature has the

ability to carve out an exception to [the statute of

limitations] for continuing violations, so its inaction must

be construed to manifest an intent to include them within

the limitations period."); Fergerson v. Utilities Elkhorn

Coal Co., 313 S.W.2d 395 (Ky.1958) (explaining the

limited application of the continuing trespass doctrine).

With no exception to the statute of limitations, UCSPA

claims are time-barred five years after they accrue. See

KRS § 413.120(2).

This opinion does not, in any way, condone Arrowood's

pre-2007 actions. But parties cannot sit on claims—

even strong claims—indefinitely. See Chase Sec. Corp.

v. Donaldson, 325 U.S. 304, 314 (1945) ("[Statutes of

limitations] are by definition arbitrary, and their operation

does not discriminate between the just and the unjust

claim."). Ellis hired a new attorney in December 2008. R.

121-10 at 146. Soon after, that attorney advised Ellis to
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"keep a low profile" in the hopes that the judge would

not order him to return the 2005 settlement money. Id

at 146-49. Ellis could have rejected that advice, raced to

the courthouse, and filed his claims under the UCSPA.

Instead, Ellis's sat on his rights for three more years. When

the legislature chooses to elevate the value of finality over

the potential merits of a claim, it is not for this Court to

insert its own judgment to the contrary.

*5 Ellis argues that he had no choice but to lay low—

after all, he had no hope of paying the money back, as

the judge would have ordered if Ellis had asked for a new

trial on liability. See R. 122-16 at 33. But that dilemma

is precisely what a prompt claim under the UCSPA could

have remedied. Ellis could have filed his claims under the

UCSPA as soon as, in his view, Arrowood unreasonably

delayed settlement and caused harm despite clear liability.

Instead, Ellis chose to wait. Because he waited too long

—more than five years—the statute of limitations bars

the Ellis Parties' claims for bad faith and deceptive trade

practices that accrued before November 5, 2007.

II. The Ellis Parties assert a claim under the UCSPA.

According to Arrowood, the post-2007 claims must

fail as well, because the Ellis Parties cannot state a

claim under the UCSPA. In support, Arrowood makes

numerous, sometimes contradictory, arguments. All are

unpersuasive.

A. An insurer can violate the UCSPA without denying

the claim.

First, Arrowood points to the Kentucky Supreme Court's

seminal opinion on the UCSPA, in which the court

adopted a three-element test for a bad faith claim under

the UCSPA: "(1) the insurer must be obligated to pay the

claim under the terms of the policy; (2) the insurer must

lack a reasonable basis in law or fact for denying the claim;

and (3) it must be shown that the insurer either knew there

was no reasonable basis for denying the claim or acted with

reckless disregard for whether such a basis existed." See R.

121-1 at 23 (citing Wittmer v. Jones, 864 S.W.2d 885, 890

(Ky.1993)). The Ellis Parties do not argue that Arrowood

actually denied their claim. So, because denial of the claim

is "a required element of Wittmer," Arrowood argues, the

Ellis Parties cannot prevail. Id. at 24.

But Arrowood is wrong. The Ellis Parties do not need to

prove that Arrowood denied Ellis's claim. Even a cursory

review of Kentucky Supreme Court and Sixth Circuit

case law, which is binding on this Court, compels the

same conclusion. See Phelps v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins.

Co., 736 F.3d 697, 704 (6th Cir.2012) (quoting Farmland

Mut. Ins. Co. v. Johnson, 36 S.W.3d 368, 376 (Ky.2000))

("The Kentucky Supreme Court has cautioned insurance

companies that 'coming up with an amount that is within

the range of possibility is not an absolute defense to a bad

faith case.' ").

That Wittmer wrote in terms of "denial" merely reflected

the UCSPA provisions at issue in the case. In Wittmer,

the plaintiff asserted claims under UCSPA subsections (4)

("Refusing to pay claims without conducting a reasonable

investigation ....") and (14) ("Failing to promptly provide

reasonable explanation of the basis ... for denial of a

claim...."). 664 S.W.2d at 887, 889. Wittmer does not

even mention the primary subsection at issue in this case,

subsection (6) ("Not attempting in good faith to effectuate

prompt, fair and equitable settlements of claims in which

liability has become reasonably clear."). So it should not

be surprising that Wittmer wrote in terms of "denying"

claims.

*6 A court—even the Kentucky Supreme Court—cannot

rewrite the statute. Compare JP Morgan Chase Bank,

N.A. v. Longmeyer, 275 S.W.3d 697, 702 n. 10 (Ky.2009)

(quoting Sutton v. Transportation Cabinet, Coin. of Ky.,

775 S.W.2d 933, 934 (Ky.Ct.App.1989) ("[C]ourts are not

èmpowered to rewrite statutes to suit our notion of sound

public policy when the General Assembly has clearly

and unambiguously established a different notion." ')

with J.A. S. v. Bushelman, 342 S.W.3d 850, 865 (Ky.2011)

(Minton, C.J., dissenting) (explaining that he cannot

join the majority opinion because "it is [not] proper for

this Court to amend the statute[ ] by construing them

in a manner contrary to the legislature's clear intent").

Nor does Wittmer purport to exercise such power. In

the sentence immediately preceding the elements that

Arrowood quotes, the Wittmer court acknowledges the

specific context before it: "[A]n insured must prove three

elements in order to prevail against an insurance company

for alleged refusal in bad faith to pay the insured's claim."

Wittmer, 864 S.W.2d at 890.

B. The UCSPA applies even when payment precedes

settlement.

Arrowood next argues that the delay between the 2005

payment and the 2012 settlement could not have violated
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the UCSPA because "any delay in payment giving rise

to a bad faith claim naturally must precede the insurer's

payment." R. 121-1 at 24-25. Arrowood's argument

misses the point. The Ellis Parties' primary contention is

that Arrowood delayed settlement, not payment. See R.

122 at 17-24 (citing KRS § 304.12230(6)). And Arrowood

cites no authority for the proposition that an insurance

company cannot violate the UCSPA by disputing a prior

payment in bad faith. Indeed, once again, the precedent

suggests otherwise. The Sixth Circuit has already held

that, under Kentucky law, the UCSPA applies to all

three phases of insurance claim resolution—"negotiation,

settlement and payment of claims." See Cobb King v.

Liberty Mut. Inc. Co., 54 F. App'x 833, 836 (6th Cir.2003)

(quoting Davidson v. Am. Freightways, Inc., 25 S.W.3d 94,

98 (Ky.2000)). In so holding, the Sixth Circuit rejected

the argument that one phase might escape the UCSPA's

requirements based on its position in the sequence. See id

("[We decline] to adopt the position that once a settlement

agreement is reached, the insurance company's actions are

outside the purview of KUCSPA."). Instead, the UCSPA

applies "[u]ntil the claim is finally settled and paid in full."

Id Certainly, in most cases, settlement precedes payment.

But, in either order, the UCSPA applies to both payment

and settlement. See Guar. Nat. Ins. Co. v. George, 953

S.W.2d 946, 949 (Ky.1997) ("Clearly, one can envision

factual situations where an insurer could abuse its legal

prerogative in requesting a court to determine coverage

issues [after fully paying the claim]. Those may well be

addressed through ... an action for bad faith.").

C. Once voided, the 2005 settlement did not absolve

Arrowood of its duty under the UCSPA.

*7 Arrowood eventually argues that even if delaying

settlement, rather than merely delaying payment, can

violate the UCSPA, the Ellis Parties must "resort" to

an "inventive attempt to salvage their claims." R. 123

at 6. That is, when the Ellis Parties inserted a bracketed

"re" into the language of subsection (6) to distinguish

between the set-aside 2005 settlement and the much-

delayed 2012 "[re]settlement," see, e.g., R. 122 at 18, 21,

23, Arrowood accuses the Ellis Parties of "attempting to

add new language to" the UCSPA. R. 123 at 6 (quoting

R. 122 at 18). Arrowood essentially argues that its duty

to "attempt[ ] in good faith to effectuate prompt, fair and

equitable settlement" lapsed after the 2005 settlement. See

KRS § 304.12-230(6). The word "resettlement," after all,

never appears in the statute.

But this Court has already held that Judge Caudill's set-

aside rendered the 2005 settlement void ab initio—as if it

never happened. R. 90 at 5. So, from 2006 to 2012, there

was no settlement in place. Arrowood has reason to be

glad that was the case. If the 2005 settlement were still

valid, then Arrowood's 2010 demand that Ellis return the

settlement payment would raise its own concerns under

the UCSPA. See R. 121-7 (motion for disgorgement/

return of settlement funds). But the 2005 settlement was

set aside-a fact the Ellis Parties' clarifying brackets did

not change. So, with no settlement in place after 2006,

the parties' 2012 agreement was a settlement—regardless

of whether the Ellis Parties called it a "resettlement."

From 2006 to 2012, the UCSPA required Arrowood to

"attempt[ ] in good faith to effectuate prompt, fair and

equitable settlement" of Ellis's claim, so long as "liability

ha[d] become reasonably clear." See KRS § 304.12230(6).

D. A jury could conclude that Arrowood acted

outrageously.

Finally, Arrowood argues that, as a matter of law,

the Ellis Parties cannot prove that Arrowood's actions

were sufficiently outrageous as to constitute bad faith.

R. 121-1 at 25-27. The bad faith "threshold is high."

United Servs. Auto. Ass'n v. Bult, 183 S.W.3d 181, 186

(Ky.Ct.App.2003). Only "conduct that is outrageous,"

either because of an "evil motive" or "reckless indifference

to the rights of others," is sufficient. Id. Arrowood argues

that the Ellis Parties' claims cannot clear this threshold

because mere delay is not outrageous and because the 2005

settlement could not be outrageous since the Ellis Parties

settled for the same amount in 2012. Neither argument is

persuasive.

Arrowood correctly notes that "mere delay" is not

sufficiently outrageous to violate the UCSPA. R. 121-1 at

26 (citing Motorists Mut. Ins. Co. v. Glass, 996 S.W.2d 437,

452 (Ky.1997)). Delay only becomes outrageous when

there is "evidence supporting a reasonable inference that

the purpose of the delay was to extort a more favorable

settlement." Glass, 996 S.W.2d at 452-53. According

to Arrowood, there are "two undeniable, inarguable

reasons" that it made "no effort or attempt ... to 'extort'

a 'more favorable' settlement." R. 121-1 at 27. Upon

examination, both defy reason. The first is that, after the

2005 payment, there was "simply nothing to 'extort' ...

because the Ellis Parties held and continue to hold all of

the money." Id
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*8 But there was something to "extort" after the 2005

settlement payment—that something was the settlement

payment itself. Arrowood thought it should get the entire

payment back. R. 122-8 at 20 ("[A]ll of that money

should come back to [Arrowood] because of the conduct

of the judge."). Indeed, Arrowood demanded that the

Ellis Parties give up the settlement money. R. 121-

7 at 3 (motion for disgorgement/return of settlement

funds). In a 2012 email to an Arrowood adjustor, one

of Arrowood's attorneys wrote, "The money is slowly

coming back in." See R. 122-37. The Arrowood adjustor

replied, "Progress, ever so slowly." Id Why did Arrowood

want the money back? To gain leverage in settlement

negotiations. Arrowood's claims adjuster, Pamela Savage,

admitted as much in a 2006 email, writing "[i]n order to

give us some strength in our [settlement] negotiations, we

will be filing a motion for disgorgement of all settlement

money." R. 122-11. And for what purpose did Arrowood

need leverage? To get a lower settlement. After all,

Arrowood refused to resettle for the same amount as the

2005 settlement. See R. 86-14 at 7 (Arrowood's attorney

refusing to settle for the 2005 settlement amount plus one

dollar).

Though Arrowood did not file the motion to disgorge

the settlement payment until November 2010, it is hard

to imagine a purpose the repayment demand might have

served other than seeking "a more favorable settlement."

See Glass, 996 S.W.2d at 452-53. Arrowood's own expert,

Mark Arnzen, admited that such conduct would meet

the UCSPA standard: "[I]t would be outrageous for an

insurance company to use plaintiffs financial condition as

leverage to extract a more favorable settlement." See R.

136-2 at 52. A reasonable jury could certainly agree.

Arrowood's second "undeniable" reason it made no effort

to extort a better settlement is equally nonsensical. See R.

121-1 at 27. Arrowood claims that "no 'more favorable'

settlement could have been 'extorted' " because the 2005

settlement amount was precisely the same as the 2012

settlement amount. Id If Arrowood truly believed it

could not have gotten a settlement better than the 2005

settlement, then why—for six years—would Arrowood

reject the best offer it could get? Arrowood may have

a compelling explanation. But viewing the facts in the

light most favorable to the Ellis Parties—as the Court

must at this stage—a jury could fairly conclude that

Arrowood delayed in order to "extort" a "more favorable

settlement." See Glass, 996 S.W.2d at 452-53.

Arrowood also claims that its 2005 payment could not

have been outrageous because the Ellis Parties settled for

the same amount in 2012. R. 121-1 at 25. Once again,

Arrowood misses the point. The Ellis Parties do not claim

that the 2005 settlement amount was itself outrageous

—Ellis wanted to keep the settlement in place. See R.

12110 at 128. Instead, the Ellis Parties claim that it was

outrageous for Arrowood to delay settlement for six years

after the 2006 settlement was set-aside and to demand the

settlement money back years after much of the settlement

had gone to pay taxes and attorneys' fees. R. 122 at 18-21.

*9 Though Arrowood's argument falls flat against the

Ellis Parties, it carries more force against Arrowood.

Arrowood has not explained why its settlement payment

of $3.965 million was "fair and equitable" in 2005 and

in 2012 but not during the years in between. Nor has

Arrowood demonstrated what, if anything, made liability

less than "reasonably clear" after the 2005 settlement. On

these questions, and on others, genuine issues of material

fact persist. And a jury could reasonably conclude that

Arrowood's actions were outrageous. Accordingly, the

Ellis Parties can assert a claim for statutory bad faith

under the UCSPA.

M. The Ellis Parties can establish damages under the

UCSPA.
The Ellis Parties claim pre- and post-judgment interest,

attorneys' fees, settlement and mediation expenses, mental

and emotional injuries, and punitive damages. R. 1-1

at 8, IN 36-37. Arrowood argues that the Ellis Parties'

claims fail because, as a matter of law, they cannot succeed

in establishing any compensatory damages. R. 121-1 at

30-31. And, "absent actual damage," Arrowood argues,

the Ellis Parties cannot bring bad faith claims under the

UCSPA. Id. at 31 (citing Motorists Mut. Ins. Co. v. Glass,

996 S.W.2d 437,452 (Ky.1997) ( "A condition precedent

to bringing a statutory bad faith action is that the claimant

was damaged by reason of the violation of the statute."))

(emphasis added).

But there is a genuine dispute as to damages. Take,

for example, Ellis's claim of "out-of-pocket travel/per

diem expenses" that Ellis incurred during "attendance at

multiple Court-ordered Hearings, Mediation/Settlement

Conferences, and meetings with legal counsel." R. 1-1 at

8, ¶ 37. Arrowood argues that the Ellis Parties cannot

claim these expenses because they filed the documentation
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after the supplemental disclosure deadline and because

Kentucky law bars third-party claims for attorneys' fees.

See R. 121-1 at 31-34. Both arguments fail.

True, the Ellis Parties filed the calculation of damages

after the supplemental disclosure deadline. See R. 121-

12 at 2 (certifying that the Ellis Parties served Arrowood

with the documentation on April 8, 2014); R. 17 at 2

(listing the supplemental disclosure deadline as August 20,

2013); R. 32 (same). Indeed, the Ellis Parties should have

produced the calculation of damages without prompting

as part of their initial disclosure. Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(a)(1)

(A)(iii). And when a party fails to supply information as

required by Rule 26(a), "the party is not allowed to use

that information ... to supply evidence on a motion ... or at

a trial"—"unless," of course, "the failure was substantially

justified or is harmless." Fed.R.Civ.P. 37(c)(1).

The Ellis Parties do not claim that the delay was justified,

arguing instead that "Arrowood has made no showing

they have been harmed by the timing of the damages

calculations' disclosure." R. 122 at 28. Arrowood did not

even allege harm in its motion for summary judgment. R.

121-1 at 31-32. And in its reply brief, Arrowood simply

argued that the late disclosure "clearly prejudiced and

harmed Arrowood ... because Arrowood was required to

depose Mr. Ellis without such information." R. 123 at

11. Arrowood never explains how deposing Ellis without

the information caused harm. Arrowood does not list any

question it would have asked Ellis about the documents.

And Arrowood does not point to any objection to the late

disclosure. Nor does Arrowood ever ask to re-depose Ellis

in the nearly nine months between the late disclosure and

the close of discovery. See R. 70 at 2 (extending the close

of discovery to December 31, 2014).

*10 Nevertheless, the Ellis Parties' assertion of

harmlessness fails for two reasons. First, Arrowood does

not have the burden to demonstrate harm. Instead, the

Ellis Parties must prove that their delay was harmless.

R. C. Olmstead, Inc., v. CU Interface, LLC, 606 F.3d 262,

272 (6th Cir.2010) ("The burden is on the potentially

sanctioned party to prove harmlessness.").

And, second, the Ellis Parties failed to plead a

necessary element of harmlessness. The Sixth Circuit

interprets harmlessness in Rule 37(c) as requiring an

"honest mistake" by the violating party and "sufficient

knowledge" by the wronged party. Sommer v.. Davis, 317

F.3d 686, 692 (6th Cir.2003) (quoting Vance v. United

States, No. 98-5488, 1999 WL 455435, at *5 (6th Cir. June

25, 1999) (unpublished table decision)). Even if Arrowood

had sufficient knowledge, the Ellis Parties never claim that

the discovery violation was an honest mistake. See R.

122 at 27-29. As a result, Rule 37(c) requires a sanction.

Bessemer & Lake Erie R. R. Co. v. Seaway Marine Transp.,

596 F.3d 357, 370 (6th Cir.2010) (quoting Vance ex rel

Hammons v. United States, 182 F.3d 920 (6th Cir.1999))

("[T]he [test] for exclusion of the evidence under Rule 37(c)

... 'is very simple: the sanction is mandatory unless there is

a reasonable explanation of why Rule 26 was not complied

with or the mistake was harmless.' ").

So the Court must impose a sanction—though not

necessarily total exclusion. Rule 37(c) "tempers" the

harshness of a mandatory sanction by authorizing courts

to impose lesser sanctions. Roberts ex rel. Johnson v. Galen

of Virginia, Inc., 325 F.3d 776, 783-84 (6th Cir.2003)

(quoting Vance v. United States, No. 98-5488, 1999 WL

455435, at *4 (6th Cir. June 25, 1999)). Because district

courts are in the "best position" to examine discovery

disputes, a court's "discretion is especially broad" in

this context. Ames v. Van Dyne, 100 F.3d 956 (6th

Cir.1996) (quoting Doe v. Johnson, 52 F.3d 1448, 1464 (7th

Cir.1995)).

Here, total exclusion is not the appropriate sanction. The

Ellis Parties did not wait until the eve of trial to disclose

their calculation of damages. See, e.g., Rowe v. Case Equip.

Corp., 105 F.3d 659 (6th Cir.1997) ("Rowe's failure to

disclose his expert's report until the eve of trial, leaving

Case little opportunity to depose the expert and secure

a rebuttal witness, was more than harmless to Case.").

Instead, the Ellis Parties produced the calculation of

damages nearly nine months before the close of discovery.

See R. 70 at 2 (extending the close of discovery to

December 31, 2014); R. 121-12 at 2 (certifying that the

Ellis Parties served Arrowood with the documentation

on April 8, 2014). Arrowood never objected to the Ellis

Parties' late disclosure nor asked to re-depose Ellis to cure

any harm caused by the delay. If not for the Ellis Parties'

waiver, Arrowood's inaction might suggest that the delay

was justified or harmless. See Roberts, 325 F.3d at 783.

If nothing else, however, Arrowood's lack of concern

until its motion for summary judgment suggests that total

exclusion would be too harsh.

LAW © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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*11 At any point during those nine months before

discovery closed, Arrowood could have requested

a second deposition of Ellis. See Rule 37(c)(1)(C)

(authorizing a range of lesser sanctions including any

the Court finds "appropriate"). Re-deposing Ellis would

have cured the only harm that Arrowood claims from the

late disclosure. See R. 123 at 10-11 (explaining that the

late disclosure caused Arrowood harm because it had to

depose Ellis without the calculation of damages). Instead

of a lesser sanction, however, Arrowood requested only

total exclusion—a sanction that is too harsh for the Ellis

Parties' violation.

Arrowood also argues that the Ellis Parties cannot recover

"attorneys' fees and expenses related to legal hearings

and other legal activities" because this is a "third-party

bad faith claim under the UCSPA." R. 121-1 at 32-33.

When an insurer fails to promptly pay a valid claim,

KRS § 304.12-235(3) authorizes "the insured person or

health care provider ... to be reimbursed for his reasonable

attorney's fees." This Court has previously held that this

provision does not apply to third-party claimants like the

Ellis Parties because the statute's plain text only extends

attorneys' fees to "insured person[s]" and "health care

provider[s]." Nevels v. Deerbook Ins. Co., No. CIV. 10-

83—ART, 2011 WL 3903209, at *5 (E.D.Ky. Sept. 6,

2011) (citing Glass, 996 S.W.2d at 455 (limiting attorneys'

fees to the "policyholder or the policyholder's health care

provider")).

But the calculation of damages includes "out-of-pocket

travel [or] per diem expenses" that Jim Ellis personally

suffered as a result of his own attendance at various

hearings, mediations, and settlement conferences—not

attorneys' fees and expenses. See R. 1-1 at ¶ 37; R. 122

at 5 (citing R. 121-12) (referencing Ellis's "$91,160.45 in

out of pocket expenses from participating in litigation");

R. 121-12 (listing numerous individual payments to hotels

and restaurants). Arrowood does not demonstrate that

all of the listed expenses in the calculation of damages

fall within the statutory provision for attorneys' fees.

Indeed, in Glass—the same case that limits attorneys'

fees to the "policyholder or the policyholder's health care

provider"—the Kentucky Supreme Court held that the

third-party plaintiffs were "[c]learly ... entitled to their

costs" and expenses. Glass, 996 S.W.2d at 455 (citing

KRS § 453.040(1)(a)). So the limited authorization of

attorneys' fees to first-party claimants in KRS § 304.12-

235(3) cannot bar third-party claimants from seeking costs

and expenses.

Glass also concluded that "there is no basis for an award

of any costs or expenses incurred ... in this litigation except

those authorized by KRS § 453.040(1)(a)," which allows a

successful party to recover costs. Glass, 996 S.W.2d at 455.

So, perhaps, Arrowood could have argued that the Ellis

Parties cannot claim these expenses as damages and can

only recover them after prevailing at trial. But Arrowood

did not plead KRS § 453.040(1)(a) as a ground for barring

Elllis's damages, so the Court will not make the argument

on its behalf. See McPherson v. Kelsey, 125 F.3d 989, 995-

96 (6th Cir.1997).

*12 And, regardless, the calculation of damages included

at least some expenses that Jim Ellis incurred personally—

not through attorneys—while trying to reach a settlement

of the underlying insurance claim—not "in this litigation."

Glass, 996 S.W.2d at 455. Indeed, all of the expenses listed

in the calculation of damages predated this lawsuit, some

by more than five years. See R. 121-12. Construing the

facts in the Ellis Parties' favor, there is at least a dispute

as to whether these expenses count as "damages [that

Ellis] sustained by reason of [Arrowood's] violation" of

the UCSPA. See KRS § 446.070; State Farm Mut. Auto.

Ins. Co. v. Reeder, 763 S.W.2d 116, 117-18 (Ky.1988)

(holding that KRS § 446.070 authorizes third-party

plaintiffs like Ellis to recover damages that result from

UCSPA violations). Accordingly, Arrowood has failed to

demonstrate that the Ellis Parties' claims must fail for lack

of compensatory damages.

CONCLUSION

After seventeen contentious years, this dispute continues

still. Though the Ellis Parties waited too long to bring their

earliest claims against Arrowood, the claims that accrued

after November 5, 2007 survive Arrowood's motion for

summary judgment.

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that:

(1) Arrowood's motion for summary judgment, R. 121,

is GRANTED as to the Ellis Parties' claims that accrued

before November 5, 2007, and DENIED as to the Ellis

Parties' other claims.

WESTLAW © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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Case Summary

Procedural Posture

Appellee accident victims sued appellant insurer in the

Scott Circuit Court (Kentucky), for fraudulent

misrepresentation and violation of the Kentucky Unfair

Claims Settlement Practices Act (UCSPA), Ky. Rev. 

Stat. Ann. § 304.12-230. The jury found for thp accident

victims. The trial court, which denied the insurer's

motions for a directed verdict and judgment

notwithstanding the verdict, reduced the punitive

damages award. The parties appealed.

Overview
One of the accident victims was injured when a vehicle

that an employee of the insured was driving collided

with the victim's vehicle. The accident victims made no

attempt with the insurer to settle their underlying

negligence action against the insured before filing their

complaint against the Insurer. On appeal, the court

found that the trial court erred by denying the insurer's

motion for a directed verdict that the attorney retained

by the insurer to represent the insured was not the

insurer's agent. The attorney began and maintained his

representation of the insured as the insurers

independent contractor. Therefore, the general rule

prevailed and the insurer was not vicariously liable for

any of the attorneys actions undertaken in his

representation of the insured. Additionally, the trial court

erred by denying the insurer's motion for a directed

verdict on the victims' claim of fraLid because the victims

failed to prove the elements of fraud. Finally, the trial

court committed reversible error when it failed to direct a

Verdict in favor of the insurer on the claims that the

insurer violated the UCSPA because the insurer had a.

reasonable basis for denying the victims' claims.

Outtome
The judgMent was reversed. The insureds' cross-appeal

was dismissed as moot.
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LexisNexis® Headnotes

Civil Procedure > Discovery &

Disclosure > Disclosure > Mandatory Disclosures

HAI/[' ] Disclosure, Mandatory Disclosures

See Ky. R. CM P. 26.02(2).

Civil PrOcedUre > Appeals > Standards of

Review > Clearly Erroneous ROVI6W

Civil Procedure > Trials > Judgment as. Matter of

Law > Directed Verdicts

Civil Procedure > Trials > Judgment as Matter of

Law > Judgment Notwithstanding Verdict

HN2[ ] Standards of Review, Clearly Erroneous

Review

A directed verdict or judgment notwithstanding the

verdict is appropriate when, drawing all Inferences in

favor of the nonmoving party, a reasonable jury could

only conclude that the moving party was entitled to a

verdict. A reviewing court may not disturb a trial court's

decision on a Motion for directed verdict unless that

decision Is clearly erroneous. The denial of a directed

verdict by a trial court should only be reversed on

appeal when it is shown that the verdict was palpably or

flagrantly against the evidence such that it indicates th
e

jury reached the Verdict as a result of passion or

prejudice.

Business & Corporate Law > Agency
Relationships > Types > Attorney & Client

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

Interest

Business & corporate Law > > Agents

Distinguished > Independent.Contractors, Masters

f& Servants > Masters & Servants

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client '> Effective Representation

Page 2 of 36
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HIV361,1 Types, Attorney & Client

No Man can serve two masters. It is axiomatic that a

lawyer must serve hiS client dutifully and loyally.

Business & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships > Types > Attorney & Client

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client > Effective Representation

Businees & Corporate Law > > Agents

DiStinguished > Independent Contractors, Masters

& Servants > Independent Contractors

HN4[ '] Types, Attorney & Client

There is a fear that the entity paying an attorney, the

insurer, and not the one to whom the attorney is

obligated to defend, the insured, Is controlling the legal

representation. To quell that fear, the Supreme Court of

Kentucky adheres to the view that it would be contrary

to public policy to allow the insurer to control the

litigation.

Business & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships > TypeS > Attorney & Client

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client > Effective Representation

Business & Corporate Law > > Agents

Distinguished > Independent Contractors, Masters

& Servants > Independent Contractors

HN5[0] Types, Attorney & Client

Kentucky has consistently refused to allow an insurer

any right to control an attorney's independent manner of

repreSenting its insured.

Business & Corporate Levy > Agency

Relationships > TypeS > Attorney & Client

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client > Effective Representation

Business & Corporate Law > > Agents

DistingUished > Independent Contractors, Masters
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& Servants > Independent Contractors

HN6[[] Types, Attorney & Client

The general rule is the services of a professional man,

such as a laWyer are rendered under an independent

contract That Is, a lawyer is one Who follows his

employer's desires only as to results of work; and not as

to means whereby it Is to be accomplished. These same

rules apply when an insurer seledts and paYs an

attorney to repreSent its insured:

Business & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships > Types > Attorney & Client

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client > Effective Representation

Business & Corporate Law > > Agents

Distinguished > Independent Contractors, Masters

& Servants .> Independent Contractors

flA17[A] Types, Attorney & Client

In the typical situation in which an insure!' hires an

attorney to defend an insured, the relationship of the

insurer and its attorney is precisely that of principal to

independent contractor. The attorney is engaged in the

distinct occupation of practicing law, one in which the

attorney possesses special skill and expertise. The

attorney generally supplies his or her place of Work and

tools; the attorney is employed and paid only for the

cases of individual insureds; and he or she alone,

consistent with ethical obligations to ensure competence

and diligence in the representation, determines the time

to be devoted to each case, Finally, and obviously, the

practice of law is not, nor could it be, part of the regular

business of an insurer.

Business & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships> Types > Attorney & Client

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client > Effective Representation

Business & Corporate Law > > Agents

Distinguished > Independent Contractors, Masters

& Servants > Independent Contractors

. HN804 Types, Attorney & Cljent

Page 3 of 36

The factor most critical to an attorney's retention of his

status as an independent contractor, vls-a-vis an

insurer, is the attorney's retention of control over the

means by which he accomplishes the insurer's desired

result - defense of its insured. The relationship of an

attorney hired to defend an insured relative to the

insurer that hired him, at least initially, is that of

independent contractor.

Torts > Vioaript,ls Liability > Independent

Contractors > General OvervieW

Torts > Vicarious Liability > Employers > General

Overview

HAM* Vicarious Liability, Independent

Contractors

As a general rule, an employer is not liable for the torts

of an independent contractor in the perfOrmarte of his

job.

Business & Corporate Law > > AgentS

Distinguished > Independent. Contractors, Masters

& BervantS > Independent Contractors

10110[.] Independent ContractorS, Masters &

Servants, Independent Contractors

Kentucky recognizes that if a principal lacking the right

of control nevertheless personally interferes with,

undertakes to do, manage or control the work of an

independent contractor, he thereby destroys the

relationshiP of independent contractor. The independent

contractor would thus convert to an employee or agent.

Kentucky independent contractors, once possessed of

the right to control their own work are not inclined to

relinquish that right to the employer.

Business & Corporate Law > > Agents

Distinguished > Independent Contractors, Masters

&•Servants > Independent Contractors

Business & Corporate Law > > Agents

Distinguished > Independent Contiactors, Masters

& Servants > Masters & Servants

HAM[ '] Independent ContractorS, Masters &

Servants, Independent Contradors
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The main dispositive criterion for determining whether a

party is an independent contractor is whether it is

Understood that an alleged principal or master has the

right to control the details of the work.

Business & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships > Types >. Attorney .& Client

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

Interest

Business & Corporate Law > > Agents

Distinguished > Independent contractbrs, Masters

& Servants > Independent Contractors

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client > Effective Representation

HIV/2[[] Types, Attorney & Client

Unlike other independent contractors, an attorney who

relinquishes the right to control will perforce violate his

duty under the Ky. Sup. Cf. R. 1.80(2), and clearly

subject himself to severe discipline. An attorney's

maintenance and protection of his Independent

contractor status is thus reinforced. Cases in which an

insurer may be held liable under an agency theory when

an attorney represents an insured will be rare indeed.

Business & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships > Typos > Attorney & Client

Legal Ethics > Client Retailer's > Conflicts of

Interest

Business & Corporate Law > > Agents

DiStInguished > Independent Contractors, Masters

Servants > Independent Contractors.

LegatEthics >Client RolatiOn$ > Duties to

Client > Effective Representation

11N13* Types, Attorney & Client

The proper standard for determining whether an ins
urer

has exercised actual control of an attorney, despite

lacking the right to do so, is that such control m
ust be

invidious in that it affects the attorney's independen
t

professional judgment interferes with the attOrnoy's

unqualified duty of loyalty to the insured, or presen
ts

Page 4 of 36
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reasonable possibility of advancing an interest that

would differ from that of the insured.

BuSines8 & Corporate Law > > Agents

Distinguished > Independent Contractors, Masters

& SerVants > Independent Contractors

Business & Corporate

Law > > Establishment > Elements > Right to

Contrel by Principal

fiNVIA) IndepOndent ContractOrs, Masters &

Servants, Independent Contractors

Whereas Independent contractor status is shown by the

absence of a principal's control over the work to be

performed; agency is shown by its presence. Just as

with the independent contractor analysis, the right to

control is considered the most critical element in

determining whether an agency relationship exists.

Insurance Law > Remedies > Declaratory

Judginents > General Overview

HN151A1 Rpniedies, Declaratory ,Jutlgnients

A contract of liability insurance is simply an asset from

which a liability may be satisfied. Accident victims assert

claims against alleged tortfeasers, not directly against

the tortfeasor's insurer. Nothing preventS a tortfeasor's

satisfaction of a claim from his assets other than

insurance. It is simply because use of an insurance

asset has the least disruptiVe effect on the continued

operation of a business that it is naturally the first asset

a business considers when contemplating claims

settlement. However, whether to actually Utilize that

asset first remains the option of the business. It is not

the option of the accident victim or his attorney to

demand that the claim be satisfied from a. contract of

insurance.

Business & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships > Types > Attorney & Client

Insurante Law > Remedies > Declaratory

Judgments > General OVervieW

HN16[A] Types, Attorney. & Client
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An insurer is better able than its insured to select legal

counsel to represent that insured. Kentucky courts will

not penalize a party because he prudently authorized

his experienced insurer to select the right attorney to

defend'him.

Business & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships > Types > Attorney & Client

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > COnflicts of

interest

Business & Corporate

Law > > Establishment > Elements > Right to

Control by Principal

BusineSs & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships > Types > Insurance Agents &

Insurance Companies

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client > EffectiVe Representation

FIN17* Types, Attorney & Client

The respective roles of an insured's attorney and the

insurer's claims adjuster are entirely distinguishable.

The adjuster's fundamental role is :to settle the claim

apart from litigation; the attorney's is to effectively

conduCt a defense in the litigation. The adjuster owes no

Independent loyalty to the insured apart from that owed

by the insurer. The attorney's loyalty to his insured client

is paramount. And, unlike the attorney whose conduct i
s

controlled by his oath, the adjuster receives direction

and authority from the insurer, which is why he has

been deemed the insurer's agent Furthermore, the

adjuster and the claimant usually deal directly with one

another. If their negotiations fail, the adjuster negotiates

With plaintiff's counsel, and even after litigation is begun,

the adjuster frequently deals directly with plaintiff's

counsel.

Business & Corporate Law > Agency

Relationships > Types > Attorney & Client

HA118[ ] Types, Attorney & Client

An attorney is an agent of his client. Kentucky 
has

always jealously guarded the attorney-client

relationship, for while the relationship is generally that o
f
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principal and agent the attorney owes his client a higher

duty than any ordinary agent owes his principal,

Business 8, Corporate Law > Agency •

Relationships > Types > Attorney & Client

Business & Corporate Law > > Agents

Distinguished > Independent Contractors, Masters

& Servants > Independent Contractors

HN19[A] Types, Attorney & Client

Where there is no evidence other than the fulfillment of

those duties existing between the lawyer and the

insured as his client, and the fulfillment of those duties

existing between the insured and the insurer, there can

be no finding of an agency relationship between the

insurer and the attorney it hires to defend its insured.

These duties exist and will be carried out in every case

of this nature.

Civil Procedure > > Preclusion of

Judgments > Estoppel > Judicial Estoppel

HN20* Estoppel, Judicisl Estoppel

The judicial estoppel doctrine prevents a party from

taking a position inconsistent with one successfully and

unequivocally asserted by the same party in a prior

proceeding.

Insurance Law > Remedies > Declaratory

Judgments > General Overview

Torts > Negligence > Types of Negligence

ACtions > General Overvimiv

HN21A1 Remedies, Declaratory Judgments

An automobile accident gives rise to a tort claim against

the tortfeasor, but not any kind of claim against that

tortfeasor's insurer (unless, of course, the claimant is

also an insured under the same policy). The accident

victim has no right prior to obtaining a judgment against

the tortfeasor, to assert a direct claim to insurance

policy proceeds.
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Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Allocation

Torts > > Fraud & Misrepresentation > Actual

Fraud > Elements.

eta

Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Clear & ConvinCing

Proof

111V22* Burdens of Proof, Allocation

Common law fraudulent misrepresentation requires

probf of six elements: (1) that the declarant made a

Material misrepresentation to the plaintiff, (2) that this

misrepresentation was false, (3) that the declarant knew

it was false or made it recklessly, (4) that the declar
ant

induced the plaintiff to act upon the misrepresentation,

(5) that the plaintiff relied upon the misrepresentation,

and (6) that the misrepresentation caused injury to the

plaintiff. There must be clear and convincing proof of

each of these elements.

Torts > > Fraud & Misrepresentation > Actual

Fraud > Elements

Torts > Business Torts > Fraud &

Misrepresentation > General OVerview

HN23[A] Actual Fraud, Elements

The duty to disclose.describes an elemen
t of the tort of

fraudulent concealment requiring _proof of substanti
ally

different element's from the tort of fraudUlent

Misrepresentation.

Torts > > Fraud & Misrepresentation > Actual

FraUd > Elements

1-/N2401 Actual Fraud, EleMents

Blind reliance fails the fifth requirement of fraud -

reasonable reliance upon the Claimed fraudulent act.

Torts > Fraud & Misrepresentation > Actual

Fraud > Elements.

HN26[SL] Actual Fraud, Elements

if the truth or falsehood of a representation mi
ght have

been tested by ordinary vigilance and attentio
n, it is a
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party's own folly if he has neglected to do so, and he is

remediless.

Torts > > Fraud &. Misrepresentatibn > Actual

Fraud > Elements

HN26[A] Actual Fraud, Elements

Where an ordinary attention would be sufficient to guard

against imposition, the want of such attention is, to say

the least, an inexcusable negligence. To one thus

supinely inattentive to his own concerns, and

improvidently and credulously confiding in the naked

and interested assertions of another, the maxim

vigilantibus non donnientibus Jura subveniunt,

emphatically applies, and opposes an insuperable

objection to his obtaining the aid of the law.

Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Allocation

Torts > > Fraud & Misrepresentation > Actual

Fraud > Elements

HN276—] Burdens Of Proof, Allocation

The concept that a defendant cannot escape on the

ground that the complaining party shoUld not have

trusted him applies only where the one claiming to .be

deceived is not shown to have at hand any reasonably

available means of determining the truth of

representations made to him.

Governments > Legislation > Statutory Remedies &

Rights

Insurance Law > Liability & Performande

Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontractual

Liability > General Overview

1-1N28[....] Legislation, Statutory Remedies & Rights

The fact that the Kentucky Unfair Claims Seftlernent

Practices Act Ky. Rev. Stat Ann. § 804.12-230, Is not

specifically designed to accommodate third party claims

makes trial nearly impossible and appellate revieW most
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Business & Corporate

Compliance ? ? Regulators > State Insurance

Commissioners & Oepartments > National

Association of InSurance ComMissioners

Governments > Legislation > Statutory Remedies .&

Rights

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontractual

Liability > General Overview

Business & Corporate

Compliance > > Regulators > State insurance

commissioners & Departtnents > Rules &

Regulations

HN291E1 State. Insurance Commissioners

PepartMents, National AssOCiatiOn of Insurance

Commissioners

Ky. Rev. Stat. A.  §• 304.12-230 was never intended by

its creators to establish any private right of action at all.

The statute is an almost verbatim adoption of the 1971

version of the model act formulated by the National

Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). It was

intended by its drafters only as regulatory measure to

assist state insurance administrators. The NAIC

emphasized •the. original intent of this model act when it

issued this warning to legislatures: "A jurisdiction

choosing to provide for a private cause of action should

consider a different statutory scheme. This Act is

inherently inconsistent with a private cause of action."

As a consequence, Kentucky is in that distinct minority

of states that recognizes a private right of action for

violations of the Kentucky Unfair Claims Settlement

Practices Act, Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 304.12-230.

Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Allocation

Governments > Legislation > Statutory Remedies &

Rights

InsUrence Law > Liability & PerfOrmance

Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontractual

Liability > Elements Of Bad Faith

HN30[A] Burdens of Proof, Allocation

There is no such thing as a tebtinical violation of the

Kentucky Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act Ky. 

Rev. Stat.. Ann. 304.12-230, at least in the sense of
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establishing a private cause of action for tortious

misconduct justifying a claim of bad faith. An insured

must prove three elements in order to prevail against an

insurance company for alleged refusal in bad faith to

pay the Insured's claim: (1) the insurer must be

obligated to pay the claim under the terms of the. policy;

(2) the insurer must lack .a reasonable basis in law or

fact for denying the plain% and (3) it must be shown that

the insurer either knew there was no reasonable basis

for denying the claim or acted with reckless disregard

for whether such a basis existed. An insurer is entitled

to challenge a claim and litigate it if the claim Is

debatable on the law or the facts.

Civil propedOre > Sanctions > Baseless

Filings > Bad Faith Motions

Governments > Courts > Authority to Adjudicate

Civil Procedure > Sanctions > Misconduct &

Unethical BehaVior > General Overview

Governments > Courts > Rule Application &

Interpretation

H1V31['] Baseless Filings, Bad Faith Motions

Litigation conduct amounting to bad faith can be

sanctioned by a trial court pursuant to the civil rules.

Torts > > Employers > Scope of

Employment > Personal Activities

HN32[ ] Scope of Employment, Personal Activities

For a frolic and detour an employer has no vicarious

liability.

Civil Procedure ? Trials > Jury Trials > Province of

Court & Jury

GoVernments > Courts_ > Authority to Adjudicate

Torts > > Employers > Scope of

Employment > Personal Activities

HN33[ ] Jury Trials, Province of Court & Jury

Where deviation from the course of hiS employMent by
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 servant is slight and not unusual, a court may, as a

matter of law, find that the servant was still executing his

masters business. On the other hand, If the deviation is

very marked and unusual the court may detertnine that

the servant was not on the master's business at all but
on his own. Cases falling between these extremes will

be regarded as involving a question of fact for the
determination of a jury.

Civil Procedure > Trials > Jury Trials > Province of

Court & Jury

Governments > Courts > Authority to Adjudicate

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance
Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontractual.
Liability > General Overview

Torts > > Types of Damages > Punitive
Damages > Aggravating Circumstances

Governments > Legislation > Statutory Remedies &
Rights

HN34,..t] Jury Trials, Province of Court & Jury

Whether a tort has occurred under the Kentucky Unfair
Claims Settlement Practices Act, Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. 

304.12-230, is precisely what the caselaw requires a

trial court, not the jury, to decide. The threshold problem

is to determine whether the dispute is merely

contractual or whether there are tortious elements

justifying an award of punitive damages. To do that, the

trial court must weigh In on the question of punitive

damages by answering whether the proof is sufficient

for the jury to conclude that there was conduct that is

outrageous, because of the defendant's evil motive or

his reckless indifference to the rights of others.

Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Allocation

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance
Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontractual
Liability > Elements of Bad Faith

HN35[41] Burdens of Proof, Allocation

The evidentiary threshold for a claim predicated oh bad

faith by an insurer is high indeed. Evidence must

demonstrate that an insurer hes engaged in outrageous
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conduct toward its insured. Furthermore, the conduct
must be driven by evil motives or by an indifference to

its insureds' rights. Absent such evidence of egregious

behavior, the tort clairti predicated on bad faith may not
proceed to a jury. There is no justification for lowering
the standard for third-party claims deriving as they must
from the first-party's contract of insurance. This
approach has long been embraced in both first-party
and third-party claims under the common law where it
was recognized that bad faith determinations present

troublesome, or even Impossible, questions fot a jury
which is just not equipped to evaluate, the issue of bad
faith. The case law has simply extended to tort actions
under the Kentucky Unfair Claims Settlement Practices
Act, Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. 304.12-230, the same

requirement still existing under the common law that the
issue of bad faith should be dedided by a trial court.

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance
Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontractual
Liability > Elements Of Bad Faith

Insuranbe Law > Liability & Performance
Standards > SettlementS > Policy Coverage

HA36A1 Bad Faith & Extracontractual
Elements of Bad Faith

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. 304.12-230(11 prohibits an insurer
from misrepresenting pertinent facts or insurance policy
provisions relating to coverages at issue.

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance
Standards > Settlements > Policy Coverage

HN37[6...] Settlements, Policy Coverage

"Coverages" is a term that identifies the amount and
extent of risk contractually assumed by an insurer; it is
an abbreviated means by which a court will define what
an insured has contracted for in exchange for his
premium. "Covetages at issue" therefore refers to an
insured's contractual dispute with his insurer, and not an
accident victim's tort dispute with the. insured-tortfeasor,
or an accident victim's dispute with the insurer (unless
as the assignee of the insured's rights under the
contract he stood in the insured's shoes).

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance
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Standards > Settlements > Policy Coverage

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Settlements > Third Party Claims

Insurance Law > > Declaratory

Judgments > Procedure > Relevant Parties

1-1/V38* Settlements, Policy Coverage

For purposes of defining the class of persons protected

by Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 304.12-230(1), coverages at

issue would include both first-party insureds and third-

party claimants to whom the insured assigned (as under

common law) his claim against-the insurer.

Insurance. Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Settlements > Good Faith & Fair

Dealing

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Settlements > Reasonable Basis

Inactrance LaW > Liability & Performance

Standards > Settlements.> Third Party Claims

HA1.39[A] Settlements, Good Faith & Fair Dealing

Under Ky. Rev. Stet. Ann. § 304.12-230(6), an insurer

violates the Kentucky Unfair Claims Settlement

Practices Act, Ky: Rev. Stat. Ann. § 30412-230, by not

attempting in good faith to effectuate prompt, fair and

equitable settlements of claims in which liability has

become reasonably clear: At least with regard to third-

party claims, the bad faith standards under the caselaw

encompass this provision.

Insurance Law > Liability -& Performance

Standards > Settlements > Gbod Faith & Fair

Dealing

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontraatual

Liability > Payment Delays & Denials

IntUrance Law > Liability & PerfOrmance

Standards :> Settlernenta > Reasonable Basis

1-1N4o[rit] Settlements, Good Faith .& Fair Dealing

Although an insurer is under: a duty .to promptly
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investigate and pay claims where it has no reasonable

grounds to resist in good faith, neither this duty nor any

provision of the Kentucky Unfair Claims Settlement

Practices Act, Ky. Rev. Stet. Ann. § 304.12-230,

requires the insurer to assume responsibility to

investigate the amount of the claimant's loss for the

claimant The insurer's legal responsibility is limited to

paytnent upon probf of loss.

Governments > Legislation > Statutory Remedies &

Rights

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Settlements > Reasonable Basis

FiN41[•1] Legislation, Statutory Remedies & Rights

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 30412-230(131 of the Kentucky

Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act, Ky Rev Stat 

Ann. ..$ 304.12-230, allows a private right of action

against an insurer for failing to promptly settle claims,

where liability haS become reasonably clear, under one

portion of the insurance policy coverage in order to

Influence settlements under other portions of the

insurance policy coverage.

Governments > Legislation > Statutory Remedies &

Rights

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Settlementh > Reasonable Basis

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Settlements > Third Party Claims

HN426+4 Legislation, Statutory Remedies & Rights.

Like Ky. Rev. Stet. Ann. § 30412-230(1), the class of

persons protected by Ky. Rev. Stet Ann. § 30412-

230(13) are first-party insureds and third-party

assignees of the first-party's tights.

Governments > Legislation > Statutory Remedies &

Rights

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontractual

Liability > Payment Delays & Denials
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Insurance Law > Liability & PerferrnanCe

Standards > Settlements > Reasonable Basis

HN431* Legislation, statutory Remedies & Rights

Kv. .Rev 8tat. Ann. §..304.12-230(14).makes an insurer

liable for failing to promptly provide a reasonable

eXplanation of the basis In an insurance policy in

relation to the facts or applicable law fOr denial of a

claim or for the offer of a compromise settlement. This is

a coverage issue that plainly refers to first-party claims.

Civil Procedure > Appeals > Standards of

Review > General Overview

Civil Procedure > Trials > Jury Trials > Jury

Deliberations

MUM] Appeals, Standards of ROVieW

The Court of Appeals of Kentucky will neither presum
e

in any particular case, nor deny the proposition in

general, that there is a prejudice which juries frequently

apply against insurance companies. Kentucky courts

have long been aware of this prejudice; as exemplified

by the deciSions in personal injury cases where the

element of insurance has been improperly injected.

Evidence > > Pfeliminary

Questions > AdMissibility of Evidence > General

OverView

Insurance Law > Liability & Performance

Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontractual

Liability > General Overview

FIN45011] Preliminary Questions, Admissibility of

Evidence

Post-litigation conduct by an insurance company can .be

the basis of a claim under the Kentucky Unfair Claims

Settlement Practices Act Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 304.12-

230. However, litigation conduct is held inadmissible.

CIVil PrOcedure > Sanctions .> General Overview

Evidence > > Preliminary

Questions > Admissibility of Evidence > General

Overview
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Governments > Courts > Rule Application &

Interpretation

Insurance Law > Liability& Performance

Standards > Bad Faith 8t Extracontractual

Liability > General Overview

Legal Ethics > Professional Conduct > Tribunals

HIV46iil Civil Procedure, Sanctions

The remedies provided by the Kentucky Roles of Civil

Procedure for any wrongdoing that may occur within the

context of the litigation itself render unnecessary the

introduction of evidence of litigation condUct. Attorneys,

and even parties, are subject to direct sanction under

the Civil Rules for any improper conduct. Though it goes

without saying, attorneys have significant duties under

the Kentucky Rules of Professional Responsibility,

which allOw for further sanctions for unethical behavior.

Thus, the better approach is an absolute prohibition on

the introduction of such evidence in actions brought

under Ky.: Rev. Stat. Ann. § 304:1 2,230.

Civil Procedure > Trials > Jury Trials > Jury

Deliberations

Insurance Lahr > Liability &. Performance

Standards .> Bad Faith & Extracontractual

Liability > General Overview

Civil Procedure > Trials > Jury Trials > PrOvinde of

Court & Jury

HN47f, I Jury Trials, Jury Deliberations

It is calamity to permit a jury to pass judgment on a

defense counsel's trial tactics and to premise a finding

of bad faith on counsel's conduct. It places an unfair

burden on the insurer's counsel, potentially inhibiting the

defense of the insurer. In fact, given the chilling effect

that allowing introduction of evidence of litigation

conduct would have on the exercise of an insurance

company's legitimate litigation rights, any exception

threatens to turn the adversarial system on its head.

The fear is that a jury, with the assistance of hindsight,

and without the assistance of insight into litigation

techniques, could second guess the defendant's

rationales for taking a particular course.
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Civil
Procedure > Remedies > Damages..> Compensator

y Damages

Torts > > Types of Losses > Lost

Income > Award Calculations

Civil Procedure > Remedies > Damages > Monetary

Damages

HN48k  Damages, Compensatory Damages

The test of whether there can be a recovery for loss of

anticipated revenues or profits is whether the cause of

the damage or injury can with reasonable certainty be

attributed to the breach of duty or wrongful act of the

defendant. But no recovery is allowed when resort to

speculation or conjecture is necessary to determine

whpther the damage resulted from the unlawful act of

which complaint is made or from other sources.

Evidence Exernination > Cross-

Examinations > Collateral Matters

Evidence > > Examination > Cross-

Examinations > Scope

HN49[ ] Cross-Examinationt, Collateral Matters

A connection must be established between the cross-

examination proposed- to be undertaken and the facts in

evidence. A party is not at liberty to present

unsupported theories in the guise of cross-examination

and invite the jury to speculate as to some cause other

than one supported by the evidence.

Insurance Law > Liability & PerforMance

Standards > Bad Faith & Extracontradtual

Liability > General Overview

HN5O[it] Liability & Perforinance Standards, Bad

Faith & Extracontractual Liability

SOrne attorneys exhibit a personal bias against

insurance companies and in favor of using bad faith and

Kentucky Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act, Ky. 

Rev. Stat. Ann. § 30412-230, allegations to extort

payment of underlying clairn8 from insurers.

Counsel: ORAL ARGUMENT AND BRIEFS FOR
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APPELLANT AND CROSS-APPELLEE: John T.

Ballantine, Louisville, Kentucky; Ronald L. Green,

Lexington, Kentucky.

BRIEFS FOR APPELLANT AND CROSS-APPELLEE:

Michael D. Risley, Louisville, Kentucky.

ORAL. ARGUMENT AND BRIEFS FOR APPELLEES

AND CROSS-APPELLANTS: J. Dale Golden,

Lexington, Kentucky.

AMICUS CURIAE BRIEF FOR THE KENTUCKY

DEFENSE COUNSEL: Gregg E. Thornton, Luke A.

Wingfield, Lexington, Kentucky.

Judges: BEFORE: AGREE AND KELLER, JUDGES;

KNOPF, 1 SENIOR JUDGE. KNOPF, JUDGE,

CONCURS. KELLER, JUDGE, CONCURS IN RESULT

ONLY.

Opinion by; AGREE

Opinion

REVERSING APPEAL NO. 2004-CA-002296-MR AND

DISMISSING AS MOOT APPEAL NO, 2004-CA-

002362-MR 

AGREE, JUDGE: This is the appeal and cross-appeal of

a judgment entered in Scott Circuit Court after a jury

found Cincinnati Insurance Company (CIC) liable to

George and Kay Hofmeister for fraudulent

misrepresentation and for violation of the Kentucky

Unfair Claims [*2] Settlement Practices Act (UCSPA),

Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) 304.12-230. CIC

appeals the trial court's denial of Its motions for

summary judgment motions for directed verdict and

judgment notwithstanding the verdict, and entry of

judgment awarding the Hofrrielatprs $ 10,000,000 in

compensatory damages and $ 18,405,500 in punitive

damages following a jury verdict Prior to appeal, the

trial court amended the judgment by reducing the

punitive damages award to $ 10,000,000. The

Hofrneisters filed a cross-appeal, challenging the

reduction of the punitive damages award. We reverse

the judgment and dismiss the HofmeisterS' cross-appeal

as moot.

1 Senior Judge William L. Knopf sitting as Special Judge by

assignment of the Chief Justice pursuant to Section 110(5)(b)

of the Kentucky Constitution and Kentudky Revised Statute

(KRS) 21.580..
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This case requires examination of a myriad of

relationships and duties, some created by contract,

others by statute, and still others by common law. It
requires examination of settlement negotiations and

litigation strategy and tactics; nearly all of which was

placed in the hands of a jury to assess. Understanding

this case necessitates a detailed examination of a

voluminous record WhiCh we will abbreviate wherever

possible.

1. Facts and Procedure

The facts of the underlying automobile claim, which the

jury found CIC settled unfairly, began at 10:00 [*3]

on November 3, 1998. Eugene "Gene Clark, a delivery

driver for Dasher Express, Inc., had finished a workshift

that exceeded ten haws. He returned his employer's

vehicle to Dasher's offices in Lexington, Kentucky. He

then drove .home to Frankfort in his personal vehicle.

Clark was fatigued when he arrived home and

discovered that he still had in his possession the

company's credit card and the keys to his company's

vehicle. He called D. asher's offices, informed the

dispatcher of his mistake, and "Indicated he was going

to return the keys to Dasher." (Trial Court's Opinion and

Order, September 13,. 2002, p.2, quoting testimony of

Dasher employee). Clark took a shower and changed

clothes. Then he got back in his personal vehicle and

left his Frankfort home. Ostensibly, his sole purpose

was to return the Dasher vehicle keys and credit card.

George Hofmeister was driving his own vehicle and

talking to his wife on a cell phone when he first saw

Clark's vehicle approaching him from about a quarter-

mile away. Cfark's driving was erratic. In fact Clark had

fallen asleep despite having gone to a McDonald's

restaurant for coffee. As the vehicles approached one

another, Clark's vehicle crossed [*4] the centerline.

Hofmeister slammed on his brakes but did not avoid the

collision, Whether It was possible to have done so was

never determined in the record. 2

When Clark did not arrive at Dasher's offices after

indicating he was going to return the keys, a Dasher

employee called his telephone number and

le[ft] a message for Gene, indicating whether or not

he was returning the keys and When they or

2Mr: Hofmeister testified in the bad faith trial, however; that

•there was no .piece for him toi exit the road on .which the

accident occurred.
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whomever [sic] was returning the keys would have

them to Dasher. After that, we received a call that

Gene had been in an accident and basically were

waiting to see how he was and, you know, what the

situation was,

(Trial Court's Opinion and Order, September 13, 2002,

p.2, quoting testimony of Dasher employee).

The accident did not occur on the most direct route

between Clark's home and Dasher'S offices, Clark said

the direct route he regularly took would have placed him

on. Interstate Highway 64 (1-64) all the way from

Frankfort until he exited the highway southbound at the

Newtown Pike exit in Lexington. But the accident site

was on US 62 in Georgetown, Kentucky. [*5] This

location necessarily required Clark to exit 1-64 about

halfway between his home and Dasher's offices, and to

head away from his business destination. Clark was

rendered unconscious by the accident, and said he did

not recall exiting 1-64 onto US 62 or why he did so.

Hofnielster's injUries were signifidant. He convalesced

for a total of eight months, confined to a wheelchair for

five of those months. During that time, Hofmeister

engaged attorney Dale Golden to assist in recovering

his damages.

Golden concentrated his settlement efforts on Clark and

Clark's insurer, the Travelers Insurance Group.

Travelers offered to pay Hofmeister its policy limits of $

100,1360. Pursuant to KRS 30439-320(4 Golden sent

notice of Travelers' offer to Hofrrielster's underinsured

motorist (UIM) coverage insurer, Kentucky Farm Bureau

Mutual Insurance Company, whose policy limits were

also $ 100,000. Farm Byreau elected to preserve its

subrogation rights against Clark and substituted its own

payment of $ 100,000 to Hofmeister under the

procedure outlined in Coots v. Allstate Ins. Co., 853

S.W.2d 895 (Ky. 19831. Additionally, Farm Bureau paid

$ 50,000 in personal injury protection (PIP) benefits to

Hofmeister's [*6] medical providers. Hofmeister did not

waive his right to file .a civil action against Farm Buren,

and he subsequently did so.

The complaint first named Clark as a defendant. The

second defendant identified was Farm Bureau. The

claim against Farrn Bureau sought to collect an

additional $ 100,000 in UlIVI benefitp available under any

and all of the Hofmeisters' policies, Finally, the

complaint named Dasher, asserting that Clark was

acting within the scope of his employment at the time of

the accident and, therefore, Dasher was vicariously

liable.
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Bervice of the complaint was Dasher's first notice that

the Hofmeisters were asserting any claim against the

company. Consistent with duties created by its contract

of insurance, Dasher notified CIC of the claim. CIC's

duty under the same contract was to provide a defense

at its cost. To satisfy that duty, CIC made financial

arrangements with attorney Dan Murner to answer and

defend Dasher against the. Hofmeisters' claims.

Mumer drafted and served Dasher's answer to the

complaint on November 4, 1999, asserting, among other

defenses, that Clark was not acting within the scope of

his employment at the time of the accident and that

Hofrneister was comparatively ren negligent. Murner

siMultaneously served discovery requests upon

Hofmeister seeking Information substantiating the

damages claimed and the basis of Dasher's alleged

liability.

The Hofmeisters responded to Dasher's discovery

requests four months later, on March 3, 2000. The

responses provided scant information upon which

Dasher could assess its exposure to liability, On the

contrary, they show the HofmeisterS (1) had not yet

corripiled a list of medical expenses; (2) had not yet

decided what witnesses to call at trial; (3) did not know

what documents they intended to introduce at trial; and

(4) were not prepared to identify any expert, including

one Who would testify regarding Mr. Hofmeister's claim

for economic losses, or otherwise. Furthermore, In

response to Dasher's request pursuant to Kentucky

Rules of Civil Procedure (CR) 8.01(2) that damages be

specified, the Hofrneisters replied that "jal total has not

been calculated at this time."

The Hofmeisters, too, engaged in discovery. On

February 1, 2000, they submitted interrogatories and

requests for production of documents to Dasher.

ConSistent with a pattern repeated throughout this

litigation, the Hofrneisters did not ask Dasher to produce

[*8] insurance information in accordance with CR

26.02(4. 3

In the meantime, Dasher noticed Hofmeister's

a  CR 26.02(2) states:

IINIE+] A party may obtain discovery of the existence

and contents of any insurance agreement under which

any person carrying on an insurance business may'be

liable to satisfy part or all of a judgment which may be

entered in the action or to indemnify or reimburse for

payments made to satisfy the judgment.
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deposition to be taken on. May 12, 2000. Mr.

Hofmeister's deposition testimony was the first

indication Dasher had that Hofrneister was claiming a

loss of income equaling or exceeding $ 5 million. When

questioned .aboUt substantiation for this los$, Hofineister

explained that the primary entity through which he

conducted his business, American Commercial

Holdings, Inc. (ACH), had paid hiM a $ 5-million bonus

for the year of the accident, but did not pay him any

bonus the next year, 4

Hofmeister's deposition testimony showed that while he

did receive p Form W-2, he was not a typical employee.

He was a self-made entrepreneur. Through various

business entities he had created, [*1OJ including ACH,
Hoftrieistet made a career of ptirchasing troubled

businesses, obtaining financing to keep the busineSSes

afloat, and then reselling the businesses for a profit.

Between 1995 and 1999, Hofmelster and ACH acquired

approximately sixty (60) businesses. Hoffneister stated

that he accomplished these acquisitions after obtaining

bank financing to do so, At depOsition, he testified that

he had been turned doWn for a $ 25-Million loan as a

direct result of the accident and his injuries.

Consequently, so he testified, he was unable to

purchase more distressed businesses for resale. He

had no documentation with him at the deposition that

would have substantiated any of his prior acquisitions or

sales, or any of his business activity at all. Nor could he

document the denial of his $ 25-million loan application

or the potential business acquisitions the loan would

As the CEO of ACH, Mr. Hofrnelster largely controlled his

own Income. He testified that his salary the year after the

accident actually increased from $ 577,402 in 1998 (10

months of which preceded the accident) to $624,135 in 1999.

The Hofmeisters' tax returns show that 1996 was a good year

for r9] Mr. Hofrneister to take a $ 5-million bonus because his

capital "losses and ScheduleE losses (from other partnerships

and subchapter S corporations including ACH) exceeded $

million. When those losses were deducted from hip total

income, including the $ 5-million bonus, the Hofmeisters'

adjusted gross income (AGE) was less than zero (-$ 443,102),

Consequently, the Hofrneisters paid no taxes in 1998. In 1999;

the year after the accident, the Hofmeisters' businesses netted

substantial capital gains resulting in an AGi of more than $ 9.6

million, and a tax liability of more than $ 1.8 million. Awarding

himself any bonus in 1999 would have yielded an even higher

tax burden. In 2000, Mr. Hofmeister's salary was again above

$ 500,000, Also in 2000, and in 2001 and 2002 as well, the

Hoimelsters continued to earn substantial capital gains. Those

gains, hOwsver, were offset by greater Schedule E losses from

other pattnershipp and S corporations, indluding the

Hofrneisters' interest in equine partnerships.
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have facilitated. However, he agreed to later provide

Dasher with that documentation through his own

attorney.

Hofmeister'S attorney, Golden, took the face-to-face

opportunity immedlatelY following Hofn-leisters

deposition to propose settlement. After the Hofmeisters

departed, Golden sat down with Murner and Dasher's

owners [*11] and verbally demanded $ 1,500,000 on

behalf of his clients: 5 According to Murner's

uncontradicted testimony, Golden said "Moll don't want

an excess verdict you'd better settle this case." Once

Golden had departed, Murner's clients asked him what

was meant by an "excess verdict" and Murner explained

It to them. What followed this meeting was a series of

extrajudicial correspondence upon which much of the

HarneiSters' claim of fraud and bad faith rests:

On May 18, 2000, Mumer wrote to Golden requesting

further sUbstantiation of Hofmeisters claim that his

business losses were attributable to the accident and

stating that such information was essential to a proper

assessment of Golden's settlement demand. Murner

also noted that the demand was "in excess of the policy

limits provided by Dasher's insurance carrier[.]" He

never stated what those policy limits were except to say

that .$ 1,500,000 exceeded them.

On May 22, 2000, Golden wrote to Murner "a little

surprised that $ 1,500,000 is in excess of the policy

limits of Dasher's insurance carrier." He declined

IVIurner's [*12] request for additional support for

Hofmeister's losses, stating, "The tax returns I have

provided to you contain more than adequate information

to show" Hofmeisters loss. He expressed his opinion

that a "claim for punitive damages against Dasher albne

could exceed $ 1,000,000." Nevertheless, based upon

Murner's representation that 1,500,000 exceeded

Dasher's liability policy limits, Golden agreed to

recommend to Hofrneister "that he accept the amount of

$ 1,000,000, which I assume from your correspondence

is the policy limit." (Emphasis supplied).

Because Golden was unable to contact Mr, Hofmeister

until early the next month, Golden agreed to extend the

offer until June 9. Golden stated that if settlement was

not accomplished by then, he would recommend that hi
s

client not accept less than $ 1,500,000. "In other words,"

Golden said, "assuming that Dasher has $ 1,000,000 in

5 Though Golden informally stated he could establish damages

of $ 20,000,000, no demand higher than $ 1,500,000 was ever

Made.
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coverage, this is your one opportunity to resolve this

matter within the limits of coverage."

The next day, May 23,.2000, Golden and Murner spoke

by telephone. Based on that conversation, Golden wrote

Murner again, agreeing to a short extension of the

deadline for Dasher's response to his settlement

demand. Golden [9 3] also asked Murner to let hirn

know "what additional information you will need and I

will try to provide" it. He then reiterated that if Dasher did

not agree to settle the claim for $ 1 million, "our demand

will increase beyond the limits of bashers liability

policy[]"

One day later, May 24, 2000, Murner provided a list of

information he needed to assess the claim and

settlement demand,, limiting the list to. information

Hofmeister already agreed in his deposition to provide

through Golden. Among other things, this incinded: a list

of Hofrneister's companies identifying those he

purchased and sold in the previous five years, with the

cost of acquisition and profit realized on regale;

documentation relating to the denial of his $ 25-million

loan application; quarterly earnings reports for three of

Hofmeisters corporations; and an accounting of

Hofmeisters 1999 Income.

On May 20, 2000, while Waiting for Gblden's response,

Murner sought to file a protective cross-claim against

Clark. On behalf of Dasher, Murner continued to assert

that Clark was not acting within the scope of his

employment at the time of the accident, but claimed the

right of indemnification from Clark should that issue

[-t] be determined otherwise. The Hofmeister8 initially
objected to Dasher's motion to file the cross-claim, but

soon after withdrew the objection.

On May 31, 2000, the Flofmeisters served upon Dasher

a second set of interrogatories and requests for

production of documents. Despite Golden's being na

little surprised" that the initial demand exceeded policy

limits, the discovery still did not include a request to

provide insurance information.

Also on May 31, 2000, Golden wrote to Murner again.

He enclosed a copy of an amended complaint alleging

that Dasher had violated federal Department of

Transportation regulations prohibiting drIverS to spend

more than ten consecutive hours on the road without an

eight-hour break. Based on that alleged violatiOn, the

proposed amended complaint demanded punitive

damages be assessed against Dasher. Golden stated

he would file the amended complaint if the case was not

settled by June 22 for $ 1,000,000.
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Golden's correspondence did not provide the

documentation Murner requested, but did say that he

had sought It from "Mr. Hofmeister and he will be

providing that information to my office Within the next

few days." Golden also confirmed for Murner that Mr.

Hofmeister [*15.] agreed "to lower his demand to $

1,000,000, which, according to you, is the policy lirriit of

Dasher's insurance." Nothing in the record supports

GOIden's assertion that Murner had confirmed what

Golden had previously assumed - that the limit of

Dasher's automobile liability insurance policy was $

1,000,000.

On the contrary, according to Murner's testimony, a

telephone conversation took place around this time

during which he conveyed to Golden the information

regarding Dasher's policy of excess insurance

coverage. IVIumer initially told Golden, as he had been

told by Dasher, that those policy Ilrnith were $ 3 million.

Later, Murner learned that the policy limits were not $ 3

milliOn, but $ 5 million. Following a hearing on a

procedural motion in Soda Circuit Court, Murner

conVeyed that corrected information to 'Golden. There is

no evidence in the record that impugns Murner's

testimony.

Back at CIO's offices, senior claims examiner Julie

Sullivan was developing a sense of the claim against

CIC's insured, Dasher. Her role was to evaluate the

claim based on information provided by Dasher's

counsel. On June 9, 2000, she created a "Reserve

Increase Memorandum," introduced at trial as Plaintiffs'

[*16] Exhibit 5, stating:

Inforrnation is sketchy et this time. . . . The

claimant, George Hofrnelster, DOB unknown, was

in a wheel chair for five months and he had physical

therapy. He was unable to conduct his business

[but] is back to work now. His attorneys say he will

likely need to have a joint replacement of his knee

and hip.... His coeds total around $ 100,000.

Hofmeister's economic circumstances, as well as a

settlement demand in excess of Dasher's insurance

coverage through CIC, also concerned Sullivan.

Mr. **noisier is literally "worth millions." We have

his tax returns [showing he did not receive a $ 5M

bonus] which plaintiff may attribute to this accident.

Dan [Murner] will meet with an accountant to review

all this docunientation...

In mid May a settlement demand of $ 1.5 million

was initially proposed in the presence of Dasher

officials. They immediately became very concerned

due to personal exposure, : . At that time, 'the
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issue of accepting the demand and tendering our

litnIt of $ 111/11 limiting the personal exposure of the

insured to half a million versus potentially exposing

them to Millions was problematic due to coverage

issues involved.

The coverage issues to which she [*17] referred

included the fact that "Clark's personal carrier, KY Farm

Bureau, tendered their $ 100,000 limits [and] some

question regarding KY Farm Bureau stacking their

coVerage up to $ 600,000." Sullivan noted that "while

the insured [Dasher] has an umbrella policy, it is not

through CIC." This is the earliest indication in the record

that a policy of excess insurance coverage existed. Still,

neither the carrier nor the policy limits was identified.

On the other hand, Sullivan noted that there was still a

question of Dasher's liability. The case had not

developed far enough to know "whether Mr. Clark was

on or off the clock." At that time, legal fecus was on

whether the "actions of Mr. Clark occurred outside the

time restrictions of his employment."

As it turned out, Hofmeister's representations of his

impaired physical condition were overstated. According

to his pretrial disclosures in the spring of 2004,

Hofmeister's medical expenses never totaled more than

$ 50,037.92, far from the $ 100,000 to which he had

testified. Also, Hofmeister never needed subsequent

surgery or any other substantial medical treatment for

his injuries. His pretrial disclosures placed a zero-dollar

value on future [*18] medical costs. Nevertheless, for a

time at least, the parties proceeded on Flofmeister's

erroneous representations.

Meanwhile, the Hotneisters, thrcugh Golden, had

provided to Murner some documentation of Hofmeisterts

finances. However, according to a June 16, 2000; letter

from Murner to Golden, there was still much requested

documentation that had yet to be provided. Notably,

there was no documentation of the $ 25 million loan

application or its denial, An accounting expert hired on

behalf of Dasher reported to Murner that the inforination

Hofrneistor had thus far provided only supported the

boncluSiOn that his businesses were losing money even

before the accident. From 1995 to 1999, the cost of

acquiring the businesses exceeded the cash generated

by all of Hofmeisters businesses by $ 150 million.

Dasher's expert could not reconcile Hofmeister'S Claim

that his economic loss was attributable to the accident

withobt additional docurnentation. He sppcifically

requested documentatiOn to support HbfmOister's

income calculations, as well as records of intercompany
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loans and other subsidization of the losses shown to

have been sustained by Hofmeisters equine-related and

dther butinesses. Mumer [*19] explained to Golden the

reason such detailed information was necessary:

As you know, this Is not a W2 economic loss case.

Your client derives his Income from a myriad Of

sources; which we need to explore. If this cannot be

accomplished by June 22 [Golden's settlement

demand deadline], so be it. However, my client will

not act on blind faith as you suggest. . . . [I]f you

take out the economic claims and simply size this

case up on medical expenses (past and future) and

pain and suffering (past and future) the numbers do

not come close to the limits of my client's insurance

policy. For exatnple, everything you have proVided

to us show [sic] medical expenses of approximately

$ 50,000 rather than the $ 100,000 claimed by your

client during deposition.. Your client is asking . .

. me to assume without documentation that his

economic losses make up the difference and

exceed the policy littlits

I, of course, will puff all of this in a formal request for

production of documents. However, the deadline for

your response [to that discovery request] will fall

after the deadline your client has arbitrarily imposed

[to respond to the settlement offer].

Golden responded to Murner on June 20, [*20] 2000,

that "Cincinnati Insurance Company has known about

the claim since October 1999. . . . A cursory review of

any of Mr. Hofmeisters tax returns for the past five

years would reveal to the layman that he has a solid

basis for his economic damages claim." Golden

declined to send Mumer any further medical records to

support a claim for future medical costs stating simply

that "Cincinnati Insurance Company is creating

additional requests for information to serve as the basis

for its refusal to settle this claim." 6 Furthermore, Golden

charged CIC with failing to timely investigate and pay

the claim, and with asking 'for more information than the

court would ever require Mr. Hofmeister to produce and

that would take us several months to acquire." He then

stated his intention "to hold Cincinnati Insurance

CoMpany responsible."

On June 21, 2000, Murner spoke by telephone with

Golden and invited him to his office to discuss

settlement Golden declined the invitation. Murner

therefore had a settlement proposal hand-delivered to

Golden's office on June 22, 2000. There were several

The record reflects'that no such medical records existed and,

therefore, none could be sent.
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aspects to the [*21] settlement propOsal.

First, because the issue Of whether Clark was acting

within the scope of his employment at the time of the

accident had not been resolved) Murner pointed out the

possibility that Dasher would have no liability

whatsoever. Additionally, IVIurrlers interpretation of the

discovery produced thus far suggested some

comparative liability on Mr. Hofmeisters part.

Second, because Hofmeister still had not provided the

documentation Mumer requested, both informally and

through discovery, Hofmeister s claim for lost business

earnings could not be properly assessed. Therefore, the

settlement offer specifically reserved Hofmeisthr's right

to pursue "any claim the Hofmeisters may have against

Dasher for damages due to lost wages, or lost profits

OW to lost business opportunities[.j"

Third, Murner totaled "all of Mr. Hofmeisters medical

expenses provided to Dasher by Plaintiffs' counsel to

date," then subtracted "expenses previously paid for PIP

[personal injury protection of $ 501000]" by Hofmeister's

own insurance. The balance was $ 9,275. 7
 Dasher

agreed to pay that sum and further agreed, having

obtained CIC's consent, that CIC would "be responsible

for negotiating any settlement r22] for PIP, for

expenses incurred as of the date of this settlement."

Fourth, Dasher agreed to pay Hpfmeister $ 25,000 for

future medical treatment despite the fact that "no

medical evidence has been presented by the

Hofrneisters' counsel regarding Mr. HoirneiSter's need

for future Medical treatment[.]"

Fifth, recogrlizing Mrs. Hofmeisters "role in caring for

Mr. Hofmeister[J" Dasher agreed to pay her $ 25,000 on

her loss of consortium claim.

Sixth, for Hofmeisters claim of past and future pain and

suffering, Dasher agreed to add $ 50,000 to the $

100,000 previously received from Clark's carrier making

his pain and suffering claim about three times his

medical expenses,

In effect, Dasher'e total offer was $ 109,275, plus

Indemnification for the. $ 150,000 previously paid by

other insurers fora total of $ 259,275, plus the important

reservation of Hofmeisters right to pursue his claim for

These figures indicate that Murner continued to err in favor of

Flolmaister regarding calculation of medical expenses since

his estimate exceeds 1-16frneister's pretrial disclosure by more

than $ .9,200.
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lost income.

Before the workday ended, Golden, on behalf of the

Hpfrneisters, wrote to Murner stating that the

[*23] "proposed settlement offer is rejected and that we

hereby withdraw our offer to settle this matter for the

policy limits of $ 1 million." Golden gave no credence to

Murner's asserted defense that Clark was not acting In

the scope of employment for Dasher, stating, "I have

already presented to your office the applicable. case law

that clearly indicates Mr. Clark was acting within the

scope of his employment[J" and insisting that taking a

contrary position "Is a clear violation of the Unfair Claims

Settlement Practices Act because liability has become

clear." Similarly, according to. Golden, Murner's position

that Hofmeister might bear some percentage of fault

"constitutes a violation of the Unfair Claims Settlement

Practices Act." Finally, and contrary to the offer to

reserve the claim for lost profits, Golden claimed that

while Mum& acknowledged a "viable claim for lost

wages, lost profits, and lost business opportunities, [he]

did not offer a dime to settle that portion of our claim.

This, too, is in violation of the Unfair Claims Settlement

Practices Act."

Settlement negotiations were thus suspended.

Negotiations would not resume in earnest until the issue

of Dasher's vicarious liability [*24] was determined by

the trial court. This. did not occur until shortly before the

final date set for the trial, October 14, 2002.

Between these two periods of settlement negotiation -

the summer of 2000 and autumn of 2002 - substantial

discovery took place as well as a variety of procedural

and other motions. The following events, including

extrajudicial events subsequently memorialized as part

of the record, are relevant to our review.

On February 9, 2001, Golden wrote a peculiar letter 8 to

Murner ostensibly attempting to settle one portion only

Of his clients' claims. The letter did not present any offer

to settle. On the contrary, Golden was attempting to

resurrect end accept one portion of Dasher's June 22,

2000, offer that Hotneister rejected in toto eight months

earlier. With still no proof of future medical expenses,

Golden, on behalf of the Hofmeisters, wanted now to

accept that portion of Dasher's previous offer. He

wanted MUrner to explain the "decision to withdraw the

The oddity of Golden's letter SurpasseS the "curious letter"

desOrlbed in Manchester .& Indern. CO. Grundy; 531 

.S, W. 2d 493, 495 (KK:19761, which is similar to some Of

Golden'S other correspondence;'
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offer of settlement of $ 25,000[.]" He also wanted to

know why Hofmeister could not accept one portion of

the offer Without accepting the other portions. In

Golden's opinion, this violated Kentucky's UCSPA.

Using [*25] the same wording as KRS 304.12-230(14

Golden clairned this amounted to "failing to promptly

settle a claim where liability has become reasonably

clear under one portion of the insurance policy coverage

in order to influence settlement under another portion of

the coverage afforded by [CIC]."

Murner replied on FelDrUary 15, 2001, documenting the

history of Dasher's offer and Hofmeisters' rejection, and

quoting Golden's June .2000 pronouncement that "iwie

will now proceed to trial and have the jury decide the

issue of damages." Again, Mumer insisted that liability

was not as clear as Golden asserted and reminded

Golden of the difficulty Dasher had in obtaining fran

Hofmeister sufficient information to assess his Claim of

lost profits. Finally, Murner stated, "I believe your

allegations of bad faith that you have thrown about

throughout this litigation are frivolous."

More than throe years later, when Golden interrogated

Mumer at trial regarding this episode, Golden revealed

that his r261 February 9, 2001, letter was a calculated

attempt to put Murner "on the spot" 9

Golden: You admitted you shouldn't have made that

offer. You admitted it was a sham. . I put you on

the spot on the $ 25,000 you offered in future

medicals, to show that that was just a sham.

Murner: I did not admit it was a sham. ., . . You

rejected the whole $ 109,000 . . . And then six [sic]

months later you said, oh well, I'll take the $ 25,000

9 On this point, Golden interrogated Murner; CIC

representative Dan Walsh, and CIC's bad faith expert Carl

Sumner. The essence of Golden's Interrogation and argument

is that: (1) the June 22; 2000, offer included 25,000 for future

medical expenses; (2) there was no change in the medical

proof between June 22 2000, and February 9, 2001, when

Golden "accepted" the offer, •so the offer could not have

become less justifiable; (3) despite this, CIC refused to pay

over the $ 25,000; (4) Murner admitted that the $ 25,000-offer

Should not have been made; and (5) Murner's admission

supported Golden's claim [*271 that it was a sham offer all

along and, therefore, made in bad faith, This argument falls

fundamentally since there was never any evidence of the need

for future medical care. Murner's settlement recommendation

to Dasher, and CIC'S approval of the settlement offer for future

Medicals, was based on Golden's representation that he would

eventually present such evidence. Golden attempts to make

Murner: and C10 the culprits . because they relied on his

repreSentations In making the offer; The argument defies logic,
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that you were offering for medicals, and I said you

already rejected the offer and you hadn't proved

anything regarding future Medicals, so why would I

go there?

The Hofmeisters continued to engage In discovery

between the .summer of 2000 and autumn of 2002 They

served edditional requests for pi-eduction of documents

and a third and fourth set of interrogatories on Dasher in

September 2000 and May 2001, respectively. Again, the

Hefrneisters never took advantage of the discovery

process to obtain Inforrnatien regarding Dasher's

insurance coverage..

Dasher, too, continued efforts through discovery to

obtain Hofmeisters financial records so it could assess

whether there was a causal relationship between the

accident and Hofmeister's business failures. The trial

court permitted such discovery even over Golden's

motion for a protective order. Even [*28] then, Dasher

subsequently found it necessary to obtain the trial

court's order compelling production of this

documentation before Hofmeister would produce it

On July 19, 2001, through Golden, the Hofrnpisters

moved to amend their complaint for a second time. They

did hot attach a copy of the proposed amended

complaint to the motion, but stated their intent to assert

a claim against CIC for violation of the UCSPA. Through

Murner, Dasher moved the trial court pursuant to CR 11 

to strike the motion as frivolous, having been filed for

the improper purpose of attempting to force settlethent

of the underlying claim, Primarily, Dasher noted that its

liability was still fairly debatable since no decision had

yet addressed the scope-of-employment issue. Dasher

also asserted that the Hofmeisters had continuously

thwarted its effOrts to substantiate their economic

losses. The trial court granted the Hoffneisters' motion

to amend the complaint and deferred a ruling on

Dasher's  CR 11 motion.

The second amended complaint listed a variety of

grievances againSt CIC, each of which the Hofrnelsters

contended constituted a violatibn of the UCSPA. Shortly

thereafter, the Hofmeisters amended the complaint

again, [*29] adding an additional UCSPA claim against

CIO. Now itself a defendant, CIC answered the two

amended complaints and denied each of the

substantive allegations in both.

In September 2001, the trial court agreed with did that

the case against It for bad faith should be bifurcated

from the underlying tort claim and, entered an Order to

that effect Attorney •Michael!: Risley entered his
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appearance on behalf of CIC. The underlying tort claim

went forward.

On March 15, 2002, Dasher took the deposition of a

representative of the bank where Hofmeister had

applied for and hpd been denied the $ 25-million loan.

The bank representative acknowledged that he

recommended Hofrneistes loan application to his

superiors, but stated they ultimately denied the loan. He

said that Hofmeister's medical condition following the

accident did not affect either his recommendation or his

superiors' denial of the application for credit. He

testified, "I don't recall it being woven into the credit

presentation as an issue we had to deal with[.]" Instead,

"the final decision" to reject was based on "economic

Issues with his businesses, his horse business and

ether businesses, that he had that brought in risk factors

that r30] the bank [was] not willing to accept[.1"
Nothing in the record indicates that the accident had any

effect on the bank's denial of Hofmeister's application

for a $ 25-million loan.

Trial was scheduled for the spring of 2002. Both the

Hofmeisters and Dasher submitted proposed jury

instructions that left the issues of Dasher's vicarious

liability and Hofmeisters comparative negligence for

resolution by the jury. For reasons which the

Hofmeisters opposed but are not otherwise pertinent

here, the trial was continued and eventually rescheduled

for October 14, 2002.

The critical issue of whether Clark was acting in the

scope of his employment was still not resolved when,

between August 30 and September 4, 2002, the

Hofmeisters, Clark and Dasher each filed motions on

this Issue. On September 13, 2002, the trial court

entered an order finding that Clark was acting in the

scope of his employment with Dasher.

There was conflicting evidence as to whether Dasher's

dispatcher ordered Clark to return the keys and credit

card himself that morning, or whether Clark, knowing

the keys had to be returned, felt compelled to voluntarily

undertake the task. The Hofmeisters argued that this

specific question j*31] is irrelevant. The trial court

seemed to agree, foCusing instead on the fact§ that (1)

Dasher "Indicated the keys had to be returned;" (2)

return of the keys was for Dasher's benefit; (3) Dasher's

dispatcher authorized the return of the keys; and (4)

returning the keys Was "incidental" to Clark's

employment. The trial court noted and discounted the

fact that Clark made two separate stops for coffee and

fuel,, stating those, stops Were "not evidence of .any
, .
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inclependent pursuit or deviation [but] merely in

furtherance. of Clark's primary mission[.]" The trial court

did not address the facts that: (1) Clark was not on a

direct route between hiS home and Dasher's offices

when the accident occurred; (2) Clark did not recall why

he deviated from thp direct route to Dasher's offices; (3)

Clark himself had created the circumstances

necessitating a return of the keys and credit card; or (4)

when asked in a pre-litigation interview whether he was

on company or pertonel business, Clark himself

responded, "[T]hat's debatable."

On October 3, 2002, rather than challenging the trial

court's ruling, Dasher stipulated liability 10 and

siniultaneously presented the Hofmeisters with an offer

of judgment, [*32] pursUant to CR 68, in the amount of

$ 175,000. 11 Eight days later, on October 11, the offer

increased to $ 300,000. On the day of trial, October 14,

Dasher offered $ 500,000. Before trial stetted, Dasher

offered the $ 1,000,000-11Mits of its policy of automobile

liability insurance. On behalf of the Hofrneistert, golden

accepted, but conditioned that acceptance upon certain

concessions from some of the other defendents.

Because this occurred on the day trial was to

commence, and because terms of the settlement were

unclear, [*33] the parties agreed to go on the record

with the trial court, as "the way to consummate this

settlement[,]" to use Golden's words. Golden and

Murner were present on behalf of their respective.

clients. 12 Also present, either in person or by telephone.

1° Murner testified this was a tactical decision "to refocus the

issues to the damages, which is what we always wanted to

address In this case." On cross-examination, Golden

attempted unsuccessfully to have Mumer admit the stipulation

indicated CIC knew Dasher was liable all along "because

nothing had changed in the case from the date of Dasher's

original offer, June 22, 2000, until liability was conceded.

11The Hofmelsters have argued throughout the litigation, arid

now In this appeal, that the net value of this $ 176,000-offer

was $ 26,000 because of "liens" In favor of Travelers and

Farm Bureau. There is nothing in the record supporting the

existence of such liens.

12At this point in the litigation Murner was representing

Dasher and Clark. Before the trial court determined that Clark

was acting within the scope of his employment with Dasher,

Clark had separate counsel. He had never requested

coverage from CIC. Once the scope-of-employment issue was

decided, CIC provided dark's defense. Still, on the heels of

the jury verdict in the case sub judice, Clark filed a civil action

Over this issue claiming CIC violated the. UCSFA. Clark v 

Cincinnati Ins. Co„ No. 2005-CA-000356-MR, 2006 WL 
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conferencing, were representatives of Clark's personal

insurer and the attorney for Farm Bureau Insurance. As

the case against GIC for statutory bad faith had been

bifurcated and all such claims were to be addressed

later, attorney Risley was not present on behalf of CIC.

Golden initiated the discussion by representing he could

"blackboard over $ 20 million in damages and that will

expose Eugene Clark to that excess judgMent[.]" Only

moments into the hearing, a reference was made to the.
"excess policy with Dasher of $ 10 million[.]" Murner

corrected the speaker and clarified that Dasher's excess

policy was only $ 5 million. Owing to

telecommunications glitches, Murner had to repeat three

times that the amount of Dasher's excess insurance

coverage was $ 5 million.

Before the negotiations ended, eleven separate

references were made to the existence of Dasher's

policy of excess Insurance. In addition, the excess

insurer was identified as Fireman's Fund three separate

times. And the excess policy limits of $ 5 million were

stated a total of four times. Nothing in the transcript

indicates that anyone, including Golden, was surprised

by or unaware of the existence of Dasher's policy of

excess insurance.

The sticking point in settlement, however, was the

relatively smaller amount of $ 109,000. This is one of

the sums of insurance Golden collected for the

Hofmeisters before initiating litigation. Before the

r35i parties could reach a. settlement, one question
had to be resolved: which party or insurance company

would ultimately be responsible for that amount? The

attorneys for the Hofmeisters and Dasher and Clark

were attempting to convince the representatives of the

insurance companies to waive the right to recover the

sum from any of them.

Golden pointed out that he could easily prove more than

$ 100,000 in damages and, if the trial went forward, the

obstinacy of Clark's personal liability insurer "will expose

Eugene Clark to that excess jUdgment." This proMpted

clerk's insurer to ask, 'Isn't Mr. Clark an insured under

the excess policy, pIso?" To this, Myrner responded that

he "had no authority from the excess carrier. A million

dollars is what we're offering here." Golden proposed a
simple solution: "Ulf [Clark's personal liability insurer]

pays the hundred [thousand dollars] that it already

1044461 (Ky.A0O..AOril 21, 2006). This COOrt in Park affirmed

the Fayette Circuit Cburt'S dismissal of Clark's claim. In an
example of litigation making m 41 strange bedfellows, Clark's
attorney•Was Dale Golden.
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committed to pay earlier, then we're all done and it's

over with, we can all go home."

Clark's insurer balked. So, Golden announced he was

prepared "to proceed against Eugene Clark-, and If we

ring him Up, then we're going to take his personal assets

. . . and our position is going to be that [Clark's

[*36] personal liability insurer] has acted unreasonably
and violated the Unfair Claims Settlement Practices

Act[.]" Eventually, the representatives of the affected

insurers agreed to brief and argue this particular issue

among themselves, leaving the remaining parties out of

that particular fray and free to settle their claims.

On the points of settlement, Murner was very c►ear that
the settlement for the limits of Dasher's automobile
liability policy embraced a universal release of liability
relative to the underlying tort claim.

Mr. Murner: Okay, Your Honor, my position is--and
if I'm wrong, somebody tell me now. Cincinnati,
excess carrier, Dasher and Clark are protected, and
free and clear from--
The Court: I don't know what anybody else thinks,
but I am dear on that, for whatever it is worth.

Mr. Murner: What I want to make sure is that this is
a complete release. I mean, this is the standard
complete release with the exception of [the
remaining issues among the insurers regarding
subrogation issues apart froM the parties].
Mr. Golden: I agree.

In accordance with this agreement, Murner drafted a
settlement agreement and release. 13 The Hofmeisters'
right was reserved to continue pursuing [*371 the bad
faith and UCSPA claims egainst CIC and Fireman's
Fund. Otherwise, the Hofmeisters released Dasher,
Clark, CIC and Fireman's Fund for all claims arising
directly from the automobile accident only.

There was a delay in obtaining approval from the
Hofmeisters' insurer and Clark's personal insurer
relative to the subrogation issue. This delayed execution
of settlement documents and disbursement of proceeds.

Attempting to encourage movement on the issue,
Golden flied a motion to enforce the settlement on
behalf of the Hofmeisters, followed by a motion on his

is Golden 'actually made the first attempt at drafting the
agreement. However; that draft was incomplete in that it did
not include the release of dIC and Fireman's Fund .as to the
underlying tort claim and it left unresolved the subrogation
dispute between the Hofmeisters' insurer and Clark's insurer.
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own behalf, based on his own lien, for immediate
disbursement of his attorney fees and costs expended.

In his motions, Golden claimed that he never agreed to
Include CIC and Fireman's Fund In the release of the
underlying tort action. Blaming Murner, Golden insisted
that the trial court "stop the wrongful conduct of
withholding the [*38] settlement proceeds in exchange
for additional releases that were never bargained for[.]"
Golden insisted the delay was to pressure the
Hofmeisters into dismissing their bad faith claims.

On behalf of Dasher and Clark, Mumer responded that
he had

never included a provision in any proposed
settlement agreement providing for protection
against allegations of violation of the Unfair Claims
Settlement Practices Act [or] In any
correspondprice that any release must contain
protection from any potential bad faith allegations[.]
Thus, any claim by Plaintiffs' counsel that
settlement proteeds are being withheld to solicit a
release of bad faith claims on behalf of Cincinnati
Insurance and/or Fireman's Fund Insurance
Company are simply unsupported by the
correspondence between counsel and the
proposed settlement release.

Murner's pOsition is easily verified by the language of
the settlement agreement itself. Furthermore, nothing in
the record contradicts IVIurner's position on this issue,
nor does the record support Golden's suggestion
otherwise.

Eventually, all of the Issues were resolved by the
attorneys without the need for the trial court to rule•
However, the delay was long enough that it allowed
[*39] Allied Capital Corporation, one of George
Hofmeister's judgment creditors, to intervene in this
action and garnish the Settlement proceedS before the
Hofmeisters received them.

In May 2003, the Hofmeisters sought leave to file
another amended complaint. In essence, this
amendment added two counts. First the Hofmeisters
alleged that CIC's rapid increase in offers between
October 3 and October 14, 2002, from $ 175,000 to $
1,000,000, violated Kentucky's UCSPA. Second, they
alleged that CIC Intentionally prolenged settlement to
purposefully take advantage of the Hofmeisters'
worsening financial circumstances. The motion was
granted and the amended complaint ordered filed on
June 5, 2003..

In August 2003, • ten months after the settlement_
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negotiations were recorded befOre the trial court, it

occurred to the Hofmeisters that they had an opportunity

to file yet another amended complaint. Here, they

alleged that CIC "misrepresented pertinent facts

regarding the amount of insurance that was available"

and "failed to disclose the existence of an excess

insurance policy:" The motion Was granted and the

amended coMplaint ordered filed on September 15,

2003.

In February 2004, the Hofmeisters sought [*4O] leave to

file what became their final amended complaint.

Seemingly aware of this Court's nonftnal opinion in

Knolls v. Zurich ins Co., 2002-CA-001846, 2004 Ky. 

App. LEXIS 22 (Fob. 6, 2004) that no post-litigation

conduct by an Insurance company can be the basis of a

UCSPA claim, the Hofmeisters' "Fifth Amended

Complaint" .14 alleged that all of CIC's actions also

supported a claim for common law fraud and intentional

Infliction of emotional distress. It appears from the

record that this tactical decision was intended to avoid

the potential that Knolls, once final, would totally defeat

the Hofrrieisfeit' claims under'the UCSPA. The motion

was granted and the amended complaint ()Meted filed

on May 17, 2004, three days before trial. .

Before trial commenced On May 20, 2004, C1C moved

for a continuance because the amended complaint had

been filed so close In time to the commencement of trial.

The motion Was denied because there were no

additional factual allegations, only additional legal

theories. The trial judge also addressed numerous

procedural and evidentiary motions, [*41) filed by both
sides. Over CIC's objection, the trial Court ruled that

Mumer was 010's agent for purposes of settlement

negotiation. See, infra, Sectionll.C.

Both sides tendered proposed jury instructions. The

parties announced ready and the trial proceeded. At the

close of evidence, each party moved for directed

verdicts. AS to the issues now before this Court, those

motions were denied. The jury was instructed in

preparation for its deliberations.

The trial court took the parties' respective proposed jury

instructions into consideration but crafted its own. The

mutt incorporated its previous holding that Murner was

CIC's agent into instruction No. 2, addressing violations

of the UCSPA, and Instruction No. 3, .aciciresSing

1,1Whfie this was the fifth amendment of the complaint after

dIG was named as a defendant, ft was the sixth time the

original complaint was amended; •
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fraudulent misrepresentation. Therefore, the jury was

entitled to attribute Murner's conduct to CIC for liability

purposes. The jury received no instruction regarding

fraud by omission, i.e., the Hofmeisters' allegation that

CIC failed to disclose the existence of the policy of

excess insurance coverage. Further details of the jury

instructions will be discussed as necessary in the

context of the parties' various arguments. The case was

turned over to the jury which [*42] found for the

Hofmeisters on both Instruction No. 2 and Instruction

No. 3, though not Unanimously on either.

CIC filed motions for judgment notwithstanding the

verdict; for a new trial; and to alter, amend or vacate the

judgment To the extent the bases for these motions are

relevant to this appeal, they will be discussed infra. It is

sufficient now to note only that all post-judgment

motions were denied with the exception of the motion to

reduce the punitive damages award. These appeals

followed.

II. Cincinnati Insurarice Cornpany v. Hotineister,

2004-CA-002296

CIC presents a plethora of arguments on appeal. Many

of these arguments center on one central question:

What legal relationship exists between an insurer and

legal counsel hired to defend its insured? Surprisingly,

Kentucky has never addressed this question squarely,

but the answer is crucial to resolution of this case. After

addressing this question generally, we will apply the law

to the facts of this case, and then address CIO's

additional arguments seriatim.

We further preface our discUssion by noting two factors

that will distinguish this Case from many others. First,

the underlying litigation was a negligence action brought

[*43] by a claimant seeking restitution from a tortfeasor.
It was not a contract action broUght either by the fitst-

party insured, by a third-party beneficiary of an

insurance contract, or a third party who stood in the

shoes of the insured as a result of an assignment.

Second, the Hofmeisters made no attempt to settle the

case With Dasher prior to the filing of the cpmplaint.

Consequently, whether the concepts discussed here

have equal application to pre-litigation conduct will

depend on circumstances not present in this case.

A. Standard of Review

Many Of the issues addteSsed here were preserved

more ways than one. The issues which are dispOsitive

of this case Involve the denial of CIC's motions for
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directed verdict and for judgment notwithstanding the

verdict. The same standard applies to both. Prichard v 

Bank Josephine 723 S.W.2d 883, 885 (Ky.App. 1987).

11N2[1-] A directed verdict or judgment notwithstanding

the verdict is appropriate when, drawing all inferences in

favor of the nonmoving party, a reasonable jury could

only conclude that the moving party was entitled to a

verdict. Bt./oh/70z v, Dugan, 977 S.W2d 24, 26, 45 11 

Ky. L. Summary 7 (KyApji. 1998); see also,. Bierman v.

Klapheke, 967 S.VV.2d 16, 48, 45 5 Ky. L Summary 18

(Ky. 1998). [*411] A reviewing court may not disturb a

trial court's decision on a motion for directed verdict

unless that decision is clearly erroneous. Bierman at 18.

The denial of a directed verdict by a trial court should

only be reversed on appeal when it is shown that, the

verdict was palpably or flagrantly against the evidence

such that it indicates the jury reached the verdict as a

result of passion or prejudice. Id. at 1849,

B,. Relationship of Attorney Defending Insured and

Insurer - Generally

In Kentucky, the relationShip of the Insurer to the

attorney hired to defend the insured has been discussed

primarily in caselaw interpreting the Rules of

ProfesSional Condudt, Supreme Court Rule (SCR)

3.130. While the trial court was not inclined to consider

these cases because Murner's professional

responsibility was not directly in issue, we believe they

are. Illuminating.

in American Ins. Ass'n V. Kentucky Bar Assn, 9:17

S..W2d 568 (Ky. 1996), the insurance industry sought

permission for its insurer Members to use in-hoUse

lawyers to defend their insureds, or at least to engage

outside counsel on a "set fee" or retainer basis to

handle all litigation. Both requests were denied.

Reaffirming the sanctity Emq of the relationship

between the insured and the attorney hired to defend

him, our Supreme Court reemphasized that HAI3[' ]

Inlo man can serve two masters[.]" American Ins. Men

at 571, qubting Kentucky State Fair Bar, v. Fbwier 310

Ky. 607, 615, 221 S.VV.2d 435, 439 (1949). It is

axiomatic that a lawyer must serve his Client dutifully

and loyally: Building upon that axiom, the Supreme

Court recognized that granting the industry's request

would move the attorney closer to certain "Inherent

"pitfalls and conflicts" that would interfere with his duty

and loyalty to the client. Id. at 571.

Inherent in all of these potential conflicts is HN41 1
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the feat that the entity paying the attorney, the

insurer, and not the one to whom the attorney is

obligated to defend, the insured, is controlling the

legal representation.

American Ins. Ass'n at 573 (emphasis supplied). To

quell that "fear," "[wie continue to adhere to the view

that it would be contrary to public policy to alloW the

insurer to control the litigation[:]" Wheeler v, Creekmore,

469 S.W.2d 559, 563 (Ky. 1971).

American Ins. Ass'n was not the first time we rejected a

"rule [that] would be inimical to the preseryation of

traditional and longstanding concepts [*46] associated

with attorney-client relationship, as recognized by

Kentucky. laW," American Continental Ins. Co. v. Weber

& Rose, P.S.C., 997 S.W.2d 12, 13, 45 43 KY. L. 

Summary 18 (Ky.App. 1998) (rejecting excess insurer's

claim of right to sue its insured's attorney for

malpractiCe). Our courts simply cannot ignore HN5[11

Kentucky's consistent refusal to allow the insurer any

right to control the attorney's independent manner of

representing its insured. That independence has a long

history.

In New Independent Tobacco Warehouse, No. 3 v. 

Latham, 282 S.W.2d 846 (Ky. 1955), our highest court

said that HN6M the "general rule is the services of a

professional man, such as a lawyer . . are rendered

under -an independent contract[.]" Id. at 848. That Is, a

lawyer is one "who follows [his] employer's desires only

as to results of work and not as to means whereby It is

to be accomplished." Romero v. Administrative Office of

Courts, 157 S. W.3d 638, 642 (Ky. 2005), quoting

BLACKS LAW DICTIONARY 770 (6th ed.1990). These

same rules apply when an insurer selects and pays an

attorney to represent its insured. The Tennessee

Supreme Court accurately described the relationship:

Hni7 j In the typical situation in which an insurer

hires an attorney [*47] to defend an insured, the

relationship of the insurer and its attorney is

precisely that of principal to independent contractor.

[T]he attorney is engaged in the distinct occupation

of practicing law . . . one in which the attorney

possesses special skill and expertise. [T]he

attorney generally supplies his or her place of work

and tools; the attorney is employed and paid only

for the cases of individual insureds; and he or she

alone, consistent with ethical obligations to ensure
competence and diligence in the representation,

determines the time to be devoted to each case.
Finally, and obviously; the praptice of law Is not, nor
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could it be, part of the regular business of an

insurer.

Givens v. Mullikin ex ref Estate of McEiwaney, 75

S.W3d 383, 393-94 (Tenn. 2002); see also, Sara Horne 

Motor & IMPlement CO. v. Gregg, 279 S.W2d 755, 756-

57 (Ky 4955)(factors for determining independent

contractor status); see also,. Vires v. Dawkins Loq & Mill

Co., 240 Ky. 550, 42 S.VV.2d 721, 722 (Ky. 

/931)("independent contractor is . independent of his

employer In the execution of his work; and may labor at

the times and in the manner he !prefers.").

HN8[11 Clearly, the factor most critical to the attorney's

[*4.8] retention of his status as an independent

contractor, vis-a-vis the insurer, Is the attorney's

retention of control over the means by which he

accomplishes the insurer's desired result defense of its

insured. Home Ins. CO. v. Henderson. Lodge, No. 732, 

Loyal Order of Moose, 201 Ky .522, 257 S.W. 422, 423 

(Kv. 1923)Clf [one] Is merely subject to the control or

direction of the [employer.] as to the result to be

obtained, he 'is [stiil] an independent contractor. If [one]

is subject to the control of the employer as to the

means, he is not an independent contractor.")(quotation

marks and citation omitted). We conclude that the

relationship of an attorney hired to defend an insured

relative to the insurer that hired him, at least initially, is

that of independent contractor. 15

HN9[7] As a general rule, au employer is not liable for

the torts of an independent contractor in the

performance of his job. Miles Farm Supply v Ellis, 878

S.W.2d 803, 804 (Ky.App. 1994).. While general rules

often have philosophical or logical origins, their

exceptions typically are born of practical realities.

Therefore, we cannot ignore the practical reality that an

insurer may seek to exercise actual control of an

attorney's work, even though lacking the right to do so.

Our common law embraces that possibility.

15This same conclusion has been reached by many of our

sister states. See, Herbert A Sullivan, Inc. v. Utica Mut. Ins. 

Co., 439 Mass. 387, 788 N.E.2d 522 539-41 (Mass. 

2003)(Where lawyer "controls the strategy, conduct, and daily

details of the defense . . . an Insurer cannot be vicariously

liable for the lawyers negligence."), and cases cited therein,

and, Ingersoll-Rand Equip. Corp. v Transportation Ins. Co„ 

963 FSCOD. 452. 454-55 (M.D.Pa 1997)("The

r491 attorney's ethical obligations to his or her client, the
insured, prevent the insurer from exercising the degree of

Control . necessary to justify the imposition • °of vicarious

liability"), and cases cited therein.
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Long ago, HAM[ ] Kentucky recognized that If a

prinpipal lacking the right of control nevertheless

"personally interferes With, undertakes to do, manage or

control the work of the independent contractor, he

thereby destroys the relationship of independent

contractor." Madisonville, H..& E.R. Co. v. Owen, 147

KY. 1, 143 S.W. .421, 424 (Ky. 1912). The Independent

eel-AI-actor would thus convert to an employee or agent.

Our review of authority reveals that Kentucky

independent contractors, [*5o] once possessed of the
right to control their own work, are not inclined to

relinquish that right to the employer. In fact, we failed to

discover any case in which that has occurred. 16

However low the rate at which typical independent

contractors relinquish the right to control their own work,

logic compels the conclusion that ,the rate would be

even lower When that right is coupled with a duty HAl92[

lt-] Unlike Other independent contractors, the attorney

who relinquishes the right to control will perforce violate

his duty under the Rules of Professional condect, Rule

1.8(0(2), and "clearly subject himself to severe

discipline." Summit v. Mudd, 679 S.W2d 225, 226 (Ky. 

1984). An attorney's maintenance and protection of his
independent contractor status is thus additionally

[*5j] reinforced. We therefore agree with our sister

court that "cases in whiph an insurer may be held liable

under an agenpy theory will be rare indeed." Givens at

395.

We also believe Givens indicates HN13[TV-1 the proper

Standard for determining whether the insurer has

exercised actual control of the attorney despite lacking

the right to do so.. Such control must be invidious in that

it "affect[s] the attorney's independent prefessional

judgment . . interfere[s] with the attorney's unqualified

duty of loyalty to the Insured, or . . present[s] a

reasonable possibility of gdvancing an interest that

would differ from that of the insured." Givens at 395,

We now apply these criteria to the facts'Of this case.

C. Whether the Trial Court Erred in Failing to Direct

"Several cases; notably United Engineers & Constructors; 

Inc. v. Branham, 550 S.141.2d 540 (Kv. .1977), reaffirm the

loqgstandIng rule that HAil 1E+1 "the main dispositive criterion

is whether it is understood that the alleged principal or master

has the tight to control the details of the work!" Id, at 543

(emphasis supplied): Here we. are speaking of a different

concept - the principal's exercise of control despite having no. •

right.td do ,so. •
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a Verdict That Murner Was Not CIC's Agent

The trial court oenclirded that Murner was CIE's agent

for purposes of settlement negotiations. CIC claims that

ruling was errpr. We agree.

The trial court did not engage in the analysis indicated

above, but instead applied the reciprocal analysis of

whether Murner was CIC's agent fiN14[1:] Whereas

independent contractor status is shown by the absence

of the principal's control over the work to be performed,

agency [*52] is showh by its presence. Just as with the

independent contractor analysis, "the right to control Is

considered the most critical element in determining

whether an agency relationship exists." Phelps v. 

Louisville Water Co„ 103 S.W3d 46, 50 (Ky. 

2003)(citation and quotation marks omitted). Therefore,

the trial, court's analytical approach was effectively the

same as ours.

During oral argument of the issue, the trial court stated,

Tits pretty clear to me that Mr. Murner was cOntrolled

and guided by Cincinnati Insurance Company in terms

of settling this case." (Emphasis supplied). The trial

court determined that CIC exercised sufficient control

over Mumer to make him CIC's agent based on the

follewing three facts alone:

(1) "Murner was hired by Defendant [CIC] to

represent Dasher;"

(2) "Murner was required to report to [CIC];" and

(3) CIC "would have to approve any settlement

offers [recommended by Murner]."

Having examined the record and finding no additional

facts that would reinforce this list, we conclude that CIC

was entitled to a directed verdict that Muller Was not

CIC's agent

Respectfully, we believe the learn.ed trial judge erred by

not considering closely enough just what caused

[*53] these three facts to occur. The trial court

concluded they occurred because an agency

relationship existed between Murner and CIC. Etut the

record reveals that none of these three facts was

intended as a means by which GIG would exercise

control over Murner as its agent. Instead, each fact

relates directly to a specific duty created by the

insurance contract between CIC .and Dasher. The

cent-met and these duties existed well before CIC

engaged MUrner as Dasher's legal counsel.

The insurance contract created specific reciprocal duties

that CIC and Desher were required to satisfy when

certain claims of Dashers liability were asserted. CIC's
duty was to defend such cleims and to satisfy the
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legitimate ones. These duties were cenditioned upon

Dasher's satisfaction of its own duty to cooperate with

GIG "in the investigation, settlement or defense of the

claim[,]" To be entitled to the benefits of its bargain with

CIC, Dasher had to obtain CIC's approval of any

settlement it expected CIC to, pay. At the same time,

howeVer, the contract did not prohibit Dasher from

paying a claim without C1C's approval and outside the

contract - that is, by utilizing any other Dasher asset to

settle the Hofrneisters' [*64] demands - but such a

payment would be, according to the insurance contract,

"at the 'Insered's' own cost." 17

CIC performed its duty to defend Dasher by selecting

and agreeing to pay Murner to serve as Dasher's legal

Counsel. Experience tells us that HN16[ ] an insurer is

better able than its Insured to select r551 legal counsel
to represent that insured. State Farrn Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. 

v. Marcum, 420 S.W2d 113, 120 (Icy. 1967)(insurer is

"a professional defender of law stille[.]"), overruled on

other grounds, Manchester Ina. & Indern, Co. v. Grundy,.

531 S.W.2d 493 (Ky. .1975). Our courts will not penalize

a party because he prudently authorized his

experienced insurer to select the right attorney to

defend him. Asbury v‘ Beerbower, 589 S.W2d 216, 217

(Ky. 1979)(An insured who "has paid an insurance

company to exercise that Choice for him . . . should not

be penalized for his prudence in that respect "). We are

not surprised that such prudence was exercised in this

case, When Dasher paid its premium, it purchased

CIC's expertise in selecting an attorney and, when a

claim was asserted, CIC perforMed. It simply makes no

sense to conclude that CIC's performance of its duty to

select Dasher's attorney also supports a finding that the

attorney thereby beCame CIC's agent Absent' evidenw

that there was more to such selection and

compensation than satisfaction of a duty to Dasher, we

ttee
17We should not forget that 1-M15[41 a contract of liability

insurance is simply an asset from which a liability may be

satisfied. See, Hillman v. American Mut. Liability Ins. Co., 631 

S.W2d 848, 848 (Ky. /980(liability insurance policy was

tortfeasors "only asset[.]''). Accident victims assert claims

against alleged tortfeasors, not directly against the tortfeasor's

insurer. Nothing prevents a tortfeasor's satisfaction of a claim
from his assets other than insurance. It is simply because use

of an insurance asset has the least disruptive effect on the

continued operation of a business that it is naturally the first
asset a business considers' when contemplating dabs
settlement. However, whether to actually utilize that asset first

remains the optien of the business. 'It is not the option of the

accident' victlin his attorney to. demand that the -claim be

satisfiedfrom,a contrast of inSikkhced• ;.-
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cannot conclude that this fact suppOrts a finding that

CIC controlled Murner.

The trial court and the Hofmeisters next place

[*56] much reliance upon Murner's cooperation with

CIC and the acknowledgment that he routinely obtained

CIC's approval before offering settlement to the

Hofmeisters. This reliance is misplaced.

As Dasher's agent, Murner had a duty to follow Dasher's

instructions. If Murnpr's cooperation with CIC had been

contrary to Dasher's instructions, that would support an

argument for Murner's role as CIC's agent. But nothing

in the record suggests such a thing occurred. Murner's

cooperation with CIC was consistent with the duty he

owed to his .client, Dasher; it was consistent with

Dasher's duty to CIC; it was consistent with Murner's

relationship to CIC as an independent contractor. See,

Latham, supra, 282 S.V.1.2d at 848 (Fact that employer

and independent contractor engaged in "daily

conferences merely represented the [employer's] right to

see that the work was prpgressing and does not

militate against the idea LathaM was an independent

contractor.").

The same can be said for Mumer's act of obtaining

CIC's approval before settlement was offered. Murner

was, again, simply carrying out the contractual duty his

client owed CIO.

It is also clear that Murner was not functioning as CIC's

claiMs adjuster. [*57] HN17[7] The respective roles of

the insured's attorney and the insurer's claims adjuster

are entirely distingulahable. The adjuster's fundamental

role is to settle the claim apart from litigation; the

attorney's is to effectively conduct a defense in the

litigation. The adjuster owes no independent loyalty to

the insured apart from that owed by the insurer. The

attorney's loyalty to his insured client is paramount And,

unlike the attorney whose conduct is controlled by hts

oath, the adjuster receives direction and authority from

the insurer, which is why he has been deemed the

insurer's agent. Fidelity & Guaranty Ins. Underwriters, 

Inc. v. Gregory, .387 S.VV.2d 287, 289 (Ky. 1965).

Furtherinore,

the adjuster and the claimant usually deal directly

With one another. If their negotiations fail, the

adjuater negotiates with plaintiff's counsel, and

even after litigation is, begun, the adjuster frequently

deals directly with plaintiffs counsel.

Geflor v. Alsabl, 990, S.W.2d 597, 608, 46 3 Ky. L.

Summary 16 (Ky 1999)(LambPrii.Q.J:,dipsent419)-
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Our conclusion that CIC did not control Murner is also

strengthened by the undeniable feet that Murner and

Dasher enjoyed an attorney-client relationship. When

Murner undertook Dasher's [*58] legal rppresentatioh,

he became Dasher's agent, not CIC's. Douthitt v.

Guardian Life Ins. Co. of America, 235 Ky. 328, 31

S.W2d 377, 379 (193.0)(HN1801 "an attorney is an

agent of his client"). Kentucky has always jealously

gdarded the attorney-client relationship, for while "[t]he

relationship is generally that of principal and agent . .

the attorney [owes his client] a higher duty than any

ordinary agent owes his Principal:" Daugherty v. Runner, 

581 S.W.2d 12 16 (KyAoo. 4978). As described supra,

Mui-ner's relinquishment of control to CIC would have

required that he abdicate his professional responsibility,

abandon his true principal, and jeopardize his career.

We conclude that .fIN;9[ ] where there is no evidence

other than the fulfillment of those duties existing

between the lawyer and the insured as his client, and

the fulfillment of those duties existing between the

insured and the insurer, there can be. no finding of an

agency relationship between the insurer and the

attorney it hires to defend its insured. These duties exist

and will be carried out in every case of this nature. If we

held that these facts alone would support a finding that

the insurer controlled the attorney, not Only would

r59] we have to conclude that the attorney is always

the insurer's agent, we would be inviting, if not requiring,

the very conflicts our caselaw and ethical rules seek to

avoid: See, e.g., American Ins. Ass'n, supra; Kentucky

Rules of Professional Conduct, (SCR) 3:130(1.7) and

(1.8).

For their part, the Hofmeisters assert that additional

evidence dbes exist. They claim Murner became directly

involved in deciding whether CIC's policy covered his

client's employee. Examination of the record does not

support more than their attorney's argument to that

effect, and the unrefuted evidence of record contradicts

the assertion. In hia testimony, Murner made the point,

and we believe correctly, that the scope-of-employment

issue (critical to his client's common law liability to

Hofmeiater) and the coverage issue (critical to CIC's

contractual liability to Clark as a third-party beneficiary)

were independent considerations; and that his focus

was on the former. Murner's opinion regarding scope of

employment may have affected CIC's decisions

regarding coverage, but that alone will not support an

agency relationship between CIC and Murner.

The Harneistera also believe that CIC oho* be

judicially estopped [.69j from, denying the agency.
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relationship because of a prior assertion in this same

proceeding that CIC's communications with Murner

were privileged. We disagree. 11N20[7] "The judicial

estoppel doctrine . • . prevent[s] a party from taking a

position inconsistent with one successfully and

Unequivocally asserted by the same party in a prior

proceeding." Colston Investment Co. v. Home Supply

Co„ 74 S.W3d 759, 763 (Ky.App. 2001)(emphasis

supplied), EVen if we were to expand the doctrine to

include inconsistent positions Within the same

proceeding, we certainly could not do so selectively. We

would have to apply the doctrine equally to the

Hofmeisters who sought to avoid the attorney-client

privilege by arguing below that Murner was not CIC's

attorney. To use the Hofmeisters1 attorney's words, "As

this Court is well aware, an attorney can only represent

the insured."

The Hofmeisters next argue that Murner had either

actual or apparent authority to bind CIC in settlement

negotiations. Though the brief makes virtually no

reference to the record on this point our examination

does not disclose evidence to justify such a conclusion.

Until the complaint was amended in mid-August 2001,

there was no claim [*o] against CIC to be settled. After

that point, attorney Risley was hired to represent CIC.

We find it difficult to understand this argument under

these circumstances. Evidence that Murner sought a

release that would include CIC, and even evidence that

Murner conveyed information to Golden that CIC would

be responsible for negotiating Hofmeisters PIP

settlement, is not inconsistent with Murner's

independent contractor status vis-a-vis CIC.

However, the trial court, citing Clark .v. Burden, 917

S. VV.2d 574 (Ky. 1996), appears to have accepted this

last argument We believe that case is inapposite. The

attorney with settlement authority at the center of Clark

represented the tort claimant. Id. at 575. The only other

attorney involved represented the joint tortfeasors and

not either of their insurers. Id. In fadt, no insurer is

mentioned at all, Clark simply stands for the proposition

that, under proper circumstances, an attorney can bind

his client. CIC was not Murner's client. Excluding a sort

of circular argument we simply cannot see how Clark

supports the finding the CIO exercised the kind of

control over Murner that would have made Murner its

agent

The Hefrneistere argument that Murner [*62) could bind

CIC in settlement reveals a fundarnental confusion

about the nature of the underlying claim. HN2 /Pn An

automobile accident gives rise to atort claim against the
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tortfeasor, but net any kind of claim against that

tortfeasor's insurer (unless, of course, the claimant is

also an insured under the same policy). The accident

Victim has no right, prior to obtaining a judgment against

the tortfeasor, to assert a direct claim to insurance

policy proceeds. Central Mut. Ins. Co. v Omen, 271 

Ky. 280, 111 S.W.2d 425,426 (Ky. 1937); of:, Wheeler.

v. Creekmore, 469 S.VV.2d 559, 564 (Ky. 197/)(Where

one jurist lamented the fact that an insurance contract is

not "vieWed as one vesting in the injured third party a

direct cause of action;" Osborne, J., concurring).

Consequently, C1C had no liability in the underlying tort

action that would have required negotiation or

compromise. If there had been evidence that Murner

had authority to bind CIC, it would have been, at best,

merely incidental to his duty to defend Dasher.

The record is devoid of any evidence that CIC exercised

any actual control, invidibus or otherwise, over the

means by which Murner accomplished his

representation of Dasher, Including [*63] his efforts

toward Settlement of the tort claim. These settlement

effortS are best characterized as an appropriate attempt

by Dasher's attorney, utilizing a Dasher asset (the

contract of insurance), In accordance with contract

terms requiring Dasher's cooperation and CIC's

approval, to settle a tort claim against his client 18

We therefore agree with CIC that the trial court erred by

denying its motion for directed verdict that Murner was

not CIC's agent. Murner began and maintained his

representation of Dasher as CIC's independent

contractor. Consequently, the general rule prevails and.

C1C is not vicariously liable for r641 any of Murner's

actions undertaken in the performance of his

representation of Dasher. Miles Farm. Supply v. Ellis, 

878 S.W.2d 803, 804 (KvApp. 1994).

D. Whether the Trial Court Erred in Failing to Direct

a Verdict in Favor of CIC on the Claim of Fraudulent

Miarepresentation

1a In view of our holding, we need net rely on the alternative

basis for reversal that the record is completely devoid of

evidence sufficient to constitute the required mutual

"manifestation of consent" that Murner serve as CIC's ageht.

Phelps v. Louisville Water Co., 103 S.W3d 46 50 (Ky; 2003).
Without contradiction, Murner testified that he never

consented to have either his litigation conduct or his

settlement conduct contrelled by CIC, and that his loyalty to

his client was never compromised by, any Obedience to CIC

inconsistent with his dUty as Dashers attorney.
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CIC asserts the trial court erred by denying its motion

for directed verdict on the Hofmelsters' claim of

fraudulent Misrepresentation, We agree,

HN22[1-] Common law fraudulent misrepresentation

requires proof of six elements: "(I) that the declarant

made a material miSrepresentation to the plaintiff, (2)

that this misrepresentation was false, (3) that the

declarant knew it was false or made it recklessly, (4)

that the declarant induced the plaintiff to act upon the

misrepresentation, (5) that the plaintiff relied upon the

misrepresentation, and (6) that the misrepresentation

caused injury to the plaintiff." Radioshack Corp. v.

CornSmart, Inc., 222 S.1/11.3d 256, 262 (Ky.App. 2007).

There must be clear and convincing proof of each of

these elements. With regard to at least three of these

elements, the proof was entirely lacking. Therefore, the

trial court's denial of a directed verdict and judgment

notwithstanding the verdict r65] was clearly erroneous.

The trial court adopted the Hofmeisters' proposed fraud

instruction language which nilsidentifled the

misrepresentation as "that there was only one (1) million

dollars in insurance coverage[.]" 19 They claimed

Murner made this statement as CIC's agent in his letter

to Golden dated May 18; 2000. We have already

determined that Murner was not an agent of CIC, but its

independent contractor. Thus CIC Is not vicariously

liable for that`statement. It is not debatable that no other

CIC representative made such a statement. CIC cannot

be the declarant of the alleged actionable

representation. Therefore, no evidence supports the first

element of fraudulent misrepresentation - that CIC made

a material misrepresentation.

The Hofrneisters respond by arguing that even if Murner

was an independent contractor; CIC can still be liable

for fraudulent misrepresentation on its own account.

Arguing for what might be termed reverse engineering

of the tort, they urge us to conclude that the jury Inferred

19 There is a techniOal difference between the instruction's

wording and the actual language the Hofmeisters alleged

misled them - that their $ 1.5-million demand was "in excess of

the policy limits provided by Dasher's insurance carrier[.]" The

October 14, 2002, settlement conference is the first time the

record reflects that either Murner or CIC represent that the

limits of the policy CIC wrote for Dasher were $ 1,000,000.

CIC proposed mote generally that [*66] the Instruction simply

ask the jury to determine whether CIC had misrepresented

"pertinent facts" regarding Insurance coverage. Jury

instructions identifying the alleged representation must portray

it With accuracy.
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fraudulent misrepresentation from CIC's breach of Its

duty to disclose that Dasher had another asset to satisfy

their claim, Le., the excess policy. This presumes a duty

to disclose. However, fiN23[-- ] the duty to disclose

describes an element of the different tort Of fraudulent

concealment requiring proof of "substantially different

elernents." Rivermont Inn, Inc. v. Bass Hotels & Resorts

Inc., 113 S.W.3d 636, 641 (Ky.App. 2003).

Disregarding, arguendo, that the jury was not instructed

as to the tort of fraudulent concealment, and further

equating fraudulent concealment with fraudulent

representation, cf., Bankers Bond Co. v. Cox, 263 Ky.

481, 92 S.W.2d 790, 792 (1936)("such concealment

was in fact a false representation"), [*67] we do not find

merit in either of the Hofmeisters' arguments that CIC

owed them such a duty.

The Hofmeisters quote Williams v. Kentucky Dept. of

Edua, 113. S.W.3d 145 (Ky. 2003), for the proposition

that "When the principal is under a duty to provide

protection for . . others and confides the performance

of that duty to a servant . . who causes harm to them

by failing to perform that duty, vicarious liability attaches

even if the agent or subagent is not a servant, i.e.; is an

independent contractor" such as Murner. Id. at 151. We.

believe Williams is not helpful. While an accurate qubte,

this is not an accurate reflection of the holding.

In Williams, two students skipped school and were

involved in an automobile accident resulting In the death

of one student. The student's estate sought relief

against the Kentucky Department of Education (DOE)

claiming negligent supeivision. The principal issue in

Williams was DOE's defense that

local boards of edUcation are not agents of the

DOE but are separate and diStInct agencies of the

Con-imonwealth assigned to perform separate and

distinct functions, i.e., they are co-agents; and,

thus, the DOE is not vicariously liable for the

failures of employees [*68] of local boards[.]

Id. at 152. The principal holding in Williams was a

rejection of that argument.

From the language and structure of this statutory

sdherne, we conclude that the legislative Intent was

to vest the overall Management, operation, and

control of the common schools in the DOE, with the

local boards of education functioning as agents of

the DOE . . . Thus Viewed, the statutory

relationship between the, 13.()F rid the local board

waSsutore akin to that of princIpal-agent than to that
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of co-agents.

Id. at 154 (emphasis Supplied), The issues had nothing

to do with independent contractors. The language Upon

which the Hofmeisters rely is mere dicta.

Furthermore, we believe the Hofmeisters misinterpret

these dicta. They argue this language supports a

holding that CIC owed a duty to "provide protection" to

them by disclosing the existence of a potpritial source of

recovery for a liability they had yet to establish. We

believe no such duty exists. Cf, National Sur. Com. v. 

Hartford Cas. Ins. Co., 493 F.3d 752, 760-61 (6th Cif. 

20072(a slightly different concept; "no Kentucky court
has recognized a duty" nor is there "any reason why the
Kentucky Supreme Court would Impose a duty on an

[*69] insurance company [even] to investigate whether

its insured has other insurance coverage."). Support for

our View can be found by reading Williams More closely.

The Williams quote, referencing a duty to provide

protection for ethers, is based on RESTATEMENT

(SECOND) OF AGENCY § 251 (1958). Contrary to the

Hofmeisters' suggestion, that section does not describe

a manner in which vicarious liability May • bp created

absent an agency relationship. As even the caption to .§

251 illustrates, the kind of liability being described

presumes the agency relationship already exists:

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY, supra, § 251

("Liability For Physical Harm Caused By A[n] Agent;"

emphasis supplied). 20

The Hofrnelsters argue that there Is an alternate source

for CIO's duty. Citing Smith v. General Motors Corp.,

979 S.W.2d 127, 45 13 Ky.. L. Surninary 9 (Ky.Ap0. 

1998), the Hofmeisters claim .C1Cts [*70] duty arose

"from a partial disclosure of information, [or] from

particular circumstances such as where one party to a

contract has superior knowledge and is relied upon to

disclose Same." Smith at 129 (emphasis supplied).

Neither argument has merit.

Taking the latter first, the "superior knowledge"

argument requires that the "defrauder" and the

"defraudee" be parties to the same contract. We should

not have to point out that the Hofmeisters and CIC were

20 Generally, RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCYg 251 

describes the liability of a party who, once owing a non-

delegable duty of protection to a third person, cannot avoid

liability on agency law grounds for the injury to that third

person resulting from the negligence of an agent regardless

OfWfiether.tfie agent is a servant Or'a 'rion-servant.

not in privity.

The "partial disclosure" argument also fails. The

Hofmeisters maintain that Murner's letter constitutes a

disclosure about insurance coverage that, because it

was only partially true, was a false representation of thp

whole truth. See, Dennis v. Thomson, 240 Ky. 727, 43

S...W.2d 18, 23 (1931). Therefore, goes their argument,,

C1C had a duty:to supplement Murner's information with

a disclosure of the excess policy. The problem with this

argument, whether under a theory of fraudulent

concealment or fraudulent misrepresentation, is that the

Hofmeisters' reliance on the information conveyed must

be reasonable,

The reliance element contained in Jury Instruction No.

3(f) carried with it the implicit requirement that the

reliance [*71] be reasonable. Harrelson v. Monger; 206
S.VV.3d 336, 341 (Ky.2006)(HN24[V] "Wind reliance ..

fails the fifth requirernent of fraud - reasonable reliance

upon the claimed fraudulent ad."). (Emphasis supplied).

Based on the record before us, the Hofmeisters' reliance

on their own or their attorney's iMpression of Murner's

letter was unreasonable for several reasons.

Mumer testified that when he learned Dasher had an

excess policy, he told Golden about it, not once but

twice. Golden did not take the stand to refute Murner,

nor did the Hofmeisters present any other evidence

contradicting Murner's testimony. Even if the jury chose

to disregard Murner's testimony entirely, we are left with

the transcript of the settlement negotiations, conducted

on October 14, 2002, and attended by Golden, showing

that the excess policy was referenced one-and-a-half

dozen times. These references occurred before the

conditions Golden placed on settlement were met and,

therefore, before the Hofmeisters were legally

committed to accept Dasher's settlement offer. In fact,

after October 14, 2002, substantial issues remained and

the Hofrneisters had to move the trial court to decide

one of the issues remaining between [*72] the

Hofrpeistets' and Clark's insurers. The settlement

agreement itself was not finalized until December 2002.

Most significantly, it is well established that Hik125N]

"[i]f the truth or falsehood of the representation might

have been tested by ordinary vigilance and attention, it

is the party's own folly if he neglected to do so, and he is

remecilless." Bassett v. National Collegiate. Athletic

Ass'n., 428 F.Supp.2d 675, 684 (E.D.Ky. 2006), quoting

Mayo Arcade Corp. v. Bonded Floors Co., 240 Ky. 212 

41 S.W2d 1104, 1109 (1931). The case cited most

frecitiently In KentLioky for this point of law is one of our
II
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earliest. In Moore v. Turbeville, 2 Bibb 602, 5 Ky. 602, 

1812 WL 644, 5 AM.Deo. 642 (Ky; 1812), our high court

said:

[W]here HA/26[111] an ordinary attention would be

sufficient to guard against imposition, the want of

such attention is, to say the least, an inexcusable

negligence. To one thus supinely inattentive to his

min concerns, and Improvidently and credulously

confiding in the naked and interested assertions of

anpther, the maxim "vigilantibus non dormientibus

Jura subveniunt," emphatically applies, and opposes

an insuperable objection to his obtaining the aid of

the law.

Moore, 5 Ky. at 604.

In the [*73] two and one-half years of substantial

discovery that occurred in this case, the Hofmeisters

elected never to seek discovery of the extent of

Dasher's insurance as authorized by CR 26.02(2). We

believe use of  CR 26.02(21 perfectly illustrates the kind

of "ordinary vigilance and attention" expected by this

rule of law. On May 22, 2000, the Hofmeisters` attorney
was "a little surprised" by Murner's representation of

insurance. .21 This uneasiness could have been

eliminated if only the Hofmeisters had asked for

Insurance information when they prepared and served

discovery requests nine days later on May 31, 2000. 22

Failing to exercise that ordinary diligence at any time

throughout the litigation, the Hofmeisters can claim no

more than that theirs was the kind of "blind reliance"

deemed unsatisfactory in Harralson, supra. 

In response, the Hofmeisters cite Meyers v. Monroe,

312 Ky. 110, 226 S.W2d 782 (19502, rm.] for the

proposition that HN27(47] C1C "cannot escape on the

ground that the complaining party should not have

trusted hint[.]" Id. at 785. They fall to note that Bankers

Bond Co. V. Cog, 263 Ky. 481, 92 S.V1/.2d 790 (1936),

relied upon as authority in Meyers, applies this concept

only "where the one claiming to be deceived is not

shown to have at hand any reasonably available means

of determining the truth of representations made to

hirri(.]" Id. at 792. Clearly, the Hofmeisters do not fall in

the category of clairnants conternplated by Meyers.

21 Mr. Hcfmeister testified that he too was surprised and, in

response to Golden's examination at trial said, "I asked you to

ask thern about that [excess coverage] because I was

surprised that they didn't haVe more insurance

• 22They Ignored the same opportunity when they served

discovery requests in September 2000 and May 2001.
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Proof of the fifth .element Of fratidulent .misrepresentation

- reasonable reliance - is therefore entirely lacking.

There is yet a third element of fraOdulent

misrepresentation that entirely lacks proof in this case.

There is no evidence that Muffler knew the statement to

be false when made on May 18, 2000. The Hofmeisters

offered .no evidence at all .to refute Mumer's testimony

that he did not know of the existence of the excess

insurance until later. 23 The earliest documentary

evidence of the excess policy is dated June 9, 2000.

Therefore, no evidence suppOrts the third element of

fraudulent misrepresentation.

While CIC presents arguments regarding each of the six
elements of fraudulent misrepresentation, our

examination is sufficient to convince us that the

Hofnielsters could not and did not establish that claim.
The trial court erred by denying CIC's motion for a

directed verdict on the Hofmeisters' claim of fraud.

E. Whether the Trial Court. Erred in Failing to Direct

a Verdict in Favor of CIC on the Claim of Violations

of the UCSPA

The Hofmeisters alleged violations of several sections of

the UCSPA. Although the jury was instructed on four of

those sections, the allegations boil down to a claim that

CIC did not promptly offer to pay the. Hofmeisters what

their [*76] claims were reasonably worth. See,

Motorists Mut. Ins. Co. v. Glass, 996 S.W2d 437. 454, 

44 12 Ky. L. Summary 28. 46 3 K1t. L. Summary 25 (Ky. 

1997).

This case exemplifies one of our Supreme Court'S

warnings about UCSPA claims - 1-/N28[7] the fact "that
the statute is not spedifiCally deSigned to accommodate

third party claims 24 . makes trial nearly impossible

23The Hofmeisters argue in their brief that Murner

[*75] admitted that he kept the excess carrier "in the loop the

entire time." They suggest this statement means Murner knew

of the excess policy from the time. he was engaged as

Dasher's attorney. But this general statement, made as It was

In a general context (and, in fact, denied by the excess

carrier), is entirely consistent with Murner's specific testimony

on this specific que,stiort. The general statement certainly is

not clear and convincing evidence that would convince .a

reasonable person that Murner's specific testimony was a

fabrication.
•

24 II-1.feet; 
HA129[T21 

I<RS•304;124.230 viia:never intended by its
• 



and appellate review most difficult" Glass at 460

(Lambert, C...1„ dissenting). However, we have some

dear guidance in Wittmer v. Jane's, '864 S.W.2d 885

• 1Kv. 1993) - "the leading case on 'bad faith' in

Kentucky." Davidson v. American Freightways, Inc., 25

S.W3d 94, 99 (Kv. 2000). Applying Wittrher; we have

no difficulty concluding that the trial court erred in failing

to grant a directed verdict in favor of CIC,

JuSlice Leibson's opinion in Wittrner was "the

culmination of the development of 'bad faith' liability in

our jurisprudence." Id. Writing for a unanimous Court,

"Justice Leibson gathered all of the bad faith liability

theories under one roof and established a test

applicable to all bad faith actions, whether brought by a

first-party [*'78] claimant or a third-party dlaimant, and

whether premised upon common law theory or a

statutdry violation." Id. at 100.

We start with the proposition that HAI30[7] there Is

no. such thing as a "technical violation" of the

tJCSPA, at least in the sense of establishing a

private cause of action fel- tortious misconduct

justifying a claim of bad faith:

[A]n insured must prove three elernents in

order to prevail against an insurance company

for alleged refusal in bad faith to pay the

Insured's claim: (1) the insurer must be

obligated to pay the claim under the terms of

the policy; (2) the insurer must lack a

reasonable basis in law or fact for denying the

creators to establish any private right of action at all, The

statute "is an almost Verbatim adoption of the 1971 version of

the model act formUlated by the National Asseciation of

insurance Commissioners (NAIC)[.]" Davidson V. American

Freightways, Inc., .25 S.W.3d 94, 96 (Ky. 2000j. It was

intended by its drafters only as regulatory measure to assist

state insurance administrators. NAIC emphasized the "original

intent" of [*77] this model act when it issued this warning to

legislatures: jurisdiction choosing to provide for a private

cause of action should consider a different statutory scheme.

This Act Is Inherently inconsistent with a private cause of

action." NAIC Model Law, Regulations and Guidelines, Unfair

Claims Settlement Practices Act, NAIC 900-1, Section 1.

Pufpose, Drafting Note (January 2008); see also NAIC 900-9

(January 2008), citing Proceedings of the NAIC, 1989 Proc. ll

204. As a consequence, Kentucky is in that distinct minority of

states that recognize8 a private right of action for violations of

the UCSPA. See Hovel v. Allstate Ins. Co., 2004 NMSC 

135 N.M. 397, 89 P.3d 69, 76-77 (2004)(allowing private right

Of action but requiring first that "there has been a judicial

determination of the insured's fault and the amount of

damages awarded in the underlying negligence action:").
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claim; and (3) It must be shown that the insurer

either knew there was no reasonable basis for

denying the claim or acted with reckless

disregard for whether sttch a basis existed....

[A]n insurer is ... entitled to challenge a claim

and litigate it if the claim is debatable on the

law or the facts.

Wittmerat 8.90 (quotation marks and citation omitted).

As it is the centerpiece of CIC's argument, we focus on

the second element - the lack of a reasonable legal or

factual basis for denying the claim. .Considering all of

the evidence in a light most favorable to [*79] the

Hofmeisters, we conclude that CIC did have a

reasonable basis for denying the Hofmeisters' claims.

Those claims could not go forward againat Dasher

without establishing that Dasher was vicariously liable

for Clark's acknowledged negligence. Vicarious liability

depended upon whether Clark was acting in the scope

of his employment at the time of the accident. Despite

the Hofmeisters' insistence otherwise, the answer to that

question was not clear.

Until the Hofmeisters filed their complaint nearly a year

after the accident, no one exhibited any conviction that

Clark was acting in the scope of his employment with

Dasher. He had completed his work and gone home. He

was in his own vehicle, not Dasher's. The Hofmeisters'

entire focus was on Clark and his automobile liability

insurer. Not even Clark was sure he was working for

Dasher at the time of the accident. The record before us

does not reflect that he ever filed a workers'

compensation claim. And when the adjuster for

Hofmeister's Insurer asked Clark, "Were you working on

the job at the time [of the accident] or were you just on

personal business?" Clark responded, "That's uh • . .

that's debatable,"

After the Hofmeisters filed suit f80] naming Dasher as

a co-defendant, their attorney insisted Dasher's liability

was clear and it was bad faith to deny it. However, it

took two years before Dasher, Clark and the

Hofmeisters each filed summary judgment motions

asking the trial court to determine vicarious liability.

Dasher's motion, and Dasher's opposition to the

Hofmeisters' and Clark's separate motions, presented

legal and factual argument that Clark was not acting In

the scope of his employment. 26

25 DaSher's filing of these pleadings 1$-Iitigation .coaduct, FIA131

,Litigation conduct., amounting to bed faith Can he
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Although the trial court eventually concluded that Clark

was acting within the scope of his employment, Clark

never accounted for; nor did the trial court appear to

consider, the fact that, in a geographic context, the

accident occurred at a point that took Clark substantially

away from the purported purpose for the trip - to return

Dasher's keys. 26 In the language of the early common

laW, this is an rill example of a "frolic and detour."

See, e.g., Fataoher v. City of Bbca Raton, 524 U.S. 775. 

776,. 118 &Ct. 2275, 2278, 141 L.Ed2d 662

(19981(HN32M referring to "the classic 'frolic and

detour for which an employer has no vicarious liability").

Accepting the trial court's determination that Clark left

his ho_ me in pursuit of Dasher's business, the law is

clear that to remain In the scope of employment, he

must not have deviated from its pursuit Sharp v. 

Faulkner, 292 Ky. 179, 166 S.W2d 62, 63. (1942). But

because Clark turned off that direct route and headed in

the opposite direction, toward Georgetown where the

accident occurred, there is a genuine question whether

he was still on his employer's business at the time of the

accident. In Dennes v. Jefferson Meat Market, 228 Ky. 

164, 14 S.W2d 408 (1929), our highest court

considered such deviation in the context of the

employee's use of his employer's vehicle. Where the

employee Is using his own vehicle, we believe Dennes

must apply at least equally so.

HN335.611 Where deviation from the course of his

etnployment by the servant [*82] is slight and not
unusual, the court may, as a matter of laW, find that

the servant was still executing his master's

business. On the other hand, if the deviation is very

marked and unusual the court may deterMine that

the servant was not on the master's business at all

but on his own. Cases falling between these

extremes will be'regarded as involving a question of

fact for the determination of the jury..

Dennes at 409; see also, Wyatt v. Hodson, 210 Ky. 47,

275 :S. W. 15 16 (1925)(master not liable for employee's

auto accident where employee deviated 4-1/2 blocks

from direct route of master's business). As our high

court said in Wyatt, this ''is a case of going beyond the

sanctioned by the trial court pursuant to the civil rules, See the

discussion, infra at Section of Knotts v. Zurich Ins. Co., 

197 S.W3d 512 (Ky. 2006) distinguishing litigation conduct

and settlement conduct.

26 We set aside the substantial factual dispute whether Dasher

"ordered" Clark to return the keys,c or whether he did so

voluntarily.
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route required in the service of the master, and in doing

this he was acting for himself and not in the course of

his employment." Id.; see also, Winslow v. Emerson, 

221 Ky: 430, 298 S.W 1084, 1085 (1927). M held in

Model Laundry v. Collins, 241 Ky. 191, 43 S.W.2c1 693

[1931), Clark's personal venture would not have

terminated nor Would his service for Dasher have

resumed until he returned to the point of departure from

the business route - Interstate 64 - a point he never

reached. Id. at 693.

Because the underlying [*83] accident case was

settled, the trial court's decision regarding scope of

employment was never challenged. However, whether

the trial Judge was correct Is not the issue - the issue is

whether Dasher's defense was "debatable on the law or

the facts."" Wittmer at 890. We are satisfied that the

"defense was not only fairly debatable, it had substantial

merit." Bentley v. Bentley, 172 S. W3d 375, 378 (KV. 

2005)(citation omitted), Since we conclude Dasher's

defense Wes fairly debatable, we must also Conclude

that CIC's denial of the Hofmelsters' claim was

reasonable. Therefore, under Wittmers second element,

there can be no UCSPA violation.

With regard to allegations that four individual sections of

the UCSPA were violated, CIC specifically argues that

the trial court should not have let the case go to the jury.

We agree that the trial court turned the case over to the

jury for resolution of an issue that was uniquely the trial

court's alone to make.

HN34[1F] Whether a tort has occurred under ;KRS

304.12-230 is precisely what Wittmer requires the trial

court, not the jury, to decide. The "threshold problem" is

to determine "whether the dispute is merely contractual
Or whether there are tortious elements [*84] justifying
an award of punitive damages[l" Wittmer at 890. To do

that, the trial court must weigh in on the question of

punitive damages by answering "whether the proof is

sufficient for the jury to conclude that there was conduct

that is outrageous, because of the defendant's evil

motive or his regkiess indifference to the rights of

others." Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). The order

denying the Hofmelaters' summary judgment motion

shows the trial court did not make such a finding.

The. Hofmeisters specifically sought the trial court's

determination that CIC had violated four sections of

KRS 304.12-230. The court declinod

to find that the cenduct of Defendant folci was
"outrageous because of the defendant's evil motive
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or his reckless indifference to the rights of others."

Wittmer v. Jones 864 S.W.2d 885, 890 (1993).

Such a determination of evil intent or indifference .

. is within the province of the jury, but not within the

province of this Court on a motion for summary

judgment.

Trial Court's Opinion and Order, May 17, 2004: 27 The

trial court's mistaken belief that this question was for the

jury does not take away from the fact that, when

presented with the question, it [*85] declined to find

evidence of tortious conduct, outrageous behavior, evil

motive or reckless indifference to the Hofmeisters'

rights. Coneldering the threshold, this is not surprising.

HN35[7] The evidentiary threshold is high indeed,

Evidence must demonstrate that an insurer has

engaged in outrageous conduct toward its insured.

Furthermore, the conduct must be driven by evil

• motives or by an indifference to its insureds' rights.

Absent such evidence of egregious behavior, the

tort claim predicated on bad faith may not proceed

to a jury.

United Services Auto. Ass'n v. Bull, 183 S.W.3d 181,.

186 (Ky.App. '2003). While Buit is a first-party case,

there is no justification for lowering the standard for

third-party claims deriving as they must frOm the first-

party's contract of insurance. Our Supreme Court has

long embraced this approach in both first-party and

third-party claims under the common law where ft was

recognized that .bad faith determinations present

"troublesome, or even impossible, question[s] for the

jury [which] is just not eqUipped to evaluate [t]he issue

of 'bad faith'[.]" Manchester ins. & IndeM, Co. v. Grundy, 

531 S.W.2d 493, .499-500 ("Kv. /976)(emphasis in

original). We believe Wittmer [*86] simply extended to

tort actions under KRS 304.12-230 the .same

requirement still existing under the common law that

"[Ole issue of 'bad faith' should be decided by the trial

court." Id. at 500; see, Ruby Lumber Co. v. K.V. 

Johnson Co., 299 Ky. 811, 187 S.W.2d 449 (1945)("until

repealed or altered by the Legislature , [w]e are not at

liberty to ignore the common law totally [and] the

27However, in its Opinion and Order denying CIO's post-trial

motions, the trial court stated that "regarding the claim of

statutory bad faith there was sufficient evidence of bad faith to

present the question of punitive damages to the jury." Opinion

and Order, October 25, 2004, p.6. Much of that evidence,

hativever, was of litigation conduct admitted over C1C's

objection and contrary to the subsequent holding in Knotts 

Zurich Iris. Co., 197 S.W3d 512, 522 (Ky. 2006).
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intention to abrogate the common law is not

presumed.").

A [*87] review of the evidence presented reveals a

complete absence of the type of conduct required to

clear the evidentiary threshold to send this case to a jury

on a claim that CIC violated the UCSPA. The trial court's

May 17, 2004, Opinion and Order implicitly supports`this

conclusion.

Our opinion is not changed, but bolstered, by our

examination of the individual sections of the UCSPA

upon which the jury was instructed KRS 304,12-

230(1), MI, (13), and (14).

HAI36[ ] Section (1) prohibits an insurer from

"Misrepresenting pertinent facts or insurance policy

provisions relating to coverages at issue." All previous

discussion regarding the Hofmeisters' claim of

fraudulent misrepresentation applies as well to this

claim. In addition, this section addresses "coverages" - a

term used through. the Insurance Code, KRS Chapter

304. Though not defined by statute or Kentucky

caselaW, HN37[ ] "coverages" is a term that identifies

"the amount and extent of risk contractually assumed by

an insurer." Illinois Farmers Ins. Co. v. Tabor, 267 III. 

App. 3d 245, 642 INI.E.2d 159,. 163, 204 III.. Dec. 697

filtApp.1994), citing BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY .365

(6th ed. 1990)(emphasis supplied). It is an abbreviated

means by which we define what the insured has

contracted [*88] for in exchange for his premium.

"Coverages at issue" therefore refers to an insured's 28

contractual dispute with his insurer, and not an accident

victim's tort dispute with the insured-tortfeasor, or an

accident victim's dispute with the insurer (unless as the

assignee of the insured's rights under the contract he

stood in the insured's shoes).

HN39[ ] Under section (6), an insurer Violates the

28 Of 'course, HA138[1111 for purposes of defining the class of

persons protected by the KRS 304.12-230(1), this would

Include both first-party insureds and third-party claimants to

whom the insured assigned (as under common law) his claim

against the insurer. A close reading of Stale Farm Mut. Auto. 

Ins. Ca v Reeder. 763 S.W.2d 416 (Ky. 19881 indicetes that

consistent with common law bad faith,• Reeder was an

assignee of the Insureds' (the Hamptons') contractual rights.

This is the only explanation for the Supreme Court's statement

that the case involved "a contractual dispute over the amount

of damages[.]"  at 118 (emphasis Supplied). Unless the

Hamptons assigned their contractual rights to Reeder, Reeder

could have had no contractual right at all vis-a-vis the insurer.

ii3
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UCSPA by "'[n]ot attempting in gpod [*89] faith to

effectuate prompt, fair and equitable settlementS of

cialm8 in which liability has become reasonably clear[.]"

At least with regard to third-patty claIrne, we believe the

Wittmer standards encompass this provision. As we just

described,, supra, the requirement that liability be

reasonably clear was not met Furthermore, we have yet

to mention Golden's unreasonable demand that Dasher,

and CIC„ should need nothing more as proof of Mr.

Hofmeister's $ 5,000,000-loss than his partially self-

determined tax returns. Again, we turn to Wittmer, with

some modifications applicable to this case.

H1V40[V] Although an insurer is under a duty to

promptly investigate and pay claims where it has no

reasonable grounds to resist in good faith, neither

this duty nor any provision of the UCSPA requires

the insurer to assume responsibility to investigate

the amount of the claimant's loss for the claimant.

The insurer-1s] legal responsibility is limited to

payment upon proof of loss. The only proofs

presented to [CIC] were the [largely]

unsubstantiated amounts stated hi the derriand

letter from [Hofmeister's] counsel. This letter

provided neither supporting documents nor

reference to reliable sources.

Wittmer .at 801-92: [*90] Under these circumstances,

the Jene 22, 2000, settlement offer can only be

rationally viewed as a good faith offer. Despite a

reasonable belief that Dasher may have no liability

whatsoever, CIC authorized DaSher's use of the

equivalent of $ 259,000 of its $ 1,000,000-pelicy to

settle all but the lost income portion of the Hofmeisters'

demands. That offer was rejected. Most significantly, the

Hofmeisters withdrew their $ 1,000,000-offer, never to

present it again. Instead, they chose to litigate, making

no further settlement demands. 29 We cannot find in the

record any evidence that would have justified the trial

court in allowing the jury to consider whether CIC

Violated KRS 304.12-230(6).

fiN410411; Section (18) of the UCSPA allows a private

right of action against an insurer for "[flailing to promptly

settle claims, where liability has becorhe reasonably

clear, under one (1) portion Of the insurance policy

coverage in order to influence settlements under other

portions of the insurance policy coverageff Again,

liability was not clear. Even if it had r91i been, the

29 The Hofrneisters' February 2001 attempt to accept a portion

Of Dasher's *earlier offer (which theyzhad rejected) was not a

demand for settlement.
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Hofmeisters' claims were not claims under multiple

portions of Dasher's insurance policy; they all arose

under the same portion - Section II, Liability Coverage.

HN42[ ] Like KRS'304.12-230(1), the class of persons

protected by this section are first-party insureds and

third-party assignees of the first-party's rights.

1-IN43[ ] Section (14) makes an insurer liable for

"[flailing to promptly provide a reasonable explanation of

the basis in the insurance policy in relation to the facts

or applicable law for denial of a claim or for the offer of a

compromise settlement[.]" This is clearly another

coverage issue that plainly refers to first-party claims.

Still, logic requires that it fail for additional reasons. The

Hofmeisters' underlying tort claim was not against CIC

but against Dasher. The bases for denial of that tort

claim for vicarious liability were fully set out in Dasher's

answer and discovery responses. Any duty we can

possibly read into section (14) would have required CIC

to simply repeat Dasher's defenses. The law will riot

require such a useless exercise. Blackerby v. Monarch

Equipment. 259 S.W2d 683, 686 (Ky. 1953). But if

somehow we concluded CIC did breach this section, we

fail [*92] to see how the breach could cause any injury.

It would be a mere. "technical violation" for which no

relief will be granted.  Wittmer at 890.

For all of the foregoing reasons, we believe the trial

court committed reversible error when it failed to direct a

verdict in favor of CIC on the claims that it violated the

UCSPA.

F. CIC's Remaining Arguments for Reversing the

Verdict and Judgment

Considaration of the remaining claims of error is not

necessary to determine CIC's liability. However, to

underSland the role of passion or prejudice in this jury's

verclibt, additional consideration is appropriate.

In particular, our consideration of three of CIC's

arguments reveals aspects of that rble. First, the trial

court's denial of CIC's motion to exelude evidence of

litigation conduct resulted in the jury's consideration of

evidence deemed inadmissible both by Knotta v Zurich 

Ins Co., 197 S.W3d 512 (Ky 2006), and the Court of

Appeals opinion it reversed. Second, the conduct of the

Hofmeisters' attorney was considered "improper" by the

trial court, but not So improper as to justify a new trial,

That conduct, however, appears calculated to, and we

believe did, have the effect of arousing the passion
[*93] or prejudice of the jury. Third, while proof of the
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Hofmeisters' substantial reversal of economic fortune is

undeniable, our examination of the record reveals

nothing more than bold speculation that the reversal of

fortune was caused by CIC's conduct.

HM4[71 We neither presume in any particular case,

nor deny the proposition in general, that there is "a

prejudice which juries frequently apply against

insurance companies. Our courts have long been aware

of this prejudice, as exemplified by our decisions in

personal injury cases where the element of insurance

has been improperly injected.-" Aetna Freight Lines, Inc.

Y. R. C. Tway Co., 298 S.W.2d 293, 296 (Ky: 1957). We

cannot quantify such prejudice in any case. But, in any

degree, such an atmosphere combined with the other

factors present in this case is entirely conducive to the

creation of a "perfect storm" - a verdict and judgment so

palpably and flagrantly against the evidence as to

indicate it was the product of passion or prejudice.

1. Whether Litigation Conduct is Actionable Under

the UCSPA

Following the Supreme Court's rendition of Knotts 

Zurich Ins. Co., 197 S.W.3d 512 (Ky. 2006), both parties

supplemented their briefs with additional [*NI] authority.

3° Knotts reversed the Court of Appeals opinibn in

Knotts v. Zurich Ins. Co., 2002-CA-001846, 2004 Ky. 

AM). LEXIS 22 tFab. 6, 2004), that no HN45[Te] post-
litigation conduct by an insurance company can be the

basis of a UCSPA claim. However, in reversing the

Court of Appeals, the Supreme Court reopened the door
only in the slightest degree. Litigation condUct was held

inadmissible by both courts.

The Supreme Court identified "a distinguishing factor

between the insurer's settlement behavior during

litigation and its other litigation conduct." Id. at 523.

fiN46[V] Wp are confident that the remedies

provided by the Rules of Civil ProCedure for any

wrongdoing that may occur within the context of the

litigation itself render unnecessary the introduction

of evidence of litigation condUCt.

Id. at 522. Attorneys, and even parties,

are subject to direct sanction untler the Chill Rules

-"GIG referred us to Knotts while the Flormelaters cited a case

interpreting Knotts, Hamilton Mut. 1nS; Co. ot Cincinnati V.

Buttery. 220 S.W.3d 287 (Ky:App. 2007):
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for any Improper conduct. Though it goes without

saying, we also note that those attorneys have

significant duties under the Rules of Professional

Responsibility, which allow for further

[*95] sanctions for unethical behavior. Thus, we

think the better approach is an absolute prohibition

on the introduction of such evidence in actions

brought under KRS 30412-230,

Id. This has been referred to as "Knotts's . . . MMus test

for inadmissible litigation conduct[.]" Rawe v. Liberty

Mut. Fire. Ins. Co., 462 F.3d 521, 535 (6th 

Cir.2006)Cbad litigation 'conduct that the Rules of Civil

Procedure adequately remedy [isl Inadmissible to prove

bad faith.")(applying Kentucky law):

The trial court below did not have the benefit of Knotts's

spetific analysis but did have CIC's general argument

and objection substantially to the same effect.

Nevertheless, over CIC's objection, Golden was

permitted to admit evidence and to argue the propriety

of litigation tactics, including but not limited to: the timing

and sequence of discovery; whether it was proper to file

a third party complaint against Clark before taking his

deposition; the assertion of subrogation and

Indemnification rights; the decision not to file a

declaration of rights action to determine whether the

insurance poky covered Clark; and whether Murner

should have subpoenaed documents from the

Hofiteisters rather than using other [*96] more

traditional means of obtaining information from adverse

parties:

In Knotts, the Supreme Court considered HN47[11 it

calamitY to "permit the jury to pass judgment on the

defense counsel's trial tactics and to premise a finding

of bad faith an counsel's conduct" stating that it "places
an unfair burden on the insurer's counsel, potentially

inhibiting the defense of the insurer." Id. et 523. in'fact,

"given the chilling effect that allowing introduction of

evidence of litigation conduct would have on the

exercise of an insurance company's legitimate litigation

rights, any exception threatens to turn our adversarial

system on its head." Id. at 52Z Knotts expresses the

fear that a jury, "with the assistance of hindsight and

without the assistance of insight into litigation

techniques, could second guess the defendant's

rationales for taking a particular course." Id, at 520-21.

The case before us represents the coming to fruition of

that fear.

2, Whether Conduct officinielStersi Counsel
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Required a New Trial
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CIO moved the trial court for a new trial based on the

misconduct of the Hofmeisters' counsel. See, CR

59.01(d). The trial court "agree[d] that Plaintiffs' attorney

engaged in some improper [*97] behavior" but held that

its admonition of both attorney and jury was sufficient to

cure the. impropriety.

Because Golden was a witness to much of CIC's
alleged actionable conduct, his role as advocate was

complicated, albeit by his own choosing. Often when

Golden was cross-examining "Murner regarding oral

communications to which only they were privy, the

thallenging tone of the question itself bore the implicit

counter-testimony to Mumer'S response. Golden's

Interrogation of Murner regarding his first disclosure of

the excess coverage is an example.

Golden: [T]he first time the excess carrier was

brought up was back there when Melissa Wiisen

was on the phone [at the October 14,. 2002,

transcribed settlement conference] isn't that:true?

Murnen No, sir.
Of course, only Merners answer is admissible evidence,

but without'taking the witness stand, Golden effectively

represented to the jury that he knew nothing of the

excess policy until that moment. 31

We need not question the trial court's ruling on Golden's

conduct However, we cannot escape the belief that the

jury's verdict was affected by the cumulative effect of his

"improper behavior."

3. Whether the Hofmeisters Proved Any Economic

Loss Was Caused by CIC

CIC's :argument that there was no proof Of a causal

connection between its bonduct and the Hofmeisters'

economic woes is based on Roadway Exp., Inc. v. Don

StohImen.& Asseciates. Inc., 436 S.W.al 63 (Ky. 1968).

HN48[7] The test of whether there can .be a

a1 There are several instances of Golden stating a fact in his

question of Murner for which Golden presented no evidence,

each of which Murner denied: "Mr. Risley . . talked about he

withdrawing our demand fora millibn. I reinstated that demand

r981 right after that;" "1 could have gotten a hundred million

dollar verdict against those two young men [Dasher's

principals];' "[Y)ou and I went back to that jury room right

there, you said you were going to pay a million and I

accepted;" and Ili never agreed to release Fireman's Fund."
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recovery for loss of anticipated revenues or profits

is . . . whether the cause of the damage or injury
can with reasonable certainty be attributed to the

breach of duty or wrongful act of the defendant. . . .

BLit no recovery is allowed when resort to

speculation or conjecture is necessary to defertnine

whether the damage resulted from the unlawful act

of which complaint is made or from other sources.

at 65.

The [*99] Hofmeisters claim the causal connection is

obvious and readily revealed in their theory of darnageS.

Their theory is as follows:
(1) CIC misrepresented that Dasher had only $

1,000,000 in insurance. coverage;

(2) In fact, the CIC and Fireman's Fund policies

combined for a total of 6i000,000 In overage;

(3) If both InsUrers had tendered policy limits in
June 2000, the Hofmeisters would have netted $

4,000,000 after attorney fees;
(4) Mr. Hofineister testified that if he had received
net $ 4,000,000 in June 2000, "it would have made

a huge difference" that would have allowed him "to

Work out plans with different companies . . to go

out and buy a whole series of those bonds because

they were trading on the open market at a huge
discount" and he could have made "[r]oughly a

hundred million dollars."
The Hofnielsters, not having their own expert, claim

CfC's economic expert, James 0. King, jr., supported

this theory and the testimony. Our examination of the

actual exchange between Golden and Mr. King makes

us dubious.
Golden: And you can't tell this jury, Mr.. King, that if

George Hofmeister was paid $ 4 million in cash in
June of 2000, that it woeldn't have made a

difference.

King: $ 4 millien. [*100] I mean, I don't know, that's

a sizeable amount of money and it might have

enabled someone to keep a business going for a

while, I don't know.
Golden: All right, the fact is you don't knew, do you?

King, No.

In the final ahalysis, the theory is both factually and.

logically flawed.

The Hofmeisters never demanded $ 6,000,000 (or even

the net figure of $ 4,000,00.0) in June 2000 or at any
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time. 32 To suggest they were entitled to have CIC and

Fireman's Fund write checks to the Hofmeisters totaling

$ 6,000,000 baSed on Golden's unsubstantiated

demand of only $ 1,600,000 Is both factually

unsupported and completely illogical,

Mr, Flotmeister's [*101] testimony that he could have

turned $ 4,000,000 in "stake" money into $ 100,000,000

is the unadulterated epitome of specOlation.

Furthermore, there is reason to question the veracity of

that testimony as the record shows Hofmeister

borrowed $ 6,000,000 in January 2000 from a friend and

business associate, Richard Burkhart, and Hofmeister's

businesses still failed..

Nothing more than speculation supports the allegation

that CRC's conduct caused the Hofrnelsters' economic

losses.
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misrepresentation claim and the claim of violation of the

UCSPA, Appeal Nurnber 2004-QA-002362-MR must be

dismissed as moot.

IV. Conclusion

Considering the law as applied to the undisputed facts,

we must conclude that the Scott Cirbult Court's denial of

Cincinnati Insurance Company's motions for directed

Verdict and for judgment notwithstanding the verdict as

to the claim of fraudulent misrepresentation and as to

the claim that it violated KRS 304.12-230 was clearly

erroneous. For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of

the Scott Circuit Court in Appeal Number 2004-QA-

002296-MR is reversed.

KNOPF, JUDGE, CONCURS,

Our Supreme Court has recognized that H11150[ ] some KELLER, JUDGE, CONCURS IN RESULT ONLY.

attorneys exhibit a "personal bias against insurance

companies and in favor of using bad faith and UCSPA  

allegations to extort payment of underlying claims frorn

insurers." Motorist's Mutt Iris. Co. v. Glass, 996 S.W.2d

437, 447, 44 12 Ky. L. Summary 28, 46 3 Kv.. L. 

Summary 25 (Ky. 107). The manner in Which Mr.

Golden zealously represented the Hofmeisters would

not exclude him from this class of attorneys.

Regardless, we have identified sufficient factors to

Convince us that the jury's verdict was the product either

of passion or prejudice or a combination of both. For the

several reasons set forth above, the judgment against

CIC must be reversed.

III. Hofrnetster v. Cincinnati Insurance Cninpany, No,

2004-CA-002362-NIR

The. rim Hofmeisters' appeal challeriges only the trial
court's reduction of the punitive damages award from $

18,405,500 to $ 10,000,000. In view of our decision that

CIC was entitled to directed verdicts on the fraudulent

32Though it Went without objection, Golden's question to King

iMpermissibly assumed this fact was in evidence. Our

supreMe Court held that HN49[11 "a connection must 
be

established between the cress-examination proposed to be

undertaken and the facts in evidence. A [party] is not;at liberty

to present unsupported theories in the guise of cross-

examination and invite the jury-to speculate as to some cause

other than one supported by the evidence." Commonwealth. v. 

Maddox 955 S.W.2d 718 721, 44 12 Ky. L Summery 24 (Kv. 

1997j(In a criminal context but citing Kentucky Rule of

Evidence .408).
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